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I. Background

As the cost of batteries decreases and environmental and climate issues become more pressing, electric vehicles ("EVs") are becoming a viable alternative to internal combustion engine vehicles. According to Bloomberg New Energy Finance’s Electric Vehicle Outlook 2018 report ("Bloomberg report"), 55 percent of all new car sales and 33 percent of global fleets will be electric by 2040. Furthermore, at current global sales rates, consumers buy a million EVs every six months, representing a substantial portion of auto market sales growth. The Bloomberg report also indicates that by 2030, 84 percent of all municipal bus sales will be electric globally. E-bus and electric fleets are driving market growth due to compelling fleet economics. E-buses have lower operating costs, travel faster, displace transport fuel, and reduce harmful emissions, improving air quality in Urban areas. Additionally, municipal bus fleets ownership costs are cheaper than conventional municipal bus fleets ownership costs. Although EVs have high up-front costs and currently still represent a small portion of total vehicle sales, they have low maintenance costs, they reduce carbon emissions, and may help stabilize the electric grid.

The current electric grid was not built with EVs in mind. Economic and policy driven changes supporting the proliferation of EVs will have profound impacts on the grid itself. Sensible accommodations for EVs could lead to many benefits to the grid. However, unmanaged adoption may impact electric grid costs and stability in negative ways. Policy concepts should reflect the public interest.

On April 4, 2018, the Illinois Commerce Commission ("Commission" or "ICC") hosted a policy session on the nexus between EVs and grid stabilization. Panelists included utilities, EV manufacturers, and consumer advocates, among others. On September 18, 2018, the Commission hosted a second policy session relating to transportation electrification. Panelists included fleet companies, public transportation agencies, and EV manufacturers, among others. The policy sessions helped the Commission explore the benefits and impacts of EVs on the electric grid, understand ways to foster EV growth in Illinois, and determine some possible best practices for rate structuring and promoting energy efficiency in Illinois.
The policy sessions provided valuable information showing that uncoordinated EV charging could lead to negative impacts, such as power losses and voltage variations that overload the electric grid. Panelists agreed that inefficient, uncoordinated charging is the most pressing challenge relating to EV penetration today. If customers charge their EVs during costly, peak demand times, it could negatively impact the power grid. Conversely, coordinated charging could minimize the need for certain instances of frequency regulation, smooth out generation intermittency from distributed energy resources (“DERs”), and allow for improved efficiencies on the grid as a whole.

It is critical that industry stakeholders collaboratively develop best practices for the efficient charging of EVs in areas such as rate design, peak load demand, building codes, and monetary and non-monetary incentives. Once best charging practices are determined, and energy storage technology is further developed, EVs may, in addition to reducing carbon emissions, have the potential to help stabilize the grid and serve as DERs.

Because EV adoption in Illinois is still in the early stages, the Illinois EV regulatory framework is also in its infancy. While many actors are penetrating the EV industry, regulatory uncertainty discourages utilities and customers from participating at a larger scale. It remains unclear how to efficiently integrate EVs into the current electric system, how to treat charging infrastructure from an ownership perspective, how to determine appropriate rate structures, and how to encourage efficient EV charging practices to support grid stability without burdening non-EV owners.

Accordingly, on September 24, 2018, the Commission initiated a Notice of Inquiry (“NOI”) as a vehicle for gathering information and opinions from stakeholders on electric vehicles to help the Commission identify issues, potential challenges, and opportunities in EV deployment. The NOI is not intended to result in immediate Commission action but rather, serve as an information gathering exercise to help the Commission identify issues, potential challenges, and opportunities in EV deployment.

Interested parties were asked to respond to the following questions and issues:

**Energy Efficiency:**
A. Do EVs contribute to energy efficiency in Illinois by relying on electricity instead of fossil fuels? If so, how?
B. Describe whether and how EV charging stations will affect overall energy efficiency in Illinois.
   a. Describe whether and how development of additional charging infrastructure will affect overall energy efficiency in Illinois.

Grid Reliability and Resilience:
A. Describe whether and how EVs will improve grid reliability and resilience.
B. Identify best charging practices and whether and how they can relieve pressure on the grid during peak-demand times, as well as relieve pressure on individual circuits.
   a. Describe whether and how transportation electrification in the public and non-residential sectors will affect the load on the electric grid.
C. Describe whether and how development of additional charging infrastructure will affect grid reliability and resilience.
D. What other types of technology can be used to support grid reliability and resilience with continued electrification of the transportation sector?
E. Do vehicle-to-grid capabilities need to be enabled in order for EVs to provide grid support?
F. What control by the utility is necessary to ensure reliability and efficient operation of the grid?
G. Identify cybersecurity implications, if any, of widespread EV adoption.
   a. Discuss the potential for EVs to be a vector for smart grid control network penetration.
   b. Discuss the potential for EVs to be a vector for causing physical disruptions if charging and discharging is coordinated in a malicious manner as part of a botnet under the control of malicious actors.

Barriers:
A. Describe regulatory barriers to increased electrification of the transportation sector.
   a. Identify possible solutions to overcome regulatory barriers.
B. Describe economic barriers to increased electrification of the transportation sector.
   a. Identify possible solutions to overcome economic barriers.
C. Describe any other barriers to increased electrification of the transportation sector.
   a. Identify possible solutions to overcome those barriers.
D. Should Illinois prioritize overcoming certain barriers over other barriers?
**Benefits:**
A. Describe the cost benefits associated with increased EV deployment in Illinois.
   a. What is the effect on the State?
   b. What is the effect on individual EV owners?
B. Describe the environmental benefits associated with increased EV deployment in Illinois.
   a. Compare environmental benefits to the environmental detriment if additional EV and charging infrastructure is not developed and deployed.
   b. Describe the environmental effect of EVs on the environment over the lifespan of an EV.
C. Describe any other benefits associated with increased EV deployment.

**EV Charging Infrastructure:**
A. Describe whether more charging stations should be developed in Illinois.
   a. What external sources could be used to identify the optimal ratio of EVs to charging stations?
   b. Describe the rate at which additional public charging infrastructure needs to be developed to meet the demand of increasing numbers of EVs in Illinois.
   c. To what extent and at what rate do customer-owned chargers need to be developed?
B. Identify the costs associated with installing additional charging infrastructure throughout the state. Assume that installation includes distribution build out, customer make-ready work, and charging equipment.
   a. Describe who would carry the costs of each aspect of building additional charging infrastructure.
   b. Describe whether ratepayer funds would pay for any aspect of building charging infrastructure.
C. Describe whether additional charging stations should be installed in densely populated areas, in areas outside densely populated cities, or both.
   a. Describe how EV charging infrastructures could penetrate low income communities that generally do not have high EV adoption.
D. Discuss ownership of charging stations.
   a. Discuss whether utilities should own charging stations. Explain why or why not.
   b. Discuss whether third party vendors should own the charging stations. Explain why or why not.
E. Describe whether charging stations should consist of DC Fast Chargers, slow chargers, or a mixture of both. Explain why.
F. What other utility service options, especially those currently offered in other jurisdictions, could promote EV adoption?

G. What kinds of building code considerations should be kept in mind?

H. What kinds of ordinance changes can help encourage EV adoption?

I. What other municipal codes can encourage EV adoption?

J. Describe technical standards, guidelines, and best practices to manage EV charging standards.

**Ratemaking:**

A. Describe whether utilities should charge time-varying rates, such as time-of-use rates, to incentivize EV penetration in the state. Explain why or why not.
   a. How would EV drivers benefit from these rates?

B. Discuss whether charging infrastructures should be included in the rate base if the charging infrastructure is owned by public utilities. Explain why or why not.
   a. Discuss whether charging infrastructures should be accounted for as capital expenses. Explain why or why not.
   b. Discuss whether charging infrastructures should be accounted for as operational expenses. Explain why or why not.

C. What rate designs have other utilities implemented to encourage EV adoption and how successful have they been?

**Regulatory Treatment of EVs and Charging Stations:**

A. Discuss whether EVs should be treated as distributed energy resources (“DERs”) for regulatory purposes. Explain why or why not.
   a. Discuss whether passenger cars, transportation vehicles, and corporate fleets should be treated equally. Should one type be favored over others? Explain why or why not.
   b. How can unique demand response programs be structured for each customer classification?

B. Discuss how common charging stations should be categorized for regulatory and accounting purposes.

C. Discuss how privately-owned charging stations should be categorized for regulatory purposes.
   a. Should common charging stations and privately-owned charging stations enjoy the same regulatory and accounting treatment?

D. Discuss what kinds of incentives could be implemented to encourage further EV penetration into the US markets.

Reply Comments were due on November 16, 2018 and were submitted by AFPI, Chanje Energy, Inc. (“Chanje”), ChargePoint, ComEd, Greenlots, Institute for Energy Research (“IER”), IIEC, Santini, Sierra Club and NRDC, Tesla, and UCS.

II. Comments

A copy of all Initial and Reply Comments submitted by the parties can be found at https://www.icc.illinois.gov/Electricity/workshops/evnoi.aspx. Below is a summary of the comments received, organized by questions raised in the EV NOI.

Energy Efficiency:

A. Do EVs contribute to energy efficiency in Illinois by relying on electricity instead of fossil fuels? If so, how?

ABB states that electric vehicles are inherently energy efficient by virtue of their electric drivetrain.¹ Specifically, ABB explains that electric motors offer efficiency above

¹ ABB Initial Comments at 2.
90%, while most internal combustion engines ("ICEs") operate with an efficiency of about 20%.² The regenerative braking system in all EVs also contributes to EV energy savings.³

Ameren notes that studies support the concept that EV adoption would contribute to energy efficiency in Illinois because EV engines are significantly more efficient than internal combustion engines and their widespread adoption could lead to a reduction of energy on a per/BTU basis.⁴ In addition, Ameren notes that while some have noted that large-scale EV adoption could provide higher end-use electric loads in Illinois, if energy efficiency and demand response programs evolve along with EV adoption, the resulting load shapes could yield a more efficient use of the grid. Ameren states that it is generally recognized that ICE vehicles are typically less efficient on a "well-to-wheels" basis. Therefore, Ameren argues that an evolved energy efficiency policy in Illinois that quantifies savings from EV efficiency on a per/BTU basis, promotes sound management of additional load from EVs, encourages EV owners to charge vehicles at off-peak times, uses smart-charging technologies, and incorporates equitable principles that address impacts on, and access by all communities, will be important.⁵

The Alliance for Transportation Electrification believes increased adoption of electric vehicles should have no direct impact on regulatory policies and incentives regarding energy efficiency measures.⁶ Energy efficiency measures should continue to be measured under traditional portfolio analysis and cost-benefit methodologies traditionally used for all sectors- residential, commercial, and industrial. Certain energy efficiency measures will continue to be cost effective constituting minimal risk as demand side management resources under most long-term planning scenarios.

ATE argues for implementation of a broader framework to examine overall energy usage, especially the conversion of primary energy on a BTU basis in final use accounting for losses along the path of conversion such as transmissions losses for electricity (estimated to be about 7%) and refinery losses during the process of refining crude oil to

² Id.
³ Id.
⁴ Ameren Initial Comments at 3.
⁵ Id.
⁶ ATE Initial Comments at 1.
gasoline (estimated to be about 10%). See EPRI’s analysis in U.S. National Electrification Assessment (“USNEA”). ATE argues for new metrics and approaches to measure the significant efficiency gain achieved in primary to final energy usage by moving from internal combustion engine vehicles to battery electric vehicles. Furthermore, the Commission should take into account Illinois generation mix, including the significant amounts of fossil generation and its significant zero carbon nuclear generation fleet as well as the variations in the generation mix by season, hour, location, and fuel price variation over a period of time. ATE believes shifts toward lower carbon sources of generation will continue to accelerate in Illinois and the Midwestern region for economic and environmental factors.\(^7\)

ComEd states that vehicles that rely on electricity, rather than fossil fuels, contribute to the overall energy efficiency of Illinois. According to the Department of Energy, conventional gasoline vehicles only convert about 17% to 21% of the energy stored in gasoline to power at the wheels. Comparatively, EVs convert about 59% to 62% of the electrical energy from the grid to the power at the wheels.\(^8\) Similarly, electric buses offer potential energy efficiency opportunities. Recent studies by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (“NREL”) found that compared to 4.2 miles per diesel gallon achieved by traditional diesel transit buses, electric buses can achieve the equivalent of up to 17.3 miles per diesel gallon.\(^9\)

ComEd states that it is not likely that additional EVs would directly impact ComEd’s Energy Efficiency Program pursuant to Section 8-103B of the Illinois Public Utilities Act.\(^10\)

Tesla states that EVs are inherently more energy efficient than ICE vehicles and have the ability to reduce overall energy usage for the state. For example, Tesla’s 2018 models have an Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) fuel efficiency rating of between 85 and 130 miles per gallon-equivalent (“MPGe”), while the Bureau of Labor Standards...

\(^7\) Id. at 3.
\(^8\) ComEd Initial Comments at 2.
\(^9\) Id.
\(^10\) Id.
Statistics reported the average fuel economy of light-duty vehicles is about 24 miles per gallon ("MPG"). The EPA developed the MPGe metric to provide an apples-to-apples comparison of the relative efficiency of an electric vehicle to an ICE vehicle. The EPA uses 33.7 kilowatt hours as the equivalent energy content of 1 gallon of gasoline.\textsuperscript{11}

The UCS states that engine efficiency is the main reason for switching from a fossil fuel vehicle to an electric vehicle.\textsuperscript{12} The UCS explains that EVs use less energy to cover the same distance than comparable gas or diesel vehicles because electric engines are more efficient than internal combustion engines, even with transmission and distribution losses.\textsuperscript{13} UCS refers to the U.S. Department of Energy and states that electric engines are more efficient because they convert 54-62\% of the electric energy they receive, while internal combustion engines convert only 17-21\% of the energy stored in gasoline to power.\textsuperscript{14}

IIEC states that traditionally, energy efficiency goals and programs offered by the utility aim to reduce overall electric usage.\textsuperscript{15} In the case of EVs, IIEC contends that new load is being added to the system. IIEC argues that whether or not energy efficiency goals and metrics should be adjusted to reflect the potential that EVs could replace gasoline consumption with electricity consumption, and the appropriate measurements to determine whether the full lifecycle of an EV is more energy efficient than an internal combustion engine vehicle should be considered by the Commission only if the Commission is given authority to consider this and incorporate it into the utilities’ energy efficiency plans. IIEC notes that this consideration, if otherwise appropriate, should be thorough and should take place within a regulated proceeding or working group, with appropriate input from all interested parties.

\textsuperscript{11} Tesla Initial Comments at 2.
\textsuperscript{12} UCS Initial Comments at 5.
\textsuperscript{13} Id.
\textsuperscript{14} Id.
\textsuperscript{15} IIEC Reply Comments at 2.
If the Commission were to conclude that EVs provide utilities with energy efficiency gains, IIEC indicates that it is likely that the utilities will request to include those efficiencies in meeting their annual energy efficiency targets, or to develop incentives to promote EV usage and pass those program costs onto ratepayers.\textsuperscript{16} The Commission has utilized a set of metrics to measure energy efficiency gains and to determine which utility programs toward those ends are most cost effective. If parties ever seek any changes to those metrics to incorporate EV load, IIEC says that all stakeholders should engage in the process of changing those metrics, within legislative bounds.

IIEC states that some parties have replied to the NOI seemingly convinced that EVs are more energy efficient than ICE vehicles.\textsuperscript{17} (See Initial Comments by Sierra Club and NRDC, Tesla, Alliance for Transportation Electrification, and Metropolitan Mayors Caucus.) IIEC does not think that this is an appropriate subject for investigation by the Commission. However, if ever investigated, IIEC believes that it should be investigated in the context of a dedicated working group or proceeding, with all stakeholder input and all appropriate analyses conducted.

In Dr. Santini’s Reply Comments, he explains that there is a myriad of vehicle technology available, including short range plug-in hybrids, long range plug-in hybrids, other light duty plug-in hybrids, and all-electric vehicles.\textsuperscript{18} Energy efficiency will depend on how far EV customers need to drive the vehicle, when the vehicle is charged, and what kind of charger EV customers utilize. Dr. Santini argues that the marketplace implies that long-run mass market success of “electric” vehicles will come only if the vehicles keep their battery pack size and cost limited and use gasoline for long range functionality.\textsuperscript{19}

Sierra Club and NRDC indicate that EVs contribute to energy efficiency in Illinois by relying on electricity instead of fossil fuel because using electricity as fuel results in dramatic efficiency gains over conventional fuels.\textsuperscript{20} EV motors convert energy to power more efficiently than ICE where most of the energy consumed is lost as heat.

\textsuperscript{16} Id.
\textsuperscript{17} Id.
\textsuperscript{18} Santini Reply Comments at 3-5.
\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 11.
\textsuperscript{20} Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 2.
Transportation electrification increases the total amount of electrical energy consumed, overall energy use declines as EVs shift demand away from petroleum fuels. Electrifying the transportation sector also reduces overall greenhouse gas and air pollutant emissions, provides opportunities to more efficiently utilize existing electricity assets, and shield customers from higher vehicle fueling and maintenance costs. The generation mix does impact the emissions performance of EVs relative to ICE vehicles. According to the Department of Energy, an EV charging on Illinois’ grid already produces roughly 70 percent less greenhouse gas emissions per mile than a comparable ICE vehicle. Thus, EVs are a form of energy efficiency because they reduce total energy consumption relative to ICE vehicles.

B. Describe whether and how EV charging stations will affect overall energy efficiency in Illinois.

ABB states that when charging infrastructure is intelligently used, it can benefit grid asset efficiency. ABB explains that by allowing utilities to implement smart charging programs that incentivize off peak charging behavior and smarter home and office charging, it will allow power generators to operate more consistently and not suffer as much loss of efficiency from ramping assets down overnight.

Ameren points out that a well thought-out EV policy, when coupled with forward-thinking energy efficiency policy, has the potential to promote efficient electric usage, reduction in energy consumption on a per/BTU basis, and decreases in carbon emissions. All of which Ameren states would benefit Illinois customers under a variety of cost-benefit analyses. In order to achieve this result, Ameren claims that good energy efficiency policy will recognize the value of providing certainty in the market to utilities and stakeholders regarding the costs and savings associated with EVs. For example, Ameren argues that a level of standardized savings, evaluation criteria, and costs associated with

21 Id. at 2.
22 ABB Initial Comments at 2.
23 Id. at 2-3.
24 Ameren Initial Comments at 3.
EV programs and design should be established. This could include the adoption of a new transportation technical resource manual ("TRM") and/or modification of the existing Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency ("IL-TRM") to include EV-related measures, either of which could provide for a standard quantification of energy and environmental benefits - including novel categories of benefits related to bringing EV access to underserved areas, among other things.25

ComEd believes that increased numbers of EV charging stations will increase electricity consumption by adding new load. However, this assists in the process of beneficial electrification by transitioning energy from less efficient and higher emission-based fuels to lower emission and higher efficient forms of energy. Additionally, if efficient EV charging stations are used, the benefits could be amplified further.26 ComEd states that an increased number of Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment ("EVSE") that are ENERGY STAR certified would positively impact Illinois’ overall energy efficiency.27 ComEd states that additional EV charging stations could directly impact the Company’s Energy Efficiency Program if the Program is able to incent and claim savings from energy efficient charging stations, such as those that are ENERGY STAR certified.28

Sierra Club and NRDC contend that energy efficiency and transportation electrification are well-positioned and aligned to enhance the flexibility, reliability, efficiency, and sustainability of the grid.29

Efficient EV charging patterns present an opportunity to lower costs for all customers. According to Sierra Club and NRDC, like energy efficiency, electrification of transportation can reduce energy costs for all customers whether they drive or ride in EVs. EVs, excluding public transit and fleet vehicles, sit idle for a majority of the day. This flexibility allows for EV charging to occur at off-peak times when the grid is underutilized and when marginal costs to serve additional load are low. By increasing utility revenues and system load factor without commensurate increases in utility costs, off-peak

25 Id. at 4.
26 ComEd Initial Comments at 2.
27 Id. at 3.
28 Id.
29 Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 3.
incremental EV load can help shield all utility customers from electricity rate increases and put downward pressure on electricity rates by spreading fixed system costs over a greater number of kilowatt-hours (“kWh”) sold. Costs of integrating EVs elsewhere in the U.S. have been negligible: California’s three largest investor-owned utility have found that with over 270,000 EVs in their collective service areas, they spent $500,000 out of approximately $5 billion (0.01 percent) in capital investments on distribution system upgrades attributable to EVs in 2017. 30 An average Illinois household spend approximately $1,100 annually on electricity. However, the average household spends $2,000-$3,000 annually on motor fuel expenditures. Because electricity costs about half that of gasoline even when oil prices are low, Illinoisans have significant potential to save on vehicle fueling costs with EVs and reduce their overall energy costs.31 Chicago Transit Authority states that the new electric buses they have purchased save $27,000 annually in fuel and maintenance costs per bus relative to standard diesel buses.32

According to Sierra Club and NRDC, switching to an EV is an energy efficiency decision because EVs reduce overall energy use, and if flexible EV load is well-managed, transportation electrification won’t contribute to system peaks.

Furthermore, Sierra Club and NRDC note that EVs emit 70 percent less greenhouse gas emissions than ICE vehicles. Additionally, EVs can be leveraged as distributed energy resources to better integrate variable renewable generation onto the grid and provide valuable grid services.33

Tesla states that EV charging stations can help with demand management and better utilization of the electric grid’s fixed infrastructure. EV charging can be more efficiently integrated via price signals such as time-of-use (“TOU”) rates that incentivize charging at times that are beneficial to the grid and drive down cost savings for consumers.34

30 Id. at 3.
31 Id. at 3.
32 Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 4.
33 Id. at 3.
34 Tesla Initial Comments at 3.
a. Describe whether and how development of additional charging infrastructure will affect overall energy efficiency in Illinois.

Ameren submits that the development of a strong charging network and evolved energy efficiency policy, including strong energy efficiency and demand response messaging and programming, could leverage and increase customer awareness, interest, and adoption of EVs. For example, Ameren states that one current form of charging infrastructure - preferred parking spaces - is often located at the prime locations in a parking lot or garage to optimize awareness, education, and interest. Ameren argues that if utilities could co-promote EVs and energy efficiency at these prime locations, messaging would be delivered more effectively. Moreover, Ameren notes that additional energy efficiency platforms could be used to inform consumers and potentially third parties (dealers, ride share drivers, etc.) about the social and technological benefits of EVs and EV-related products. Ameren states that a portfolio of EV programs that coordinates information with energy efficiency incentives and supportive public policy has the potential to reduce market barriers and the need for additional peak capacity investment. Such a result, Ameren states, would provide benefits to the customers throughout Illinois.

Conversely, API-IPC states that refineries have made significant progress in upgrading their operations to produce cleaner fuels and meet federal and state fuel standards. API-IPC further states that internal combustion engine vehicles are the backbone of the United States, with nearly 17 million ICE vehicles on the road, about 150,000 gasoline stations supporting ICE vehicles, 135 refineries, 212,000 miles of liquid petroleum pipelines, and 1,283 terminals supplying the transportation fuels.

---

35 Ameren Initial Comments at 4.
36 Id.
37 API-IPC Revised Initial Comments at 5.
38 Id. at 4.
API-IPC also notes that operational and capital expenditures are aimed at improving the performance of the oil and gas industries’ products, facilities, and operations, and substantial air and water quality benefits have occurred as a result of the investments. The API-IPC highlights that air pollution is 73% reduced since 1970, even though vehicle miles travel has nearly tripled and the economy has grown by 253%. In light of these statistics, the API-IPC believes that transportation policies should acknowledge that consumers are purchasing ICE vehicles, which are staying on the road longer, and are driving on cleaner Tier 3 gasoline. API-IPC further states that policies that conflict with the will of the consumers and attempt to force changes in behavior should be considered with caution, as they may impose undue costs on consumers, with diminishing environmental benefits and unintended consequences.

ComEd states that the availability of additional charging infrastructure in Illinois may encourage customers and businesses to purchase EVs, which would likely increase both the EV rate of adoption and the number of EVSEs installed. Promoting EVSEs that are energy efficient, such as those that are ENERGY STAR certified, could help ensure that this new load (at least the charging portion of it) was as energy efficient as possible.

CUB/EDF argue that as EV charging load grows, so will the need for energy efficiency. CUB/EDF believes that with proper planning, cooperation, and incentives to manage charging load shape, cost-effective shifting of EV charging load can enable and accelerate progress toward reaching energy efficiency targets.

Tesla states that development of additional charging infrastructure will not have a negative impact on overall energy efficiency in Illinois if strategies to drive EV adoption and transportation electrification are pursued with existing energy efficiency efforts. Utilities

---

39 Id.
40 API-IPC Revised Initial Comments at 4.
41 Id.
42 Id. at 5.
43 ComEd Initial Comments at 3.
44 CUB/EDF Initial Comments at 2.
can incent beneficial energy behavior through energy efficiency and price signals. Tools can be adopted in the short term to collect data needed to develop programs that encourage EV adoption and better utilization of the electric grid.\textsuperscript{45}

**Grid Reliability and Resilience:**

ATE recommends defining “resiliency” and “reliability “of the electric system at the distribution level.

ATE defines “reliability” in a traditional sense under SADI and SAIF, measuring how reliably the distribution system can deliver adequate power as measured by duration and frequency of outages, while maintaining system adequate frequency regulation and voltage controls. “Resiliency” refers to the ability of the distribution system to both respond and recover from an external event attempting to disrupt the reliable operation and delivery of electric power to customers.\textsuperscript{46}

A. Describe whether and how EVs will improve grid reliability and resilience.

ABB states that EVs can hold a significant potential for grid reliability and resilience if there is a smart plan, thoughtful rate structures, and intelligent charging features like demand response and delayed or intermittent charging that flattens the overall load throughout the day and night.\textsuperscript{47}

ABB explains that fifty years ago, home air conditioning loads were not intelligently manageable, as cooling was needed on demand, in real time, and could not be actively deferred.\textsuperscript{48} This caused inefficient use of the grid and generation assets.\textsuperscript{49} In comparison,
ABB states that EVs today follow a predictable usage pattern and can be managed intelligently when they charge. ABB states that charging loads can be shifted to night hours, which leads to a more efficient use of generation asset and an increased ability to harness nighttime wind generation.

Ameren claims that in order for EVs to fully support and potentially improve grid reliability and resiliency, they must have the capability to supply energy back to the grid upon request, known as vehicle-to-grid (“V2G”). Ameren states that the charging, communication, and grid infrastructures also must be in place to support V2G. While there are some V2G technology pilots currently underway throughout the world, Ameren indicates that there are currently no EVs on the market that have this capability.

Ameren avers that until V2G is readily available and associated grid infrastructure is in place to support it, an EV resembles many other types of end-use device loads. As such, Ameren argues that its ability to improve grid reliability and resiliency is minimal and limited to its ability to charge at appropriate times to either limit peak demands, or otherwise help to balance load with available generation.

ATE states that in general, EV adoption should have no significant impact on grid reliability and resiliency. EVs should be regarded as another demand side resource, specifically a distributed energy resource that provides benefits to the end-use consumers and distribution grid.

ChargePoint states that transportation electrification has the potential to improve grid reliability and resilience, as well as create value for all ratepayers. In effect, investments in EVSE exert a downward pressure on unit energy costs that can benefit all utility customers regardless of EV ownership. However, this is predicated on the EV load not resulting in excessive new investments in distribution infrastructure costs and avoiding
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high cost “peak” generation and/or distribution time periods. The associated benefits of additional EV load to all utility customers could be significantly increased and grid infrastructure risks lowered by leveraging connected, smart charging infrastructure as well as developing smart charging programs.\textsuperscript{55}

The IIEC states that some parties cite studies suggesting that long-term energy revenues from EVs will exceed the added cost of distribution investment to support the added load.\textsuperscript{56} (See Initial Comments of ChargePoint and Chicago Area Clean Cities Coalition). IIEC cautions that a conclusion of this nature would be predicated on numerous assumptions that would vary widely from utility to utility, specifically the type of tariff rates that are used to price EV load, whether the delivery utility is also the supplier of the electricity, the geographic spread of EV adoption, and the existing infrastructure and future needs in those areas where EV load may grow. IIEC believes it would be premature at this time to conclude that over the long-term, EV load will necessarily have a net beneficial effect on Illinois electricity customers.

The MMC states that EV charging, if planned and managed properly, could produce revenue from additional consumption during off peak times and offset additional infrastructure costs required to prepare for EV charging.\textsuperscript{57} This would result in savings for rate payers. MMC indicates that opportunities to address grid stability include managed charging programs that are designed and implemented by electric utilities and reducing or eliminating demand charges for EV charging.\textsuperscript{58}

Sierra Club and NRDC state that EVs provide the grid with flexible, manageable load. If charging is managed to occur during off-peak periods, EV load can “fill valleys” in load without increasing overall capacity requirements.\textsuperscript{59} Similarly, EV load can be shifted to facilitate the integration of variable generation from renewable sources. EVs with larger

\textsuperscript{55} ChargePoint Initial Comments at 1.
\textsuperscript{56} IIEC Reply Comments at 3.
\textsuperscript{57} MMC Initial Comments at 3-4.
\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 4.
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batteries have potential to provide battery back-up services to buildings or to the grid in times of strain supporting resilience. Flexible EV load, is a critical tool to support the integration of variable generating resources that may be underutilized. Shifting EV demand to complement renewable production can limit curtailment.  

Tesla states that EVs can provide benefits to all ratepayers. EV load has unique characteristics in that it is distributed and flexible; it can be shifted to different times of the day when costs of the electric grid are lowest. EV charging patterns that do not increase the utility system’s peak are beneficial load complementing demand reducing activities such as reducing overall demand via energy efficiency.

In California, with the highest EV ownership rates of any state, the incremental demand that these EVs add to utilities’ system is negligible. The utilities found that over the last five years, the total amount of utility expenditures for system updates due to EVs accounted for only $610,000 of over $5 billion in distribution upgrades. That is less than 0.02 percent. With minimal system planning or programs in place for EVs, the added load, mitigated by its flexibility and distribution, is beneficial to energy efficiency goals.

UCS states that even without vehicle-to-grid integration, the flexibility of EV charging load can be managed in a way that smooths power generation ramping, reduces extreme peaks in load, and better incorporates renewable energy generation on the grid. USC recommends to accomplish these goals through a combination of price signals like time of use rates, demand response programs, and other managed charging arrangements that encourage off-peak charging.
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B. Identify best charging practices and whether and how they can relieve pressure on the grid during peak-demand times, as well as relieve pressure on individual circuits.

ABB states that generally, owners charge their EVs at home during off-peak times at night, which is beneficial to the grid.\(^{65}\) ABB states that well thought out EV charging rates can incentivize EV owners to begin charging after the evening peak.\(^{66}\) According to ABB, drivers can easily shift their charging time via smart chargers tied to smart apps or program charging times directly in their vehicle.\(^{67}\)

ABB explains that managed charging (“V1G”) can be implemented with existing intelligent software tied to charging infrastructure and allows utilities to optimize the rate of charging based on load conditions and driver preferences.\(^{68}\)

ABB further states that well-tailored rate structures can incentivize EV owners to use their cars for grid services like voltage and frequency regulation, which could help maintain power quality on the distribution system.\(^{69}\)

ATE states that key to grid management is grid-to-vehicle charging practices that avoid increasing peak loads on the grid at certain points of the day. These practices can be incented by including price signals or time-of-use rates on a whole home or separately metered basis in tariffs and through customer education on “smart charging.”\(^{70}\)

ChargePoint encourages the Commission to consider the variety of ways in which the new load stemming from increased adoption of EVs can be shaped to create widespread grid benefits through electric rate design and load management techniques. ChargePoint is aware that the types and levels of benefits to the grid from EV charging

\(^{65}\) ABB Initial Comments at 3.
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taking place under an energy management program will vary greatly by EV charging use case.\textsuperscript{71}

ChargePoint encourages the Commission to “right-size” the rate design and load management approach for each use case weighing factors such as potential coincidence with peak load, absolute proportion of charging in such use case, EV driver’s flexibility in charging time and requirement, program complexity, and alignment of incentives throughout the EV charging ecosystem.\textsuperscript{72} Regarding best charging practices, ChargePoint argues three points. First, residential charging is perfectly suited for demand-side management programs due to the long dwell times available for charging, the ability to shift charging within that time period, and the EV driver typically serving as their own “site host”. Furthermore, charging at home is by far the location where the most EV charging will occur. One analysis conducted through the Idaho National Labs found that, on average, EV drivers charged their vehicles at home 64% of the time. In addition, numerous studies have shown that residential charging is extremely responsive to price signals through TOU rates.\textsuperscript{73}

Second, fleet charging is an ideal use case to support demand-side management and smart charging of EVs. This is due to long dwell times, certainty around vehicle operational needs, and the direct relationship between the vehicle’s owner and the charging station’s owner.\textsuperscript{74}

Lastly, ChargePoint argues that workplace charging presents opportunities to shape charging during the day due to the extended dwell times and repeat users of such charging stations. A study also found that approximately 33% of EV charging is conducted

\textsuperscript{71} ChargePoint Initial Comments at 2.
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Workplace charging can be incentivized to avoid early morning peaks or to serve as a “sponge” for overgeneration of solar in the middle of the day. ComEd states that charging managed through smart chargers that are integrated to distributed energy resource management systems (“DERMS”), and tied into ComEd’s advanced distributed management systems (“ADMS”) may help reduce peak demand in localized areas as well as the broader region. In addition, incentives, whether economic or in describing the environmental impact of charging, could also support this effort. EVs supported by these additional technologies may be enabled to participate in strategies such as demand response, peak load shifting, and peak load shaving. Demand Response is achieved through reducing the connected EV load on the charging stations, peak load shifting through charging during off peak hours, V2G during peak hours, and by participating within aggregated DER models. EVs may also provide peak load shaving by meeting the load within the distribution system and reducing the peak load as observed at the Regional Transmission Organization (“RTO”) level.

IIEC agrees that it is imperative to attempt to minimize any detrimental effects that EVs may have on grid reliability and resiliency. This is best accomplished, IIEC argues, through the use of tariff rate designs that incentivize charging during off-peak times to the extent possible and within cost of service principles. In the cases of public fast-charging stations catering to EV owners who require a quick charge on-the-spot and cannot or will not wait until off-peak times, IIEC notes that this could increase local or grid-wide distribution or power supply capacity needs and therefore have a detrimental impact on grid reliability and resiliency. Thus, IIEC contends that the cost to developers or owners
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of such stations should reflect the cost of enhancements to the grid necessary to maintain grid reliability and resiliency.\textsuperscript{80}

Tesla states that research has shown that 80% of EV charging occurs at home which is different than driving to a gas station for fuel.\textsuperscript{81} Most cars sit idle for more than 20 hours a day when people are at stores, work, or at home presenting an opportune time to charge a vehicle. Tesla supports a “Charge where you Park” philosophy with charging options available at home, work, around town where people shop and dine, and along highway corridors.\textsuperscript{82} Tesla advocates for a Level 2 charge at home in evenings when excess grid capacity is greatest as the best charging practice.\textsuperscript{83} Access to Level 2 charging managed through TOU rates properly designed can serve as the building block for any grid integration strategy. \textsuperscript{84}

Workhorse states that charging practices of electric delivery fleets are inherently suited to relieve pressure on the grid during peak-demand times.\textsuperscript{85} Workhorse explains that EV delivery fleets typically operate during the day and are charged over night or programmed to charge during other off-peak times with Level 2 EVSE.\textsuperscript{86}

a. Describe whether and how transportation electrification in the public and non-residential sectors will affect the load on the electric grid.

ABB states that fleet charging will create larger demand loads in specific locations but utilities and technology providers have a lot of experience addressing new significant loads.\textsuperscript{87} ABB states that larger loads can be integrated onto the grid.\textsuperscript{88} While grid updates may be required in some instances, on-site battery storage might be a better way to
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manage demand in others.\textsuperscript{89} ABB indicates that it is engaged in some pilots that pair onsite storage with EV charging and many fleet operators are evaluating onsite solar generation to reduce demand.\textsuperscript{90}

Ameren submits that until V2G capability is readily available, an electric vehicle resembles many other types of end-use-device loads.\textsuperscript{91} The size of the load the EV places on the grid is dependent on the speed at which it is charged, and varies from minimal (120 volt Level 1 charging), to slight (240 volt Level 2 charging), to moderate (Level 3 Direct Current Fast Charging ("DCFC")), to substantial (clusters of charging stations or specific charging equipment for larger commercial applications).\textsuperscript{92} Ameren states that the effect of these types of loads on the overall grid, or on a specific circuit, is dependent on the location, type, and time of charging. Ameren argues that any mechanism that encourages charging at times that do not add to peak demand or that otherwise help to balance load with available generation on the grid or on a specific circuit would be beneficial to the grid. In addition, Ameren claims that the electric distribution utility is uniquely positioned to best understand how the installation of charging equipment can affect the grid in specific locations. Therefore, Ameren states that it would be beneficial for the utility to partner with local, regional, and state entities to strategically plan for charging station deployment to best leverage the existing electric infrastructure in an efficient and cost-effective manner and ensure potentially under-served areas are considered.\textsuperscript{93} Ameren Illinois declares that it is confident that it can manage its system in a manner that avoids any adverse effects associated with the installation of EV chargers as EV markets continue to grow and evolve.\textsuperscript{94} That said, Ameren states that partnerships
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and strategic planning would certainly prove valuable in efficiently managing the impact of EVs on the electrical grid.

ChargePoint argues that while publicly available charging at all levels is important for any charging ecosystem, it is the least optimal use case for demand-side management programs for a few main reasons. First, a very small percentage of total EV charging is, or will be, conducted at publicly available stations. Only 2-3% of charging taking place outside of home and workplace.95 Second, there is an inherent difficulty in aligning the incentives between the site host, the transient EV driver, who may or may not be a native utility customer, and the utility.96 Finally, drivers that plug into publicly-accessible EV charging stations are often relying on a quick charge to get back on the road. Any load curtailment or interference with their “refueling” would result in a poor driver experience and significantly impede EV adoption.97

ComEd believes that transportation electrification in the public and non-residential sectors will add to the total load on the electric grid and can be classified as beneficial electrification. A properly planned process, and optimally designed implementation of transportation electrification, will provide a better means of control and offer the ability to use the increased load to integrate renewable energy and distributed energy. A “bottom-up” approach with feeder level analysis would be needed to help relieve potential local loading issues that EVs might cause on the system. Pricing mechanisms could also support and influence customer charging habits, and therefore support increased transportation electrification.98

95 ChargePoint Initial Comments at 3.
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C. Describe whether and how development of additional charging infrastructure will affect grid reliability and resilience.

ABB states that while EVs bring new loads to the grid, intelligent charging infrastructure with well thought out rate structures can turn the additional loads into grid assets and improve grid reliability and resilience.99

Ameren opines that until V2G capability is further commercialized, the effect additional charging infrastructure will have on grid reliability and resilience will be dependent on the specific location, size, and operation of the charging infrastructure, and the capabilities of the local distribution grid to which it is connected.100 Assuming appropriate grid upgrades are made to accommodate the anticipated load patterns of the charging infrastructure, Ameren argues that if appropriate mechanisms are in place to encourage charging at times that do not add to peak demand or that otherwise help to balance load with available generation on the grid or on a specific circuit, the effect on grid reliability and resilience would be minimal.101

ATE states, additional grid infrastructure to accommodate EVs should have no direct impact.102 Investments in these capital additions to the distribution system should be regarded as a distributed energy resource that could provide benefits to the end-use consumer and the distribution grid.103 ATE urges that the key issue for grid management is to encourage and adopt charging practices which avoid the increase of peak loads on the grid at certain points during the day, commonly known as grid-to-vehicle charging practices.104 This can involve tariff changes that incentivize certain charging habits, or general customer education.
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ChargePoint argues that the development of additional charging infrastructure can readily support ongoing grid reliability and resilience through the implementation of utility programs that collect EV charging data, encourage the deployment of networked charging solutions, and develop new rates that facilitate the deployment of fast chargers by commercial site hosts and encourage EV charging at times that are beneficial to the grid.\(^{105}\)

IIEC states that while the EV industry is nascent, the market potential for electric vehicles is significant.\(^{106}\) IIEC indicates that penetration of EVs will be based on a number of factors, including capital costs, advances in technology, governmental mandates or incentives, and customer preference. The timing of the development and proliferation of EVs, if ever, is simply unknown at this time, according to IIEC. IIEC notes that more uncertain is whether, and to what extent, the regulated delivery systems and activities of Illinois utilities will be affected by the potential increase in loads on the delivery system.

IIEC indicates that most uncertain is the question of whether the traditional regulatory structure really will need to be modified to accommodate any changes caused by additional EV load, and if so, what changes may or may not be required to modify the regulatory structure and the Commission’s authority and role.\(^{107}\) IIEC has seen no evidence that the traditional regulatory structure is incapable of properly addressing the shift in electrical usage patterns that may result from expanded penetration of EVs.

Tesla notes that current EV penetration is at less than 5 percent of all vehicles and studies demonstrate EV integration impact on the distribution grid is minimal.\(^{108}\) For DCFC sites, such as Tesla’s Superchargers, the majority are separately metered and go through a new service request process like every other commercial customer. The utility
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determines whether upgrades are required, if required the customer may need to pay for such upgrade if it is more expensive than allowances outlined by utility tariffs.\(^\text{109}\)

D. **What other types of technology can be used to support grid reliability and resilience with continued electrification of the transportation sector?**

Ameren states that it deploys and studies various types of new technologies to support grid reliability and resiliency, as outlined in the various reliability and infrastructure investment plans it provides to the Commission.\(^\text{110}\) Ameren views efficient electrification of the transportation sector, in the absence of commercial V2G capabilities, the same as it views any other type of new load, so the same types of technologies to support grid reliability and resilience would apply.

ATE states that many types of new technologies can be used to manage new loads created by EVSE. EVSE can enable technologies like demand response and perhaps increased distributed storage. This touches on a threshold issue of how much charging will be grid-connected to the utility opposed to Level 1 charging not necessarily connected to the grid and subject to potential load management techniques.\(^\text{111}\)

ChargePoint notes that their stations and cloud services, and those provided by their competitors, provide the ability for independent station operators to conduct load management of the allowable power level in real time in response to price signals from the utility.\(^\text{112}\) ChargePoint explains that EV charging networks can provide the ability for station operators to grant access rights to utilities to conduct demand response on their stations.\(^\text{113}\) Like any other utility demand response program, the site host participants would likely receive some incentive in exchange for offering this capability. ChargePoint provides an example of their own capabilities, stating that they offer the ability to utilize
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standards-based application programming interfaces, or APIs, to automatically send demand response commands to the ChargePoint Cloud and control stations in the field.\textsuperscript{114}

ChargePoint argues that with existing technologies provided by networked charging solution providers, utilities can easily integrate with a variety of platforms (like smart thermostats) to issue load shedding commands, confirm response, and analyze charging data. In addition to load shedding events, utility programs can also use price signals to residential or commercial customers of record that host charging stations to encourage off-peak charging of EVs.\textsuperscript{115}

ChargePoint recommends that the Commission encourage utilities to explore demand side management programs targeted at reducing system peak, relieving distribution system congestion, and supporting renewable integration via smart charging at the home as an initial phase. ChargePoint also recommends that utilities be encouraged to work in concert with automakers and the EV charging industry to develop solutions that leverage existing “consumer electronics” products and driver interfaces while being agnostic to specific vendors given the nature of the customer sited technologies being discussed.\textsuperscript{116}

ComEd states that the following technologies could be used to support grid reliability and resiliency:

- Managed control of EV charging technologies, integration with DERMS and ADMS, and high-speed, low-latency communications networks, which enable the managed control technologies along with improved protection and control schemes.\textsuperscript{117}
- Technologies that allow for wide-area observability of smart chargers and Extra Fast Chargers (“XFC”), which provide granular management capabilities, and the ability to visualize and monitor the system through Real Time Distribution State Estimation and 3 phase unbalanced Power Flow.\textsuperscript{118}
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• Advanced cybersecurity measures, including fingerprinting technologies and Blockchain.\textsuperscript{119}
• Microgrids, which could benefit from energy resources like EVs.\textsuperscript{120}

Tesla advocates to solve fundamental issues impacting EV ownership first. The EV market is still in its early stages of development, and adoption is reliant upon consumer investment in these vehicles.

Conversely, Tesla discourages programs and solutions with potential to increase the cost of EV ownership. Piloting opportunities to pair renewables including solar and storage will be helpful for future integration but should not be a primary focus today. Complex charging programs with software and hardware requirements to do more sophisticated load management at large scales is unnecessary until costs and benefits have been quantified and EV deployment reaches higher levels. Demand response programs should be designed with a specific end-result providing benefits to ratepayers and the grid while agnostic to the technology that is utilized to achieve the end goal.\textsuperscript{121}

E. Do vehicle-to-grid capabilities need to be enabled in order for EVs to provide grid support?

ABB states that vehicle-to-grid capabilities are easily implemented today as V1G, or non-bi-directional managed charging, where intelligent chargers can structure charging.\textsuperscript{122} ABB further assures that no major changes need to be made to vehicles, chargers, or facilities to enable managed charging.\textsuperscript{123}

ABB explains that vehicle-to-grid capabilities that employ V2G concepts use vehicle batteries as storage assets or to provide grid services, which utilizes bi-directional charging and are still in the early stages of development and piloting.\textsuperscript{124}
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Ameren believes that vehicle-to-grid capabilities need to be enabled in order for EVs to provide grid support. Ameren suggests that without V2G EVs resemble many other types of end-use-device loads.\textsuperscript{125}

ATE states that V2G capabilities are desirable under grid management circumstances but not necessary for EV owners or utilities in early stages of adoption.

ChargePoint states that from a communications standpoint, their stations already have the capability of communicating through standardized communication protocols, such as OpenADR2.0b.\textsuperscript{126} One of the more commonly discussed “two-way” V2G functions is the ability of the EV to export energy back onto the grid for the purposes of providing frequency regulation or other ancillary services.\textsuperscript{127} There are several challenges to the mass deployment of this type of functionality, including: vehicle battery warranty concerns, vehicle technological capabilities, metering and telemetry requirements, interconnection rules to ensure safe grid operations, comprehensive control algorithms, and contractual requirements that would provide sufficient value to all parties.\textsuperscript{128}

Last and potentially most importantly, ChargePoint argues that while V2G promises interesting capabilities in the future, “one-way” energy flow management of EV charging already exists. This currently-available load management can provide a clear majority of the potential grid benefits associated with transportation electrification.\textsuperscript{129}

ComEd states that the ability of EVs to contribute to the grid is dependent on the ability to control charging and discharging. Such control is possible through grid controls, because V2G capabilities enable EVs to send energy back to the grid, helping to provide intermittent generation firming capabilities, enhanced peak load shaving, and offer non-spinning reserve support on the distribution system.\textsuperscript{130}
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IIEC notes that some parties appropriately point out that the level of vehicle-to-grid technology necessary to allow EVs to reliably serve as a battery source for the utility grid is not yet fully developed.\(^{131}\) (See Initial Comments by Sierra Club and NRDC and ChargePoint). Therefore, IIEC argues that it is premature at this time to attempt to quantify the benefits the utility may receive by drawing power from EVs at times of local grid need. IIEC specifically disagrees with any party that suggests EVs should be considered a type of DER. (See, e.g., Initial Comments by Alliance for Transportation Electrification and Sierra Club and NRDC).

Sierra Club and NRDC explain that it is important to distinguish related terms and concepts such as “vehicle-grid integration” and “vehicle-to-grid capabilities.” “Vehicle-grid integration” encompasses the variety of potential pathways for EVs to provide grid services.\(^{132}\) EVs have a potential to transmit energy back to the grid, often referred to as “vehicle-to-grid,” or “V2G,” representing one type of vehicle-grid integration. The necessary technology for bi-directional power flow is still emerging.\(^{133}\) The more widely proven vehicle-grid integration pathways sometimes referred to as “V1G” are (1) the use of time-variant electricity rates and (2) managed charging. Using these tools to “flex” EV load can “relieve pressure on the grid during peak-demand times.”\(^ {134}\)

Regarding time-variant rates, Sierra Club and NRDC state that they provide one well-tested means to shift EV charging times. By charging higher prices in times of peak demand and lower prices in off-peak times, time-of-use rates are effective at shifting EV load and provide EV owners with easy to-understand price signals without requiring customers to monitor real-time rates.\(^ {135}\)

Regarding managed Charging, Sierra Club and NRDC note that smart charging enables increased adoption of EVs without new grid infrastructure and promotes grid reliability by allowing a central operator to curtail EV charging during peak demand.\(^ {136}\)
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Tesla recommends that before designing any programs to enable vehicle-to-grid capabilities, standard definitions of the terms associated with vehicle grid integration ("VGI") including distinguishing between V1G (one-way) and V2G (bidirectional) need to be defined in a standard glossary of terms. Subsequently, what types services of grid support can be provided by EVs and under what specific charging use cases (work, Home, fleet, etc.) should be investigated.

Tesla argues, today, creating customer price signals via TOU rates and encouraging Level 2 charging where vehicles are parked for several hours, will provide the most valuable grid benefits for integrating EVs. 137

UCS indicates that regarding vehicle-to-grid integration, EVs can serve as a distributed energy resource.138 The UCS refers to “Charging Smart” (Appendix B) for more information on how smart charging designs benefit the grid at local and ISO levels, especially with regard to the incorporation of renewable energy generation.139

F. What control by the utility is necessary to ensure reliability and efficient operation of the grid?

Ameren claims that until V2G capability is commercially available, it views EV charging similar to any other type of new load.140 Ameren argues that any appropriate mechanism that encourages charging at times that do not add to peak demand or that otherwise helps to balance load with available generation on the grid or on a specific circuit would be beneficial to the overall reliability and efficient operation of the grid. Ameren suggests that these mechanisms in the future could include, but are not limited to, educating customers as to the appropriate times to charge to better support the grid, further proliferation of real-time or time-of-use prices, optimized charging through
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communication with charging stations or directly with EVs, and/or more direct load control programs as necessary and economical.\textsuperscript{141}

ATE states that the distribution utility should have access to location of EVSE and charger type to plan for grid improvements and operate the grid. For pilots, utilities need full access to data generated by EVSE funded by utilities, on a royalty and IP free basis to assess consumer behavior and grid impacts.\textsuperscript{142}

ChargePoint argues that utilities can be granted the ability to conduct load management without having to own the EV charging equipment itself. In addition to grid needs, load management programs should also be designed to account for the needs of drivers, riders, and EV charging site hosts.

ComEd states that EVs connecting to the grid as conventional load do not impact reliability of the grid by themselves. However, with control and V2G capabilities, the utility should be able to monitor, visualize, and manage the wider region as well as localized areas so that it can maintain real-time reliability, as well as safe operation of the system.\textsuperscript{143}

Tesla notes that in the context of EVs and charging infrastructure, the utility needs to have general insight and data on vehicle purchases and usage behavior. Currently, utilities lack visibility about who owns an EV in their service territory and charging behavior. Foundational insights into EV customer trends are important for utilities as well as other stakeholders, such as charging station developers. Utilities could offer customers a nominal rebate for registering their EV with the utility to increase visibility of EV location. ComEd provides EV registration. Once there is EV ownership visibility electricity usage patterns can come through the existing meter infrastructure.\textsuperscript{144}
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The UCS states that beyond the traditional model of investment, utilities are well positioned to contribute to investments in EV charging infrastructure for several reasons.\textsuperscript{145}

First, the UCS states that utilities have the core competencies required for EV charging infrastructure investments as they are skilled in designing and deploying physical electricity infrastructure.\textsuperscript{146} UCS states that utilities also have critical experience in designing rates, demand response programs, and other charging management strategies.\textsuperscript{147}

Next, UCS states that utilities have the resources to undertake programs that will contribute substantially to infrastructure needed to support and promote electric transportation.\textsuperscript{148}

Last, UCS states that utilities have a relationship with customers they can leverage to promote their program.\textsuperscript{149} The UCS warns that if sensible accommodations are not made to address added loads, the electric system and ratepayers could face increased peak loads, steeper generation ramps, and stressed distribution systems.\textsuperscript{150}

In his Reply Comments, Dr. Santini notes that for vehicles used for work commuting, there is a need for long-duration, low power charging at a single workplace location.\textsuperscript{151} Dr. Santini further states that if the workplace chose to install L2 chargers and vehicles spent less time charging, then fewer vehicles would be connected to the grid at any single point in time and lunchtime disconnections would become common, creating a “trough” in supply of connected daytime capacity.\textsuperscript{152}
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G. Identify cybersecurity implications, if any, of widespread EV adoption.

ABB states that EVs offer an incredible opportunity to improve quality of life along with reducing the many costs associated with an antiquated transportation system, but it must be deployed in intelligent, secure ways with the strongest cybersecurity controls inherent in all planning and deployment.\(^\text{153}\)

ABB explains that deployment of EV charging equipment requires widespread infrastructure to meet market demand, especially at places like homes, public and private establishments, near highways, or other places where cars travel.\(^\text{154}\) ABB further states that synchronous charging of EVs at a large charging hub with high power charging infrastructure may cause adverse impacts to the distribution system that could lead to voltage instability, phase imbalance, and heating problems.\(^\text{155}\)

ATE states that cybersecurity is an important issue that utilities and vendors must address seriously, providing adequate security to mitigate risks by adhering to current engineering standards and adopting best practices similar to AMI cybersecurity challenges.\(^\text{156}\) While North American Reliability Corporation – Critical Infrastructure Protection ("NERC-CIP") standards apply at the bulk electric system level, developed by NERC and overseen by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, no similar mandatory standards exist for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition and Operational Technology equipment at the distribution level, both for utility owned assets and the supply chain and vendors whom utilities procure from.\(^\text{157}\)

ATE suggests that the overall framework created at the bulk electric system may be useful for the ICC.\(^\text{158}\) New industries active in the EV space may also be useful
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resources such as the automotive sector and the IT industry involved in autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles.

ComEd states that EVs and the electrification of the transportation sector are supported by networked electronic technologies. As these communication-enabled and smart technologies integrate, and interact with the grid, they have a potential to cause widespread issues.

a. Discuss the potential for EVs to be a vector for smart grid control network penetration.

ABB urges that charging infrastructure procurement include vendor evaluations for comprehensive software security controls at data transmission and data storage levels. ABB states that it defers to vehicle makers and utilities on their domain expertise with related vehicle and grid security respectively.

ComEd believes that EVs could be managed and coordinated in a smart manner through DERMS and ADMS in localized areas and wider regions to help control the grid with the help of fast speed communication infrastructure. Combined, these technologies that provide granular monitoring, visualization, and control would help increase reliability and resiliency, as well as, reduce losses, and optimize energy on the grid.

b. Discuss the potential for EVs to be a vector for causing physical disruptions if charging and discharging is coordinated in a malicious manner as part of a botnet under the control of malicious actors.

Ameren states that the security of any network that interacts directly with electric vehicles or associated charging stations needs to be a high priority. Until V2G capability
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is commercially available, and/or there is a need for the utility to communicate with individual charging stations or EVs, Ameren argues the cybersecurity implications of widespread EV adoption to the overall grid are minimal as there would not be a direct link to the utility’s systems. As utility communication to EVs and/or charging stations develops, Ameren reasons that the same robust cybersecurity practices, which the utility already deploys with all other devices that the utility monitors and controls, need to be deployed.\footnote{166}{Id.}

ComEd indicates that because EVs applications and infrastructure present the ability for control through networked communication systems, there is a potential for EVs to be used in a malicious manner.\footnote{167}{ComEd Initial Comments at 5.} Therefore, advanced cybersecurity components, monitoring, visualization, and management applications are needed on local and wider distribution networks to observe, identify, and mitigate any potential issues.\footnote{168}{Id.}

**Barriers:**


ATE states that there are many barriers with more rapid adoption of EVs and accelerated deployment of EV infrastructure including: consumer awareness, education and outreach, and range anxiety.

ATE states that consumer awareness is one of the largest barriers to greater EV adoption including consumers general lack of awareness of the EV market and how many and what type of light duty EVs are available to drive. For example, in California, the
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largest EV market, less than one-half of all surveyed consumers can name a specific EV.\footnote{Id.}

ATE states that education and outreach includes educating automobile dealers not trained to sell or advise on EVs. This lack of knowledge also extends to utilities. Utilities with best practices to address such issues have web portals to provide general and specific information to customers.\footnote{Id., at 6.}

A. Describe regulatory barriers to increased electrification of the transportation sector.

ABB states that the most pressing regulatory barriers include rate design, "make-ready" infrastructure, and siting.\footnote{ABB Initial Comments at 5.}

Ameren notes that utilities are generally discouraged from engaging in activity that encourages the additional use of service.\footnote{Ameren Initial Comments at 8.} Yet, efficient electrification, of which EV adoption is a significant subset, can provide environmental and consumer benefits. Ameren argues that if utility advertising regarding the benefits of EVs is deemed “promotional,” utilities may lose the opportunity to recover the expense to educate customers about the benefits of efficient electrification. Without cost recovery, Ameren argues that utilities are much less likely to engage in the activity and adoption is less likely to grow as rapidly as it otherwise would. Ameren argues that utilities engaged in promotional advertising of EVs should be permitted recovery of reasonable advertising expense.\footnote{Ameren Initial Comments at 8.}

ChargePoint indicates that regulatory uncertainty is a key regulatory barrier to increased electrification of the transportation sector. Illinois has already taken an essential first step by clarifying that the provision of EV charging by non-utility third parties is a
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service, and not the sale of electricity.\textsuperscript{175} ChargePoint also argues that uncertainty about the appropriate role, or roles, for regulated electric utilities in the competitive EV charging market is also a barrier to increased electrification. Without guidance from the Commission, utilities will not have clear signals to support the development of programs that advance transportation electrification in Illinois while simultaneously supporting customer choice and the competitive EV charging market.\textsuperscript{176}

ComEd believes that efforts to increase transportation electrification would benefit from clear regulatory and public policy direction. Currently, the lack of certainty pertaining to the recovery of utility-owned EV infrastructure and charging stations is a regulatory barrier for utilities.\textsuperscript{177} Beneficial electrification being considered as a part of energy efficiency programs will also support in the increased electrification of the transportation sector.\textsuperscript{178}

CUB/EDF state that regulatory barriers may include the impact of charging demands on the grid and the impact of increased charging—especially during peak times—on the existing grid.\textsuperscript{179}

IIEC argues that it is possible, though far from certain, that at some point in the future investment in and operation of the distribution delivery service system of the regulated utilities may be significantly impacted by EVs. Even less certain, however, is whether the current regulatory mechanisms are in any way inadequate to cover changes in delivery service costs or infrastructure investments needed by the regulated utilities.\textsuperscript{180}

Sierra Club and NRDC state that it is critical to resolve (1) the regulatory treatment of third-party non-utility owners and operators of EV charging stations; and (2) the role for utilities with respect to EV system planning, load management, and infrastructure deployment. In Illinois, the legislature has provided certainty on the first question, clarifying that “[a]n entity that furnishes the service of charging electric vehicles does not
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and shall not be deemed to sell electricity and is not and shall not be deemed a public utility notwithstanding the basis on which the service is provided or billed.” Sierra Club and NRDC indicate that there is lingering uncertainty on the role for electric utilities, particularly as to whether utilities may invest in EV charging infrastructure, and if so, whether cost recovery may be available and what the process would be for regulatory review. Sierra Club and NRDC note that Commission guidance on the scope of the utility role and the process for regulatory review is critical to solving those infrastructure and integration challenges, and they hope that this process will result in such action.\textsuperscript{181} Sierra Club and NRDC argue that the utilities have a role to play in transforming the market for EVs and there is no consensus as to the ‘right’ model to accomplish transformation, thus flexibility is essential at this early stage.\textsuperscript{182}

Tesla indicates that there are several factors that impact both regulatory and economic barriers for transportation electrification. This includes the following items: investment in make-ready infrastructure; ability for utilities to earn a rate of return or recover the costs on make-ready infrastructure investments; price signals via electric rates for nascent markets; total cost of ownership for EVs and charging infrastructure; and new service requests and development process for charging infrastructure deployment.\textsuperscript{183}

Workhorse states that regulatory barriers to the adoption of EVs include the cumbersome process, lengthy waiting period, and timing uncertainty for obtaining permits under local codes for the installation of EVSE infrastructure in some jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{184}

a. Identify possible solutions to overcome regulatory barriers.
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ABB states that utilities should be able to support make-ready plans that aid safe and reliable grid connections and recoup the associated costs through careful and well-designed rate-based plans.\(^{185}\) ABB notes that customer rates should not necessarily be impacted, as utilities will have new revenue from connected EVs.\(^{186}\) ABB also states that cities and communities should streamline the permitting process to help infrastructure deployments move more efficiently.\(^{187}\)

Ameren suggests that the Commission can clarify that promotion of EVs is a permissible activity and recovery of related reasonable advertising expense will be allowed.\(^{188}\) Ameren notes that the Commission could also clarify that utility efforts to inform consumers of EV options, or undertake practices that promote their adoption, are not actions that would constitute “promotional practices.” Ameren argues that advertising and promotional practice policies contained in ICC rules are intended to protect consumers - but with respect to EV adoption, there are clear societal and public policy benefits of EVs. Commission clarification could be accomplished through a determination that Parts 275 and 295 of the 83 Ill. Adm. Code do not apply to utility-sponsored efforts to increase public awareness and adoption of EVs. Or, Ameren states, if the Commission determined it necessary, it could go a step farther and grant declaratory rulings, issue waivers, modify rules, or approve specific tariff language - as appropriate to resolve any legal ambiguity with respect to specific undertakings.\(^{189}\)

ATE states that well-designed programs for consumer awareness and education with limits and Commission oversight should be “above the line” expenses and included in total revenue requirements.\(^{190}\) The single most important reasons people mention for
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not purchasing an EV is lack of adequate charging infrastructure deployed and in the ground.\textsuperscript{191}

ChargePoint recommends that the Commission issue clear guidance on the appropriate role for utilities in the competitive EV charging market and consider addressing feasibility and methods for using embedded metrology in devices such as charging stations.\textsuperscript{192}

ComEd states that possible solutions to overcome the regulatory barriers include (1) assurance of cost recovery for utilities for EV infrastructure and charging stations; and (2) clear policy direction regarding EVs and EV charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{193}

CUB/EDF argues that incentives to lower system peaks could include new rate structures such as time-variant or dynamic rates, managed charging focused on lowest-cost times, and compensation for vehicle-to-grid capabilities and that such actions can financially benefit EV owners as well as promoting grid reliability and resiliency.\textsuperscript{194}

Tesla recommends that the Commission can provide guidance for the utilities to file EV program proposals to address barriers. Tesla notes that California’s Regulatory code states: “Deploying electric vehicle charging infrastructure should facilitate increased sales of electric vehicles by making charging easily accessible and should provide the opportunity to access electricity as a fuel that is cleaner and less costly than gasoline or other fossil fuels in public and private locations.”\textsuperscript{195} Tesla argues that adopting similar guidance in Illinois would drive EV infrastructure deployment. Tesla recommends that single points of contact or a dedicated team at the utility to handle electric vehicle supply equipment service requests streamlines the development process. Furthermore, consultative site walks with utility engineers before submitting service requests can help inform site plans, reduce delays and lower costs.
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Workhorse indicates that states should encourage and, to the extent possible, require local jurisdictions to streamline the application and review process for obtaining regulatory approval for the installation of EVSE by fleets.196

B. Describe economic barriers to increased electrification of the transportation sector.

ABB states that vehicle rebates and incentives support the transition to EVs.197 ABB notes that demand charges or tariffs make business models for charging very difficult, especially for DCFC, fleets, and medium and heavy-duty vehicle deployments.198

Ameren submits that EVs typically have an increased upfront cost when compared to traditional internal combustion engine vehicles.199 Consumers may consider costs associated not only with the purchase of the vehicle but also charging infrastructure or other infrastructure needed to make the use of the vehicle suitable to their standards. Additionally, Ameren states because EVs are a new technology, the lack of useable EVs on the used-car market may put the technology out-of-reach for some more financially-limited consumers.200

ATE states that there are several economic barriers including: (i) the relatively higher cost of an EV compared to an ICE vehicle; and (ii) potential EV owners incur additional costs to install some portion of make-ready costs, and Level 2 home charger in order to do home charging, because 80% of charging will take place at home.201

ChargePoint argues that economic barriers to increased electrification of the transportation sector should be considered in terms of upfront (capital) and ongoing (operating) costs. ChargePoint also provides the following chart of barriers to increased electrification.202
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Residential      | • Lack of garage/dedicated parking  
| Single Dwelling  | • Lack of EV-specific signals/load management to encourage off-peak charging  
|                  | • Requirement for secondary utility meter for EV charge tracking & potential billing                                                     |
| Residential      | • Lack of decision-making authority to install EVSE (e.g., permission from condo board)  
| Multifamily       | • Technical/powers challenges: insufficient capacity, distance to parking stall(s), etc.  
|                  | • Restrictions on using advanced features in networked EVSE (e.g., power management to avoid capacity upgrades; embedded metrology to avoid cost of additional meters; etc.)  
|                  | • Multi-Unit Dwellings (MUDs) have multiple use cases: shared vs assigned parking  
|                  | • Lack of EV Ready requirement leads to higher retrofit installation costs  
|                  | • Upfront cost of installation                                                                                                         |
| Quasi-Public     | • Upfront cost for installation;  
| Workplace        | • Restrictions on using advanced features in networked EVSE (e.g., power management to avoid capacity upgrades; embedded metrology to avoid cost of additional meters; etc.)  
|                  | • Regulatory clarity regarding treatment of non-utility energy-based sales for charging                                               |
| Public            | • Upfront cost for installation;  
| Level 2           | • Municipal permitting/zoning requirements  
|                  | • Regulatory clarity regarding treatment of non-utility energy-based sales for charging  
|                  | • Lack of EV Ready requirement leads to higher retrofit installation costs                                                                 |
| Public            | • Upfront cost of equipment and installation  
| DC fast charging  | • Lack of available electrical capacity at existing sites and high cost to supply sufficient utility distribution service  
| (community)       | • Regulatory clarity regarding treatment of non-utility energy-based sales for charging  
|                  | • Electric interconnection costs  
|                  | • Three different common charging connectors  
|                  | • High operating costs of DC fast chargers due to low load factor & traditional, demand-based electricity rates  |
| Public            | • Upfront cost of equipment and installation and operation  
| DC fast charging  | • Regulatory clarity regarding treatment of non-utility energy-based sales for charging  
| (corridor)        | • Access to appropriate site hosts with adequate amenities and safety  
|                  | • Lower expected utilization along corridors  
|                  | • Electric interconnection costs  
|                  | • High operating costs of DC fast chargers due to low load factor & traditional, demand-based electricity rates  |
| Overarching       | • Regulatory clarity regarding treatment of non-utility energy-based sales for charging  
| Policy, regulatory, | • Regulatory clarity regarding utility role in competitive EV charging market  
| & industry        | • Rate structure options & mitigation opportunities for fast charging  
|                  | • Ability to roam between networks                                                                                                    |

ComEd states that one of the primary economic barriers for the increased electrification of the transportation sector is the high up-front costs, such as the vehicle
purchase price (relative to traditional ICE vehicles) and the purchase and installation of charging equipment.\textsuperscript{203}

CUB/EDF state that the upfront costs of electric vehicle purchase and electrical system upgrades to support charging infrastructure may be barriers to increased electrification.\textsuperscript{204}

Siemens states that the most important factor in EV adoption is lowering the Total Cost of Ownership ("TCO"), in terms of economics and consumer convenience. The key hurdle to EV adoption is the TCO- the purchase price and cost of operation. Siemens argues larger market penetration can only be achieved if EVs become price competitive with ICE vehicles.\textsuperscript{205}

Sierra Club and NRDC indicate that despite EVs main benefits, barriers to adoption still exists.\textsuperscript{206} A lack of charging infrastructure and lack of consumer education are hurdles to scaling light-duty transportation electrification. Without extremely high utilization rates, it is difficult for independent firms- whether they are hosts or Electric Vehicle Service Providers ("EVSPs") themselves – to realize a profit in a reasonable timeframe. This problem is acute for DCFCs which are more expensive per unit than Level 1 or 2 charging stations today. Sierra Club and NRDC note automakers do not see themselves as making significant investments in charging stations nor is charging station deployment expected to become a core business of automakers. Automakers, governments, charging station companies and other entities deploying charging stations are facing a market coordination problem slowing the development of charging networks necessary to support EV growth. This market coordination problem, also known as the "chicken and egg" dilemma occur when the underdevelopment of one "networked" good leads to underdevelopment of another networked good.\textsuperscript{207} Low market penetration of charging stations inhibits EV market growth. Customers may be unwilling to purchase EVs if charging networks are underdeveloped and charging station providers need sufficient demand to build out a
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charging network – resulting in an under-provision of charging stations. However, as charging stations are built out, the value of owning an electric vehicle increases and the EV market grows. This may attract private entities to deploy additional charging stations. Cornell University research supports these trends analyzing the network effect associated with quarterly EV sales in 353 metro areas, finding “increased availability of public charging stations statistically and economically impacts EV adoption decisions.”

Workhorse indicates that a significant economic barrier to EV adoption by delivery fleets is the limited capital available to small business firms that are currently manufacturing electric trucks and vans. According to Workhorse, while many original equipment manufacturers (“OEMs”) have announced plans to begin manufacturing electric trucks, they are not in a position to compete against existing ICE models yet, as they are unable to produce enough trucks and vans to meet the potential demand for EVs.

a. Identify possible solutions to overcome economic barriers.

ABB states that enhanced rebates on EVs at state and regional levels will push the desirable adoption curve faster. ABB indicates that it is supportive of charging infrastructure rebates where deployments are well planned with an operational model, including uptime and performance metrics and similar accountability measures.

Ameren opines that there are probably many solutions that could address barriers. Ameren observes that some more obvious solutions include - customer incentives and upstream incentives; public charging infrastructure; consumer awareness
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programs; tax credits and rebates; and incorporation of programs that increase public benefits while bringing EV access to underserved or disadvantaged areas.  

ATE states that several projections point to a “tipping point” in early 2020’s when upfront purchase costs of an EV will become roughly similar to ICE vehicle. Technological changes and improvements will affect both vehicle types. On a Total Cost of Operating (“TCO”) basis, EVs will increasingly compete with ICE vehicles and likely become cheaper to own and operate in several years.

ATE states that solutions include continued cost reduction efforts by auto OEMs to bring upfront purchase price of EVs down, and efforts by battery developers to lower costs, and increase range. Also, various incentives are offered for EV purchase. Utility programs may be very effective in addressing economic barriers by cost-sharing initial infrastructure.

ChargePoint states that with regard to ongoing operating cost barriers, ChargePoint encourages the Commission to prioritize consideration for whether traditional, demand-based commercial rate structures are aligned with facilitating DCFC as the Illinois EV market grows.

ChargePoint explains that site hosts can potentially face very high demand charges despite low utilization in the early years, which effectively penalizes site hosts for providing DC charging services in earlier stages of adoption. ChargePoint argues that several alternatives for cost recovery can be considered in any future evaluation of rate design specific to providing service to DCFC stations and to encourage more site hosts to deploy such stations by providing a more predictive and manageable operating cost structure. ChargePoint includes the following list of example solutions or alternatives

- Demand charges could be replaced with or paired with higher volumetric pricing to provide greater certainty for charging station operators with low utilization. This rate could be scaled based on utilization, time, or load factor as charging behavior changes over time with increased EV adoption.
- A retroactive and variable credit based on the difference of the effective
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blended per kWh distribution charge, including demand charges, and an agreed upon target blended rate, multiplied by the volumetric energy throughput in a given billing cycle for commercial customers with dedicated EV charging stations. (e.g. Long Island Power Authority’s proposal in New York Public Service Commission Matter No. 14-01299: PSEG Long Island Utility 2.0 PLAN)

- The bank of charging stations could be put on a separate meter in order to use a unique “EV charging” rate that is designed to reflect charging needs. Note: it is not necessary to separately meter every single charging station, since many charging stations have embedded metrology.
- A pilot rate could be developed specifically for fleet operators, particularly those that operate electric bus fleets that may charge overnight and provide time of use benefits to the grid.
- A demand charge “credit” could be applied for a period of time to qualifying service application that only provide power to support electric vehicle charging.
- The utility could consider pricing signals to the station operator, such as time-of-use or critical peak pricing.
- Utilities should factor in the overall EV load from all vehicles in its service territory and its benefit to the grid not just that metered at the DCFC. With increased EV adoption, there will be increased load, which could lead to greater grid benefits in the future.\textsuperscript{219}

ComEd states that incentives, such as rebates, subsidies and tax incentives, on the purchase or lease of the vehicle and the purchase and installation of charging equipment, are possible solutions to overcome economic barriers. In addition, education about the lifecycle economic advantages of EVs would be helpful to encourage potential vehicle buyers.\textsuperscript{220}

Siemens states that by allowing utilities to participate in the provision of EV charging, the Commission has the ability to reduce costs of operation and maintenance, and therefore, improve cost attractiveness. Open markets allowing participation by all companies in a nascent market where capabilities of all players need to be fully leveraged are key policy goals to lowering the TCO. Utilities are well positioned to help drive EV adoption by maximizing benefits and minimizing costs.\textsuperscript{221}
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Workhorse suggests that the Illinois Commerce Commission can work with public bodies in other states to encourage public and private investments in EV manufacturing to accelerate electric delivery vehicle adoption.\textsuperscript{222} Workhorse also suggests that state incentives for fleets to purchase electric trucks modeled after California’s successful Hybrid and Zero Emission Truck and Bus Voucher Incentive Program would enable small business EV truck manufacturers to compete against the traditional large business ICE truck manufacturers for sales to fleets.\textsuperscript{223} As such, Workhorse points to the City of Chicago’s voucher program and recommends that the ICC should explore ways to restore funding and consider expanding the program state-wide.\textsuperscript{224}

C. Describe any other barriers to increased electrification of the transportation sector.

ABB states that standardization and interoperability are still major concerns for the EV charging landscape, especially for diverse needs of medium and heavy duty EVs.\textsuperscript{225} ABB explains that encouraging and supporting standards and related interoperability helps infrastructure to develop more efficiently and cost-effectively.\textsuperscript{226} The inevitable risk created by innovation can be manageable through the proving out of safety, reliability, and usability standards, according to ABB.\textsuperscript{227}

Ameren indicates that additional barriers can vary. Lack of communication and public awareness of the benefits of EVs can be barriers, as can limited range and availability of charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{228} Ameren claims that customers will desire an ability to maximize their use of the vehicle with shorter charging times and longer range between charges. Ameren contends that limited vehicle supply will likely be a barrier to increased electrification. Ameren notes that most EVs are small to midsized and
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manufacturers may need to provide more variety to appeal to a broader range of consumers.\textsuperscript{229}

AFPI indicates that there are no market barriers to deploy EV charging infrastructure in Illinois.\textsuperscript{230} AFPI explains that any customer seeking to install EV charging stations can contact suppliers of these services to complete the installation, just as HVAC contractors are hired to install air conditioning systems.\textsuperscript{231}

ComEd indicates that other barriers include:\textsuperscript{232} limited number of public charging stations; lack of knowledge/awareness about EV benefits; limited EV models; the need to charge frequently (relative to ICE vehicles); limited range of EVs (relative to ICE vehicle refueling); and general lack of expertise and motivation by auto dealers to sell EVs.

CUB/EDF state that operational limitations (or perceived limitations, such as range anxiety), availability of public charge points and workplace charging, EV model availability, lack of equitable access to EVs, and reliance on fossil fuels if not managed properly, are all considered barriers to transportation electrification.\textsuperscript{233}

The IMA believes there are currently no market barriers to the deployment of EV charging stations and they are being installed in hotels, gas stations, restaurants, retail stores, and in homes based on needs.\textsuperscript{234}

Sierra Club and NRDC indicate that public awareness of consumer options and costs savings is crucial to EV expansion and utilities are ideally situated to provide the public and auto dealers with information.\textsuperscript{235}

Tesla indicates that awareness and education are barriers for transportation electrification.\textsuperscript{236}
UCS states that one barrier to further EV deployment is the anxiety of passenger car and light truck drivers over public charging infrastructure coverage, especially for multi-unit dwelling residents and others without access to charging at home.\textsuperscript{237}

The UCS states that another barrier is the incremental up-front cost of EVs and EV chargers, which applies especially to medium- and heavy-duty vehicle drivers and fleet operators.\textsuperscript{238}

In Reply Comments, Greenlots states that to further illustrate the benefit of utility investment and engagement in growing and accelerating the market, and to help inform what action Illinois and its utilities should take, it is helpful to dive a bit deeper into the state of the current market for EVs and EV charging.\textsuperscript{239} Indeed, Greenlots claims that one of the most significant and enduring barriers to increased EV adoption is the lack of charging infrastructure, particularly public charging. Greenlots states that this is primarily on account of the fact that while there is competition between a relatively small field of sellers of EV charging products and services to motivated investors/site hosts, there is not a competitive market for offering these services directly to drivers. For example, in the residential context, an EV owner who needs a home charger will have no difficulty finding plenty of electric vehicle supply equipment sellers and EVSE offerings to install in his or her garage. The same goes for a business that is motivated to purchase, own and operate EVSE on their premises as a value-added service or amenity to their customers and/or employees, perhaps to increase employee satisfaction, bolster their social/environmental responsibility, attract customers or otherwise differentiate themselves in the marketplace. Greenlots states that unfortunately however, the existence of a competitive market largely ends here. Outside of these specific use cases there are many forms of public charging – chargers for which there are not motivated investors/buyers. This includes Level 2 chargers at public parking spaces or parking garages of certain multi-unit dwellings, or DC fast chargers in metro areas or key transportation corridors to facilitate everyday and longer-range travel. This is EVSE deployed purely to provide charging services –
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chargers for provision of a charging service not in the context of offering an amenity or an additional value-added service. For this second critical category, Greenlots states that unfortunately a sustainable, competitive market is aspirational, and is unlikely to arise prior to the adoption of a critical mass of electric vehicles. According to Greenlots, this is primarily on account of a lack of a business model for the ownership and operation of public charging stations based on sustainable revenues from charging activities, and this has thus far resulted in a fundamentally inadequate amount of private investment in such charging infrastructure. Greenlots states that this is the specific category that drivers and studies consistently cite as being the primary barrier to EV adoption.

Tesla observes that several stakeholders’ Initial Comments built on the overarching theme that access to charging infrastructure continues to be a primary barrier to scaling EV deployment in Illinois.240

a. Identify possible solutions to overcome those barriers.

ABB states that policy makers, stakeholders, and utilities need to mandate that any infrastructure funding opportunities require and specify open, interoperable standards for deployment investments.241

Ameren asserts that potential solutions to the above-described barriers could include (1) a well-coordinated information and awareness campaign; (2) support for the development of a strong public charging infrastructure; (3) upstream incentives which may encourage more variety from EV manufacturers; (4) accessible user incentive programs; (5) tax credits, tax rebates and tax exemptions; and (6) development of ride share, car share, and other programs that allow access to EVs by underserved and disadvantaged communities.242
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Ameren avers that to address low income and disadvantaged communities who are more likely to encounter stronger barriers, Illinois policy could take a number of approaches.\textsuperscript{243} Ameren maintains that because lower income customers may not have tax liability, a tax credit may not be as beneficial to them; therefore, the state could adopt a different or additional subsidy that these customers may be eligible to receive. Ameren states that policy could also encourage the development of 100% electric car-sharing programs that are available to members based on income. Also, Ameren suggests that Illinois could consider providing a vehicle financing option for the purchase of EVs that is made available to customers that are retiring older ICE vehicles or based on income. Finally, Ameren indicates that it is possible that the state could play a role in making used EVs more accessible through dealer incentives or customer incentives which could prove to be more affordable for customers with limited income.\textsuperscript{244}

ComEd indicates that possible solutions to overcome barriers to increased electrification include:\textsuperscript{245} increased charging infrastructure deployment; education and awareness programs; incentives and rebates on vehicles and chargers; and legislative mandates that require auto manufacturers to sell a minimum number of EVs.

Sierra Club and NRDC posit that activities to maximize EV customer enrollment in EV rates include: website tools such as rate comparison calculators. (See Southern California Edison’s SCE Electric Vehicle Rate Assistant Tool); dealership education and incentives; direct outreach to EV customers, help for utilities to identify which customers have purchased EVs through collaboration with the Department of Motor Vehicle registration records, so utilities can directly contact EV owners; price guarantees such as offering price guarantees the first six months or year after a customer signs up for a new rate to ensure customer does not pay more on the time-varying rate than they would on the standard rate. Thus, reducing customer’s risk of signing up for a new rate structure.\textsuperscript{246}
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Tesla indicates that utilities can educate customers about EVs, where and how to charge, and about costs for using electricity relative to oil-consuming cars.\textsuperscript{247} UCS recommends on-bill financing by utilities for EVs and EV charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{248} The UCS states that utilities already implement on-bill financing for energy efficiency investments, and they do not need to undertake the full scale of investment required to support substantial electrification.\textsuperscript{249} However, UCS states that on-bill financing could complement other funding sources and provide a long-term, sustainable way to address EV costs in order to reach a larger audience of vehicle owners and expand benefits to ratepayers.\textsuperscript{250}

In Reply Comments responding to the Initial Comments of ATE and Sierra Club and NRDC, AFPI asserts the proper role of the Commission in the EV market and in the supply of electric vehicle equipment is not to assist and enable private companies to increase their market penetration, sales, and revenues.\textsuperscript{251} AFPI states the Commission’s regulatory powers have no role in transforming or intervening in the market with the explicit goal of adding a technology or product. The transformation of the transportation sector, and every sector, should be driven by consumer choice and market forces.\textsuperscript{252} AFPI notes that the AG and other commenters agree the EV market is still unsettled. AFPI points out that commenters provided very optimistic market projections for EVs, yet AFPI asserts that the reality is that these questions cannot be answered today without engaging in extensive speculation.\textsuperscript{253} AFPI argues that the cross-subsidization that would inevitably result from utilities owning and/or operating charging infrastructure is only intensified by the structure of incentives that would come as a result, where the risk-free decisions of guaranteed rate
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of return of monopolies will inevitability result in suboptimal investment decisions, compared to those of private sector actors and is unjustifiable at the expense of the equal rights of the people of Illinois.\textsuperscript{254}

AFPI notes that Illinois has low barriers to entry and regulatory certainty for market participants under the Illinois Public Utilities Act. The statute explicitly states providing electric service is not a “service” of a public utility.\textsuperscript{255} AFPI states that although the statute specifies a public utility is not precluded from providing electric vehicle charging service and is still considered a public utility under the Act, the preceding language makes clear that electric vehicle charging services is not an electric utility service; therefore, the Commission must require that any investment by a public utility in electric vehicle charging infrastructure must be done without using ratepayer funds.

Furthermore, AFPI cites Elevate Energy’s Initial comments: “(…) Illinois is currently the only state with hourly pricing programs available to all ratepayers. These programs (ComEd’s Hourly Pricing and Ameren Illinois Power Smart Pricing) empower EV owner to leverage off-peak charging to significantly decrease the overall cost of car ownership, and they create an emerging market space for aiding technologies.”\textsuperscript{256} Considering these facts, AFPI suggests that the Commission makes clear that the appropriate role for utilities in the nascent EV market is as “facilitator” where the utility treats EV charging like other potential load, providing nondiscriminatory electric service without engaging in vehicle charging business. In AFPI’s view, the facilitator framework protects equal rights of all consumers while leaving the door for innovation and competition open for future market participants.\textsuperscript{257}

With respect to utilities providing education to consumers to promote EV ownership, AFPI strongly disagrees that utilities are appropriate actors to educate the public and automakers on consumer options and cost saving benefits of EVs to support EV expansion. AFPI finds that there is no valid reason to allow cost recovery for these types of expenses if utilities were to decide to engage in such activities. The notion that
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advertising expenses for the benefit of private entities should be recovered from customers is appalling, according to AFPI. Such practices are and should continue to be deemed under Illinois code, “promotional practices”. Under no circumstances should the Commission allow cost recovery for such expenses. AFPI states that if carmakers and EVSE providers find there is a lack of public awareness with regard to their products and services, it should not be incumbent on the ratepayers of Illinois to underwrite such expenses. AFPI strongly urges the Commission to unambiguously clarify this point in the interest of protecting ratepayers.258

In Reply Comments, Greenlots points out that the Commission faces critical decisions regarding how utilities can best utilize their resources, expertise and abilities to help overcome market barriers.259 Greenlots argues that a deeper role for a utility in growing EV adoption and the deployment of infrastructure is a strong positive for the market. Drivers benefit from more charging options, OEMs and retailers experience fewer barriers to sell EVs, EV charging software and hardware sellers benefit from competition provided by utility procurement or procurement facilitation, and everyone benefits from a more robust and cohesive market over time that maximizes benefits to the grid and ratepayers. Beyond the very clear opportunity to sell products and services through a competitive process to the utility, utility/ratepayer investment enables the market further by growing electric vehicle adoption and thereby scaling the market. It is only at a certain market scale where profitability for charging services outside of a utility program is more likely to be realized. Utility investment in EV charging infrastructure fundamentally enables electric vehicle service providers and grows the market – which results in a virtuous cycle for drivers and electric vehicle charging equipment and service providers, where more drivers improve the business case for charging such that more charging is deployed, which draws more drivers to adopt electric vehicles.

\[258\] AFPI Reply Comments at 3.
\[259\] Greenlots Reply Comments at 10.
Greenlots encourages the Commission to consider the virtues of deeper, flexible utility involvement in its analysis of the utility’s relationship to other market participants and the market as a whole. Greenlots argues that adopting a modest policy or framework that affords utilities sufficient flexibility from which they can develop EV charging infrastructure plans would serve as a practical and useful first (or next) step. Going forward, Greenlots suggests that the Commission could encourage or require utilities to make annual filings to support transportation electrification. These could be components of, or separate from general rate proceedings. Greenlots encourages the Commission to afford Illinois utilities a deeper, flexible role to move with speed and scale in embracing their critical role in transportation electrification, and ensuring this transformation benefits all utility customers.

In Reply Comments, Tesla provides high level guidance for utility investments in transportation electrification for the Commission to consider:

- Initial utility programs can focus on charging infrastructure, rate design, and education and outreach but should not be overly complicated.
- Access to level 2 charging infrastructure for multifamily dwellings, workplaces and public locations is an important element of any initial utility program design to increase EV deployment.
- Any initial publicly-funded program design elements or qualifications, including interoperability and standards, should be evaluated in the context of various charging use cases (work, home, fleet etc.) and customer experience, costs and benefits without becoming too prescriptive.

Tesla looks forward to collaborating further with the Commission and stakeholders to help drive EV adoption in Illinois.

UCS asserts that utilities and the Commission will play a role in transportation electrification and as stated in UCS’s Initial Comments, utilities will provide an important function in the development of electric vehicle charging infrastructure. UCS notes, under the traditional model of utility investments, utilities already invest in many components of EV charging infrastructure from transformers to service connections and

---
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up to the customer meter. Furthermore, UCS argues that utilities are well positioned to contribute to investment in EV charging infrastructure because they possess the competencies, scale, access to debt and capital, and customer relationships to design and implement impactful transportation electrification programs. Siemens supports UCS statements by stating in its Initial Comments, utility involvement in EV charging infrastructure space is the key to realizing the “full value stack of EV benefits” for the electric grid, power supply costs, and integration of renewables generation.264

UCS notes that in the Initial Comments of the AG, AFPI, and API-IPC, they claim that the private sector is sufficiently active in the EV charging space that there is no need for utility intervention.265 These groups further argue that utility intervention would be detrimentally anti-competitive for charging stations. UCS recognizes that effects on competition should be a key consideration as utilities design programs and the Commissions considers proposals for such programs. UCS believes that EV initiatives should avoid creating “chilling effects” on private investment, as CUB/EDF have described. That said, UCS asserts that the economics of charging stations are generally not attractive to private investors at the present time. UCS points out that Sierra Club and NRDC and ABB note that demand charges are a key factor undermining the business case for high-power EV charging infrastructure in the near term while utilization is relatively low. Sierra Club and NRDC also note the “chicken and egg” dilemma that leads to market coordination problem leading to the under provision of charging stations and depressed adoption of EVs. As an early-stage investor in EV infrastructure, UCS believes that utilities can create a virtuous cycle of infrastructure investments that enable electric vehicle adoption that will eventually cultivate a competitive market for electric vehicle charging.266

UCS points out that in recognition of these facts in their own state, the California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”) has used a case-by-case balancing test for the effects of programs on competition.267 The results of these test have varied across service
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territories, use cases, and customer classes to accommodate differing circumstances across these three dimensions. UCS encourages the Commission to adopt a similar approach to the CPUC when considering effects on competition in these early stages of transportation electrification. Such an approach, UCS argues, will allow utilities to implement programs in a variety of sectors using the ownership model(s) that best serve the ratepayers in their service territories. UCS expect the balancing test will naturally give different results over time as the market for electric vehicle charging matures.

UCS notes that the scale of investment required for substantial, beneficial transportation electrification is immense.\textsuperscript{268} Through 2050, the MJ Bradley & Associates Illinois analysis indicates a net present value of about $400 million to nearly $1.4 billion depending on the charging regime and EV penetration scenario. UCS states that utilities cannot and should not be responsible for all of these investments, though utilities will be key players in public charging while the economics remain a barrier and in the multi-unit dwelling space where incentives to invest are split on the customer side.

D. Should Illinois prioritize overcoming certain barriers over other barriers?

Ameren argues that Illinois should prioritize overcoming barriers that affect customers’ ability to adopt EVs.\textsuperscript{269} Because cost will likely be a significant factor to customers, Ameren argues that any solutions that assist customers with lowering the cost of adoption of EVs should be prioritized. Next Ameren suggests that Illinois should prioritize efforts that will help customers overcome the general lack of awareness about the benefits of EVs. Ameren states that this is accomplished with education and awareness efforts. Finally, Ameren opines that Illinois should place some priority on adopting policy that will remove regulatory barriers that may inhibit utilities from assisting customers in adopting EVs.\textsuperscript{270}
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ATE urges the Commission to issue definitive policy guidance or direction for regulated utilities and all stakeholders, to follow in pursuing objectives. Also, the Commission should allow regulated utilities, multiple non-utility third parties, local government, vendors and potential host sites to put forward their own plans and priorities for accelerated deployment of EV infrastructure.\footnote{ATE Initial Comments at 7.}

ATE states that for regulated utilities increasingly, good long-term planning on a five to 10 year basis to start has become vital to good planning and sound asset management. Prioritization of needs can take place within the context of distribution level planning efforts.\footnote{Id. at 7.} ATE recommends the utilities develop a “Pathway to 2030” type study focusing on decarbonization goals and accelerated EV adoption goals.\footnote{Id. at 7. See Pathway Studies of National Grid, Southern California Edison, the low-carbon pathway study by Southern Company.}

ComEd believes that Illinois should prioritize overcoming certain barriers over other barriers.\footnote{ComEd Initial Comments at 6.}

The Illinois Chamber of Commerce (“the Chamber”) states that the ICC should not drive policies that select one technology over another.\footnote{Illinois Chamber of Commerce Initial Comments at 1.} The Chamber indicates that consumer demand will and should determine the success of any technology or product and the business community maintains that market forces will drive implementation of EVs.\footnote{Id. at 7.} The Chamber further states that state incentives, like proposals to spread costs among Illinois ratepayers, whether they use EVs or not, could distort the market, misrepresent consumer choices, and hurt programs in the long run.\footnote{Id.}

As an example, the Chamber references mobile phone adoption, and how consumer demand and technological developments drove the market without governmental interference.\footnote{Id. at 2.} While the Chamber agrees that the state has a
responsibility to ensure the continued safety, reliability, and efficiency of the electrical grid, the Chamber urges that this should be done in a technologically neutral context.\textsuperscript{279}

The Chamber states that it supports the adoption of policies that focus on the impact to the consumers, drive growth, foster competition, and protect the environment but it emphasizes that it will take many different technologies and resources to reduce environmental impacts.\textsuperscript{280}

The Chamber urges the Commission to seek policies that allow support technology adaptation and allow the private sector to develop, finance, build, and operate new energy and technologies of the future.\textsuperscript{281}

Dr. Santini states that Illinois, being in the “midcontinent” requires a different set of priorities for plug-in vehicle technology than coastal regions where weather extremes are much less severe and average driving distance per vehicle is less.\textsuperscript{282} Santini continues to state that while long driving distances of customers in the midcontinent make fast intercity refueling more important, the cold temperature deficiencies regarding fast charging of all-electric vehicles creates cold climate marketability problems that appeared in sales data for the BMV i3 model.\textsuperscript{283}

Dr. Santini recommends Illinois to encourage the deployment of plug-in hybrids, with a stipulation that the liquid fuel to be used by the internal combustion engines in longer-range versions of plug-in vehicles have a flex fuel capability to use either high-octane gasoline or high-level ethanol blend.\textsuperscript{284} Dr. Santini states that this would help avoid the shut down of ethanol production and sales capability development over decades.\textsuperscript{285}
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Dr. Santini also urges that California regulation should not be adopted as it pertains to EV range restrictions. Specifically, Dr. Santini notes that California regulations allow up to half of battery electric vehicles (“BEVs”) to be “range extended” vehicles with a fuel other than electricity, as long as the range on other fuel is no more than the all-electric range. Dr. Santini states that the California regulation should not be adopted in Illinois unless range extension systems for range extended battery EVs are allowed to be greater than the all-electric range. Dr. Santini states that this would reduce the need for daytime direct current fast charging, which would contribute to a lesser addition to peak demand by future battery EVs.

According to Siemens, Illinois should prioritize lowering the TCO.

Tesla argues that access to infrastructure in one of the primary barriers to transportation electrification and EV adoption, Illinois should focus on overcoming barriers that will help enable deployment like incentives for ready-made infrastructure and charging stations to help decrease the cost.

Benefits:

ATE refers to the LBNL essays and MJ Bradley study in 2017 to better understand benefits created by increased EV adoption in Illinois, regionally and nationally as well as the acceleration of EVSE deployments.

ATE states that benefits include: Benefits of reduced greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions; disadvantaged neighbors and environmental justice; lower electric rates for
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consumers; grid integration benefits; economic development benefits; and cost benefit methodologies.

Siemens states that EVs offer important benefits to the electricity grid, power supply costs, and integration of renewable generation. EVs can act as non-wire alternatives to traditional grid reinforcement, provide peaking capacity and ancillary services, and lower costs by using wind and solar energy at times of abundance. 293

A. Describe the cost benefits associated with increased EV deployment in Illinois.

Ameren states that there are three primary categories of benefits that result from EV technology when compared to existing ICE technology: environmental, economic, and consumer experience. 294 EVs provide major benefits for the environment, for all customers, for the nation’s energy grid, and for national security.

Ameren claims that EV charging that occurs when the energy grid has available capacity improves the efficiency of the energy grid - potentially lowering the average cost to serve all customers. 295 Ameren states that EVs are powered by a nearly 100 percent domestic mix of energy sources - unlike gasoline-fueled vehicles, which depend solely on oil, only 40 percent of which is domestically produced.

ATE states that if smart charging programs and tariffs that encourage EV owners to move charging to off peak are properly implemented these programs should result in lower total revenue requirements for the utility, which should result in lower rates for all customers. 296

ATE notes that a number of cost benefit methodologies have been used:

Ratepayer Impact Measure (“RIM”) Test
Utility Cost Test (“UCT”)
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Total Resource Cost ("TRC") test
Societal Cost Test ("SCT")
Holistic Value Test

ATE recommends using the Holistic Value Test, EPRI commissioned a study from the Brattle Group to develop a middle ground approach of the TRC and SCT methodologies.297

ComEd states that if properly managed, EV charging could put downward pressure on per kWh rates. From a utility customer perspective, a greater demand for kWh, which if properly managed, could improve the utilization of installed distribution infrastructure.298 While EV owners will likely see an increase in kWh consumption and therefore correspondingly higher electric bills, they will likely pay less for energy and transportation costs as well as vehicle maintenance.299

Tesla notes that the Electric Vehicle Act of Illinois (20 ILCS 627) originally found “that the adoption and use of electric vehicles would benefit the State of Illinois by (i) improving the health and environmental quality of the residents of Illinois…”300 Tesla cites a study, depending on the number of EVs on the road, the benefits quantified are upwards of 12 – 42 billion dollars of savings. Benefits would accrue to all electric utility customers in Illinois due to greater utilization of the electric grid during off-peak hours, increased utility revenues from plug-in electric vehicles ("PEV") charging, annual financial benefits to Illinois drivers owning PEVs and societal benefits from reduced gasoline consumption and associated GHG emissions. EVs make up only .12 percent of registered vehicles on the road in Illinois.

In his Reply Comments, Dr. Santini states that competition is fundamental to price stability and, subsequently, economic benefit.301 Dr. Santini notes that electricity prices,
like gas prices, vary significantly by location, season, and time of day.\textsuperscript{302} Thus, rates should be based on estimates of long run costs, not short run marginal costs.\textsuperscript{303} Dr. Santini quotes Bonbright in stating that regulators should define long run marginal costs “only in general terms . . . \textsuperscript{304}”

\textbf{a. What is the effect on the State?}

ABB states that the reduced maintenance and fuel costs of government-owned EV fleets will save the tax-payer money.\textsuperscript{305} AEE states that EVs provide the opportunity for broad-based cost savings for ratepayers, expanded consumer choice amongst transportation options, enhanced economic competitiveness as countries around the world move towards electrifying transportation, improved security from reduced dependence on imports of conventional fuels, improved local air quality, and reduced greenhouse gas emissions.\textsuperscript{306}

Ameren points out that the use of electricity to power vehicles can have significant energy security and emissions benefits.\textsuperscript{307} As Illinois adds more renewables to its mix of generation sources, such as solar and wind sources, emissions reductions will increase.

ATE states that the economic development benefits for Illinois and other Midwestern states are potentially significant and can be quantified in terms of state GDP, personal incomes, taxes generated, and other factors.\textsuperscript{308}

The CACC states that at the end of 2017, about 15,200 plug-in electric vehicles were adopted in Illinois.\textsuperscript{309} The use of PEV here is inclusive to BEV and Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (“PHEV”). Cumulatively, CACC explains that through 2017, a total of 0.11 terawatt-hours of electricity have been consumed by PEVs in Illinois. CACC indicates that through 2017, PEVs have offset over 12 million gallons of gasoline in Illinois.
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CACC notes that a BEV could potentially offset gasoline consumption by 5,470 gallons over the lifetime assuming 15% reduction in vehicle miles traveled comparing to a conventional vehicle. A PHEV with 40-miles range could potentially offset gasoline consumption by 3500 gallons of gasoline over the lifetime assuming 64% of vehicle miles traveled (“VMT”) is on electricity. CACC opines that increasing charging infrastructure would definitely increase the VMT on electricity for both BEV and PHEVs.

CACC states that the annual CO2 emissions are about 3,504 pounds per BEV and 5,509 pounds per PHEV in IL, which is lower than the national average due to cleaner electricity generation. CACC suggests that the numbers are even lower than traditional per hybrid electric vehicle (“HEV”) which is about 6,250 pounds. CACC provides a complete snapshot of EVs in Illinois in Attachment A to CACC Initial Comments.

CACC quotes the Midcontinent Transportation Electrification Collaborative report, stating that “[n]umerous studies demonstrate that EV adoption at scale, under the right circumstances, can offer benefit for utility customers.” CACC states that several studies from MJ Bradley project that the additional utility revenues from EV charging will likely exceed the cost to supply that demand. This translates, CACC states, to a downward pressure on utility rates and benefits for all utility customers (whether or not they themselves purchase an EV). CACC points out that a recent study conducted in Illinois considered the impacts of a “moderate” and “high” adoption scenario for EVs in the state, with EVs reaching either 18 percent or 56 percent of light duty vehicles in 2050. CACC indicates that in both scenarios, the net present value (benefit minus cost) of benefits to utility customers, Illinois drivers, and society at large would total $12.2 billion (moderate) or $43 billion (high).
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ComEd believes that electric vehicles have the potential to provide beneficial electrification to Illinois, by lowering emissions, increasing economic opportunity, improving utilization, and potentially putting downward pressure on electric rates.  

ComEd states that due to a lower amount of gasoline sales and consumption, EV deployment may have an impact on gas tax proceeds. Increased deployment of EVs will also reduce GHG emissions. Additionally, EV deployment will result in more domestic (versus foreign) sourced fuel used for transportation.

Elevate Energy states that EV market development will present a major opportunity for Illinois businesses and communities by increasing innovation and economic development.

Sierra Club and NRDC indicate that integrated EV charging can lower electric rates for all utility customers by capturing additional utility revenues without commensurate increases in utility costs. The incremental load of electric transportation leads to greater electricity system asset utilization and lowers the average cost of electricity service—particularly if majority of load occurs at off-peak times.

b. What is the effect on individual EV owners?

AEE states that EVs provide drivers with substantial performance improvements over conventional vehicles. The improvements range from the financial – lower fuel and maintenance costs mean that the total cost of ownership for an electric vehicle is often lower than that of a comparable conventional vehicle – to the driving experience – EVs offer instant torque allowing the vehicles to accelerate faster.

Ameren states that Consumer Reports® lists the owner satisfaction for new EVs as very high. In fact, Ameren states that for all 14 EVs listed as available today, seven rate “excellent,” four rate “above average,” two rate “average,” and only one rates “below
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Ameren believes that consumers testing EVs quickly realize that electric drives are simply a better way to move a car. Ameren states that electric drives offer 100% torque from a stop, so they are very quick in response, and quite powerful, offering impressive 0-60 mph statistics. For example, the Chevy Bolt EV boasts 200 horsepower and can deliver 0-60 mph in 6.8 seconds. Ameren states that electric vehicle owners also appreciate the quiet and smooth acceleration EVs provide, without the traditional rumble, vibration, and shifting of an engine and associated transmission. Ameren also notes that in this age of electronics and mobile devices, EVs typically have an associated mobile application (app) that allows the owner to view logged energy use, miles driven, and fuel efficiency data on a computer or smartphone. The apps also allow a user to start or stop battery charging remotely, and this capability may someday support a cost-effective utility-sponsored demand response program.  

Ameren notes that EVs are typically cheaper to operate than gasoline vehicles, due to lower fuel and maintenance costs. Ameren states that as battery costs fall, the EV price premium over conventional combustion engine vehicles will decline. Already today, Ameren suggests that the low price of EVs on the secondary market makes them an affordable driving option. Ameren argues that electric utility investment can make charging infrastructure more affordable for customers to install, and time varying rates can benefit customers and the energy grid. Moreover, Ameren claims that EV charging that occurs when the energy grid has available capacity improves the efficiency of the energy grid - potentially lowering the average cost to serve all customers.

Ameren claims that due to their simplicity, EVs have many fewer parts that require maintenance and/or that can fail and, as a result, have lower maintenance costs. As an example, Ameren notes that General Motors states that the first major maintenance interval for its 2017 Chevy Bolt EV, an all-electric vehicle with 238 miles of range, is 150,000 miles. Ameren suggests to imagine no oil changes, transmission fluid, spark plugs, timing belts, or other typical combustion-engine maintenance items for ten years.
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Ameren suggests that EVs are also less expensive to fuel than an ICE vehicle. Assuming a retail rate of 12.5¢ per kilowatt-hour ("kWh"), fueling a vehicle is approximately equivalent to paying $1/gallon for gasoline. Ameren states that marginal prices, or prices for the next kWh consumed are often well below 12.5¢/kWh. Moreover, prices vary with the time of year.\textsuperscript{322} For example, Ameren’s summer all-in prices for residential customers taking fixed-price power supply from Ameren are about 10.5¢/kWh. About 9¢/kWh for the first 800 kWh of non-summer use, and about 7¢/kWh for non-summer use over 800 kWh.

AFPI cited the Pacific Research Institute, which states that seventy-nine percent of electric vehicle plug-in tax credits were claimed by households with adjusted gross incomes of over $100,000 per year.\textsuperscript{323} AFPI also states that nearly 679,000 households in Illinois are experiencing unaffordable energy burdens of between 19 and 36 percent of their annual income.\textsuperscript{324} AFPI further states that the ICC should look for ways to reduce electricity costs for utility customers instead of intervening in the existing competitive market for EV charging stations.\textsuperscript{325} AFPI concludes that intervention by the ICC could lead to barriers for current and future non-utility participants to enter the existing, competitive EV charging infrastructure market.\textsuperscript{326}

API-IPC states that this NOI suggests that EVs have high upfront costs but low maintenance costs.\textsuperscript{327} API-IPC explains that this approach does not recognize the total cost of ownership of the vehicle.\textsuperscript{328} API-IPC cites two studies that indicate the cost of ownership of a battery electric vehicle representative of current technology is between
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fifty percent and four-hundred percent more expensive than a conventional vehicle equipped with an internal combustion engine.\(^{329}\)

ATE states that EV owners could enjoy lower fuel costs and lower costs of operation.\(^{330}\)

ComEd states that while EV owners may likely realize a larger electric bill due to increased consumption, they will pay less for energy and transportation costs and vehicle maintenance overall. Charging off-peak would also provide EV owners with the opportunity to pay a lower rate per kWh through rate options, such as hourly pricing.\(^{331}\)

Elevate Energy states that EV market development will reduce fuel costs for consumers, especially when optimizing off-peak charging rates to lower the overall cost of EV ownership.\(^{332}\)

Sierra Club and NRDC indicate that electricity is a significantly cheaper fuel than gasoline: according to the Department of Energy’s eGallon calculator, the current statewide average gasoline price is $2.79, while the eGallon equivalent electricity price is $1.07.\(^{333}\)

Tesla indicates that as more EVs are deployed, the costs of EVs can significantly decrease which is primarily driven by the cost of batteries.\(^{334}\)

In referencing its report, “Going from Pump to Plug” (Appendix C), UCS states that EV drivers can save $912 per year in fuel costs on the standard residential electricity rate, compared to driving a gasoline or diesel vehicle.\(^{335}\) The UCS notes that electricity prices are more stable than gasoline prices, so EV drivers are also insulated from gasoline and diesel price spikes.\(^{336}\)
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The UCS also references a report by MJ Bradley & Associates, “Electric Vehicle Cost-Benefit Analysis: Illinois.” This report quantifies the net benefits for utility customers and EV drivers attributable to EV adoption for two scenarios.\(^{337}\) The first scenario, MISO – McKinsey, shows 18% EV penetration by 2050; the second scenario, Bloomberg New Energy Finances, shows 56% penetration by 2050.\(^{338}\)

In response to AFPI and API-IPC, ChargePoint states that their assertion that EVs would burden low-income utility customers and only benefit affluent customers is flawed, as it is based on a cost-benefit analysis that ignores all the “benefits”.\(^{339}\) ChargePoint cites to several EV NOI Initial Comments where participants indicate the benefits of electrification when appropriately integrated into the grid.\(^{340}\)

In their Reply Comments, Sierra Club and NRDC note EVs will become more and more affordable and accessible, as leasing companies sell their EVs to the secondary market, and electric car sharing pilot programs increasingly target low-income communities.\(^{341}\)

UCS states that in response to the Commission’s question on the cost/benefit effects on individual EV owners, API-IPC claims that the cost of owning an EV is substantially more expensive than an internal combustion engine vehicle, citing in part a study by Arthur D. Little (“ADL”).\(^{342}\) UCS has written about the difference between the ADL study and the UCS report, *Cleaner Cars from Cradle-to-Grave*. In brief, UCS states that the ADL study makes two assumptions about EVs that undermine a comparison of EVs and combustion engine vehicles on consistent terms.

UCS states that the first assumption is that the battery of each EV will need to be replaced after the manufacturer warranty expires at seven to ten years after purchase.\(^{343}\)

\(^{337}\) Id.
\(^{338}\) UCS Initial Comments at 2.
\(^{339}\) ChargePoint Reply Comments at 2.
\(^{340}\) Id.
\(^{341}\) Sierra Club and NRDC Reply Comments at 7.
\(^{342}\) UCS Reply Comments at 5.
\(^{343}\) Id.
UCS argues that there is no evidence that this is the case for battery lifetime. If combustion engine cars required replacement of major parts after the warranty expired, they would get a new engine or transmission after five years. By including a replacement battery in the accounting for EVs, UCS argues that the ADL study erroneously inflates the cost of EVs.

UCS states that the second unrealistic assumption in the ADL study is that EV drivers will require an alternative, gasoline car for a quarter of all miles driven because EVs are driven fewer miles per year than gasoline cars. In reality, UCS asserts, it is unlikely that EV buyers would purchase a car that covers only 75 percent of their trips. UCS states that EV drivers likely demand fewer miles of their vehicles and are, therefore, not subject to the cost of an alternative gasoline vehicle for some trips. In addition to inflating the lifetime cost of an EV by $10,000 (15%), these assumptions reduce the estimated greenhouse gas benefit of EVs. In actuality, UCS observes that battery cost for EVs are rapidly improving and the upfront cost of EVs are expected to fall accordingly. Already, the fueling and maintenance costs for EVs are lower than gasoline vehicles, as UCS discussed in Initial Comments.

B. Describe the environmental benefits associated with increased EV deployment in Illinois.

ABB states that transportation electrification reduces air and noise pollution, especially in densely populated areas and disadvantaged communities that tend to be in heavier transportation corridors.

CUB/EDF argue that electric vehicles offer enormous potential for GHG emissions reductions. CUB/EDF also states that electrifying personal commutes, ground shipping, deliveries, and fleets will improve local air quality and reduce climate-warming

344 UCS Reply Comments at 6.
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emissions, particularly if designed to take advantage of the availability of clean resources and to shave peaks served by the most expensive, polluting generators.\textsuperscript{347}

CUB/EDF further argue that emissions reductions stemming from increased EV deployment will count toward any broader emissions reduction targets or requirements in place at the time, reducing the need to invest in reducing emissions from other sources that potentially would be costlier to address than increasing EV deployment is. This substitution effect is especially clear with greenhouse gas emissions because the climate impacts of these emissions depend solely on volume, regardless of the nature or location of the source.\textsuperscript{348}

Elevate Energy states that EV market development will reduce harmful carbon emissions.\textsuperscript{349}

The MMC argues that a transition to zero emission EVs will realize substantial health and climate related savings for the region and protect the health of vulnerable residents. These benefits will be realized by combining a growth in clean electrical power with the expansion of transportation electrification.\textsuperscript{350}

MMC believes that The United States’ dependence on oil for our transportation needs adds significant risk to the stability our economy and weakens our national security. Electrifying our transportation can lead us towards energy independence and a more stable economy, while creating jobs and reducing harmful emissions. The MMC states it is eager to facilitate the adoption of EVs as a clean, sustainable transportation energy solution that addresses air pollution and climate change.\textsuperscript{351}

Sierra Club and NRDC indicate that widespread transportation electrification, EVs will reduce cumulative greenhouse gas emissions by 97 million metric tons. EV produces zero criteria pollutant emissions at tailpipe reducing mobile source pollution that
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contributes to unhealthy air and health risks, particularly in disadvantaged communities. EVs are the only vehicles on the road that get cleaner with age: as Illinois’ grid shifts toward higher penetrations of renewable and other-low-carbon generation resources, EVs’ emission profile will continue to decline.\textsuperscript{352}

Tesla indicates that EVs emit 70 percent less GHG emissions than their counterparts in Illinois.\textsuperscript{353} Beyond environmental benefits, there are health and air quality benefits from EVs.

In referencing its article, “Delivering Opportunity,” the UCS states that significant reductions in greenhouse gas emissions can be achieved in Illinois by electrifying heavy-duty vehicles, such as buses.\textsuperscript{354}

The UCS also states that greenhouse gas performance per mile driven of EVs in the vehicle fleet will continue to improve as grid emission factors improve through the incorporation of renewables and other low carbon electricity fuels onto the grid.\textsuperscript{355} The UCS urges that fleet electrification is important because cars spend over 11 years in the fleet, and buses spend over 8 years in the fleet on average.\textsuperscript{356}

Workhorse states that all-electric delivery vehicles can replace diesel delivery vehicles and achieve one hundred percent NOx reduction, eliminate particulate matter emissions, and eliminate greenhouse gas emissions from tailpipes.\textsuperscript{357} Specifically, diesel delivery vehicles usually operate in areas with a disproportionate pollution burden, as many distribution centers are in locations that now receive a disproportionate share of air pollution burden from diesel fleets.\textsuperscript{358} Workhorse thus states that allocating funding for
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electric delivery vehicle purchases would be the quickest and most effective way to mitigate damage from diesel emissions to human health and the environment.\textsuperscript{359}

UCS states that API-IPC and AFPI call into question the greenhouse gas reduction benefits of electric vehicles.\textsuperscript{360} API-IPC focuses on the emissions from manufacturing batteries, citing a study from the IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute (“IVL”). UCS states that the IVL study makes several assumptions about the greenhouse gas intensity of the electricity grid on which the batteries are produced. In the Global Warming Policy Forum article on the IVL study (cited by API-IPC in their Revised Initial Comments), the IVL study authors discuss average energy and greenhouse gas intensity of batteries of a given size from the literature. UCS asserts that the IVL study and the article do not account for the production chains of specific vehicles. UCS notes that the way in which API-IPC uses the study confuses the study findings on average intensity for actual greenhouse gas intensity of EV battery manufacturing. For example, API-IPC notes from the article that a combustion engine would need to be driven up to eight years before it emits the same amount of greenhouse gases as a large battery EV. Presumably, UCS notes that this figure comes from the IVL study author saying that a gas car would need to be driven that long “before it has released as much carbon dioxide” as a “battery of Tesla size”. In reality, UCS argues that Tesla batteries are manufactured with on-site solar, wind, and geo-thermal power at the company’s Nevada’s Gigafactory, and therefore, the manufacturing of these batteries are much less greenhouse gas intensive than suggested by API-IPC.

UCS states that AFPI claims “EVs in Illinois often do not yield any net emission reductions” and any realized emissions reductions come at great cost.\textsuperscript{361} UCS observes that AFPI does not provide a source to examine, so UCS simply reiterates that UCS has found substantial greenhouse gas benefits of EVs, as described in Initial Comments and elaborated in reports attached to UCS Reply Comments, “Cleaner Cars from Cradle to Grave” and “Delivering Opportunity.”

\textsuperscript{359} Id.
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a. Compare environmental benefits to the environmental detriment if additional EV and charging infrastructure is not developed and deployed.

ATE states that today, Illinois ranks fifth in the nation in annual emissions of carbon dioxide—about 219 million tons of CO2. About 71 million tons can be attributed to the transportation sector. The more rapid adoption of EVs should play a significant role in reducing such emissions.362

ComEd cites a study conducted by MJ Bradley & Associates which concludes that, absent large scale EV adoption, baseline annual fleet emissions are projected to fall to 32M tons by 2050 from a current level of 53M tons (a 53% reduction). This is based on expected improvements in conventional vehicle efficiency. In an aggressive scenario, wide scale adoption of EVs could reduce this baseline by an additional 7.7M tons to 24.3M tons (a 64% reduction from current levels). Through 2050, there could be a cumulative GHG reduction of 97 million metric tons if EVs are aggressively adopted in Illinois. Bradley equates the monetized social value of these reductions to $441M/year by 2050, which includes improvements in quality of life and reductions in medical costs.363

The UCS states that local air pollution from vehicle tailpipe emissions have serious health impacts.364 The UCS states that since EVs do not have tailpipe emissions, transportation electrification can reduce local air pollutants and their consequential health impacts.365 Specifically, UCS points out that heavy-duty vehicles emit a disproportionate amount of fine particulate matter and nitrogen oxide, which disproportionately affect low income and minority communities.366
b. Describe the environmental effect of EVs on the environment over the lifespan of an EV.

Ameren opines that EVs substantially reduce emissions, and this is true even when considering the source of the electricity that energizes the grid.\textsuperscript{367} Based on the average-electricity-generation mix nationwide, Ameren states that EVs emit less than half the greenhouse gas emissions of conventional vehicles and significantly reduce particulate emissions. Ameren suggests that the carbon and air quality benefits will grow as electricity generation continues to get even cleaner through increasing deployment of renewables. EVs convert about 59\% - 62\% of the electrical energy from the grid to power at the wheels. Conventional gasoline vehicles only convert about 17\% - 21\% of the energy stored in gasoline to power at the wheels.

Ameren notes that Illinois’ fuel mix has a variety of sources with coal being the largest contributor.\textsuperscript{368} However, Ameren notes that even considering this largely fossil-based source fuel mix, EVs are so efficient and utility generation emissions controls are so effective that EVs still produce almost 50\% less NOx, a precursor to ground level ozone or smog, and less CO2 than comparable combustion engine vehicles.

Ameren claims that beyond the fact that overall emissions are lower, EVs produce zero emissions at ground level close to where people live.\textsuperscript{369} Additionally, Ameren states that EVs require fewer fluids than traditional counterparts do and, therefore, pose less risk of leaks or spills of petroleum and other automotive chemicals that contaminate roadways and, ultimately, pollute soil and waterways. This reduction or elimination of the possibility of leaks or spills is true during fueling, operation, or even when parked.

Ameren suggests that a smaller but not insignificant environmental benefit of EVs is that they produce less noise pollution.\textsuperscript{370}
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Ameren argues that essentially, the substantial and widespread benefits of a shift to EVs are simply much less likely to occur without the development of EV charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{371} Ameren argues that a concerted effort to develop infrastructure would likely have the effect of accelerating consumer adoption of EVs and capture the associated environmental benefits sooner and at larger scale.

API-IPC states that EVs will have a significant environmental affect.\textsuperscript{372} The API-IPC states that electric vehicles considered “zero emission vehicles” are better described as “emissions displacement” vehicles.\textsuperscript{373} API-IPC references the DOE/EPA website, which demonstrates that CO2 emitted when generating and providing electricity to a battery electric vehicle is equivalent to 20-66 percent of that from a gasoline-fueled vehicle.\textsuperscript{374} API-IPC also points out that the emissions do not count the energy required to build the vehicle and battery systems, especially if the battery is built in China or Germany, where coal is the primary fuel source for electricity generation.\textsuperscript{375}

Regarding the disposal of batteries, API-IPC cites an article, which indicates that less than 3% of lithium-ion batteries in the world are recycled.\textsuperscript{376} Thus, there will be a concern of what happens to all the other batteries if EV deployment increases.

ATE states that as zero and low carbon resources become more cost-effective such as solar and wind, and as the public policy support for zero carbon nuclear generation is continued, the power generation mix will move toward a lower emission path and complement the environmental progress that will be made in the transportation sector.\textsuperscript{377}

ComEd states that the annual CO2 emissions for a BEV are approximately 1.4 metric tons, as compared to an ICE vehicle’s annual CO2 emissions of approximately 3.9
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metric tons. Thus, over the lifespan of a BEV (approximately 15 years) there would be a net reduction of about 40 metric tons of carbon emitted into the atmosphere per vehicle.\(^\text{378}\)

Tesla and UCS both refer to UCS’ report, “Cleaner Cars from Cradle to Grave,” which indicates that on average, over its lifetime, an EV will produce less than half of the global warming emissions of comparable gasoline powered vehicles, even when taking into account the higher emissions associated with EV manufacturing.\(^\text{379}\)

C. **Describe any other benefits associated with increased EV deployment.**

The AEE included their September 2018 report, “EVs 101: A Regulatory Plan for American’s Electric Transportation Future,” to supplement their Initial Comments in support of transportation electrification.\(^\text{380}\)

The AG states that the Commission should note that in Illinois, as of December 31, 2017, electric vehicles and electric plug-in hybrid vehicles each represented only 0.07% of registered vehicles (7,692 and 7,856 respectively out of 10,979,102 registrations).\(^\text{381}\)

The AG further states that Illinois is consistent with national trends, where electric-only vehicles and plug-in hybrid EVs each represented less than 1% of the nation’s total vehicle sales in 2017.

The AG states that there are many different types of electric vehicles, as the Notice of Inquiry notes. In the mass market, there are fully electric cars and electric hybrids which supplement mileage with gas. The AG states that the fully electric cars can have ranges from 100 miles to 400 miles on a full charge, and hybrid plug-in electric cars have ranges of 20-50 miles, depending on make and model and driving conditions. The AG indicates that today plug-in hybrids are more widespread and less costly than all-electric cars. In designing policy, the AG submits that the Commission must recognize that the EV market
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is still unsettled. Clearly, the AG asserts that a car that requires an electric charge for 400 miles will present a different challenge than a car that needs to charge for only 40 miles.\textsuperscript{382}

Ameren submits that there are three primary categories of benefits that result from EV technology when compared to existing ICE technology: environmental, economic, and consumer experience.\textsuperscript{383} Ameren states that increased deployment quite possibly could result in positive health benefits and reductions in medical costs related to decreased air pollution and toxic emissions. Ameren also notes that there are potential climate impacts due to reduced greenhouse gas emissions and a reduction in the dependence on petroleum-based fuels. Finally, Ameren states that greater customer choice in the transportation sector (both on- and off-road) will result.

AFPI states that investments in EVs cannot be justified based on any reduction in carbon dioxide emissions.\textsuperscript{384} Specifically, AFPI states that the federal government’s current estimate of the value of avoiding carbon emissions is $1-6/ton in 2020.\textsuperscript{385} AFPI states that earlier estimates from previous administrations never placed a value higher than $42/ton in 2020.\textsuperscript{386}

AFPI points out that in Illinois, EVs do not yield any net emission reductions, and if they do, it is at the cost of many thousands of dollars per ton.\textsuperscript{387} AFPI explains that this is because: Electricity is mainly supplied by coal and natural gas; EVs are often charged during peak demand times when simple cycle gas combustion turbines must meet load; more than 15% of electricity is lost during the transmission, distribution, and charging process; and EV charging infrastructure and associated transformer upgrades are extremely expensive.\textsuperscript{388}
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ATE states that as more EVSE is deployed at the edge of the grid, it should enable more technologies, such as demand response (“DR”) and potentially distributed storage to be more easily integrated into the distribution grid of the future. EVs and EV infrastructure will constitute a key building block for distributed architecture and infrastructure of the future.\footnote{ATE Initial Comments at 9.}

CACC notes that from a manufacturing point of view, most electric vehicles sold in the United States are assembled in the United States.\footnote{CACC Initial Comments at 2.} To date, CACC states that over four-fifths of BEVs and nearly two-thirds of PHEVs have been assembled in the United States. CACC indicates that most of the remaining PEVs sold in the United States were assembled in Germany or Japan. CACC points out that according to the U.S. Department of Energy “2017 U.S. Energy and Employment Report (“USEER”),” 258,000 U.S. manufacturing jobs were associated with electrification.\footnote{Id. at 3.}

ComEd believes that transitioning to EVs provides a great opportunity for the U.S. to achieve energy independence by replacing the consumption of foreign sourced petroleum with domestic energy sources. Electric vehicles reduce noise pollution, creating a more comfortable environment for society, providing opportunities for increased productivity, and improving employee safety.\footnote{ComEd Initial Comments at 8.}

ComEd believes that electric vehicles have the potential to provide beneficial electrification to Illinois, by lowering emissions, increasing economic opportunity, improving utilization, and potentially putting downward pressure on electric rates.\footnote{Id. at 1.}

CUB/EDF argues that the flexible charging load can help support the cost-effective integration of distributed energy resources as well as potentially serving load directly. Proper planning, coordination, and incentives, effective management of Illinois’ fuel mix
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and charging load can help cost effectively manage serving additional EV charging load.394

Elevate Energy notes that Illinois is uniquely situated to maximize economic and environmental benefits and become a national EV market leader.395 Elevate Energy states that Illinois is currently the only state with hourly electricity pricing programs available to all ratepayers.396

First, Elevate Energy refers to Ameren Illinois Power Smart Pricing. This program offers hourly rates based on the actual market price for residential electricity customers in Ameren Illinois territory.397 Participants can manage their electricity costs by taking simple actions to conserve energy during hours when prices are higher.398 This program has reduced over 10 million kWh in energy use, which avoided over 15.7 million points in greenhouse gas emissions, and saved participants more than $11 million.399

Next, Elevate Energy discusses ComEd’s Hourly Pricing Program, which charges residential participants in ComEd territory the hourly wholesale market price for electricity.400 This program has reduced over 48 million kWh in energy use, which avoided over 42,569 metric tons in greenhouse gas emissions, and saved participants more than $19 million since the program began in 2007.401

Tesla indicates that there are direct ratepayer benefits in the form of downward pressure on rates due to higher utility revenues associated with increasing electricity sales. Increasing the utilization of fixed costs, during off-peak periods, reduces the per unit costs of fixed assets. RMI summarized ratepayer benefits of EVs and found a range of $744 to $9607 of total lifetime benefits per EV.402

________________________________________________________________________
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In Reply Comments, Greenlots observes that transportation electrification stands to bring a host of benefits to Illinois and society at large, as many stakeholders recognized in their Initial Comments.\textsuperscript{403} According to Greenlots, these include economic development and cost savings, as well as environmental and energy security benefits, among others. Additionally, Greenlots contends that transportation electrification represents likely the single greatest opportunity to increase the utilization and efficiency of the electric grid to the benefit of all ratepayers. Greenlots says that these benefits will not happen automatically however, and will require thoughtful and deliberate planning and programs to realize.

Greenlots observes that several initial comments asserted that transportation electrification only benefits rich people who drive EVs.\textsuperscript{404} To dispel this, Greenlots argues that one only needs to look at the electric vehicle cost-benefit analysis specific to Illinois that was performed by MJ Bradley & Associates. This report, cited by many stakeholders in their Initial Comments, clearly lays out and places values on two other key categories of benefits other than those that directly accrue to drivers, namely utility customer savings and societal value from CO2 reductions. Greenlots notes that many other reports and studies lay out the significant array and categories of benefits from transportation electrification also. Greenlots opines that it is important to note that there are many other benefits also that are not accounted for in this report, including those related to energy independence, energy security, and economic development derived from increased transportation electrification. Greenlots states that unfortunately these comments also fail to recognize that it is generally lower income communities suffering disproportionately from the environmental and human health effects of fossil fuel emissions from transportation, and therefore that lower income communities have the most to gain from electrification. Additionally, Greenlots notes that state and especially utility involvement can further enhance and ensure equitable access to electric transportation.
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Greenlots states that while EVs currently are more expensive up front than their fossil fuel counterparts, this will not be the case for long, and there already are some exceptions to this in the second-hand market, and already many EV drivers have experienced a lower total cost of ownership versus fossil fuel vehicles.\(^\text{405}\) Greenlots notes that Bloomberg New Energy Finance estimates that by 2024 certain new EVs will reach cost parity with their fossil fuel counterparts, and Greenlots expects a more aggressive timeframe. To prepare for this, and to maximize the societal benefits and those that accrue to all utility customers, Greenlots states that Illinois cannot afford inaction.

In Reply Comments, IER states that several of the submissions have cited a September 2017 study conducted by MJ Bradley & Associates, which reports large net benefits to the state under two different scenarios of EV penetration.\(^\text{406}\) IER indicates that the ICC’s Notice of Inquiry does not pertain to a specific proposed rule, and thus IER comments should not be construed as an endorsement or critique of any particular policy for the state. Nonetheless, IER states that the estimates of the alleged “net benefits” of EV penetration in the MJ Bradley study are at various times misleading and flawed, and Illinois officials should be aware of the potential problems when considering EV policy options.

IER claims that roughly 90 percent of the reported net benefits from EV penetration is due to a reduction in operating costs for Illinois drivers—in other words, that it will be cheaper for them to recharge their EVs rather than buy gasoline for conventional vehicles. IER contends that such calculations are quite speculative and rely on many assumptions, including (for example) the initial purchase price of the respective vehicles, the pattern of charging (such as time of day) for EVs, as well as prices for gasoline and electricity over the lifetime of a vehicle.\(^\text{407}\)
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IER provides the following bulleted list of a number of the MJ Bradley study’s assumptions and claims that IER considers to be dubious:

- Most of the savings claims result from assumptions that more than 90 percent of all future EV charging occurs at off-peak residential rates in a perfect distribution across the hours from midnight to 4:00am (while comparing it to a baseline where all charging is on peak).\(^{408}\) This assumption not only hides all impacts to peak demand and assumes the EVs pay virtually nothing for demand charges (to pay for generation capacity) and not only hides all impacts and needs for massive upgrades to transmission and distribution, but it adds significant costs to the baseline to create nonexistent future benefits. Further, IER says that the off-peak benefits are based on charging technology, metering, and infrastructure that currently do not exist and have not been demonstrated in real-world application. The savings from lower gasoline purchases are found by assuming only off-peak EV charging at very low electricity rates. The study ignores the very large cost of commercial EV charging stations and higher impacts on-peak and costs of drawing much more power than residential chargers. The study illogically claims that off-peak charging will produce more revenue than the cost of providing the service and lower customer bills.

- The study assumes a much higher percentage of the future gasoline-fueled fleet is light trucks (more than double what is on the road today), inflating vehicle and fuel costs relative to EVs and hiding the EV cost premium by assuming trucks are more expensive; meanwhile, it assumes a reduction of 70 percent or more in EV battery costs by 2030.\(^{409}\)

- The study assumes an unrealistic number of EVs on the road, inflating benefit estimates—6 to 10.8 percent of light duty vehicles on the road in 2030.

- It is unclear if the study assumes utilities will offer $10,000 subsidies per EV and/or that Illinois will offer $4,000 subsidies per EV.\(^{410}\)

- The study underestimates the electricity needed to charge EVs: no charging conversion losses or transmission losses, which collectively require 16 percent more electricity than the study’s assumptions, are taken into account.\(^{411}\)
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• The study assumes gasoline prices increase 70 percent while electricity increases 10 percent.
• The study does not appear to include any EV sub-metering costs.
• The study adds upstream gasoline emissions, but no upstream emissions from EV and battery manufacturing or emissions associated with fuel production or delivery to power plants.

IER contends that the problems with the MJ Bradley study are manifold, but, fortunately, policymakers need not concern themselves with such calculations.412 At any given time, consumers are capable of deciding for themselves whether it makes more sense to buy an electric or a gasoline-powered vehicle. If indeed the typical Illinois driver will “save money” by buying an EV, then IER argues that no one on the ICC needs to tailor government policies to make that happen. It’s true that government regulation affects electrical utilities and thus the availability and rates for electricity to EV owners—which in turn influences the decision on whether to buy an EV or a gasoline-powered vehicle—but even here, IER opines that Illinois policymakers do not need to concern themselves with calculations of “net savings to drivers.”413 IER indicates that Illinois policymakers only need to cater to cost and market demand conditions, in order to let utilities pursue profitability in the service of their customers.

IER indicates that just about all of the remaining 10 percent of estimated total benefits from the MJ Bradley study derives from alleged “social benefits” accruing to society at large from reduced GHG emissions.414 IER notes that a negligible portion of the MJ Bradley study’s total estimated benefits comes from benefits to utility customers. Specifically, IER observes that the MJ Bradley study looks at two different EV penetration scenarios and estimates the incremental drop in Illinois GHG emissions, over and above
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the reduction that would have occurred without extra EV penetration, simply from turnover of the fleet into more advanced vehicles.

IER notes that the MJ Bradley analysis estimates a substantial annual “social value” from EV penetration, especially as we move further into the future. IER observes that the difference between the MISO and Bloomberg scenarios is due to the assumed usage of EVs in either.415 These figures are calculated by taking the estimated incremental reduction in CO2 emissions (for a given scenario) and then multiplying by the “social cost of carbon” (“SCC”) as estimated by the Obama Administration.416 IER contends that there are several problems with this procedure.

In the first place, IER indicates IER has published quite extensively on the flaws with the social cost of carbon concept.417 IER’s most comprehensive critique is the formal Comment IER submitted to the Office of Management and Budget in early 2014. Among various problems, IER argues that the SCC is dubious as a guide to policymakers because it is extremely malleable. IER states that simply by adjusting the discount rate used in the analysis, the calculated SCC can range from several hundred dollars per ton down to $0 or even negative—all while holding the underlying simulations of climate change identical.

Rather than being analogous to a physical constant such as the charge on an electron, IER says that the “social cost of carbon” reflects the modeling decisions of the analyst. In light of this and other objections, IER points out that the Trump Administration has considered substantially reduced estimates of the SCC.418 IER notes that if these reduced estimates of the SCC had been used, the MJ Bradley study’s findings regarding the “social value” of emission reductions would in turn be substantially reduced. To reiterate, IER cautions that several of the problems they document with the SCC as a concept to guide policymakers have nothing to do with disputes over the physical science
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of climate change or its impact, but reflect arbitrary judgments concerning the discount rate or whether to limit the analysis to the United States as opposed to assessing effects worldwide.

However, and even more relevant for Illinois policymakers, IER argues that the estimate of a global “social cost of carbon” is virtually useless for policy changes at the state level.\textsuperscript{419} This is because of the phenomenon of “leakage.” Specifically, IER says that if Illinois policymakers adopt measures that promote faster EV penetration among Illinois drivers, the reduction in emissions from the state of Illinois will be partially counterbalanced by increased emissions in other states, such as neighboring Indiana and Missouri.

IER states that if Illinois drivers accelerate their adoption of EVs, then the demand for gasoline will fall.\textsuperscript{420} This will slightly lower the national (and even world) price of gasoline, making it cheaper for other motorists who continue to use gasoline-powered vehicles. Therefore, IER argues that if Illinois policymakers artificially promote the use of EVs in their state, they will at the same time be encouraging drivers elsewhere to delay the adoption of EVs, because gasoline will be cheaper than it otherwise would have been.

IER contends that to the extent that global climate change is a problem, it is a global problem.\textsuperscript{421} IER states that policy measures that affect the use of gasoline at the level of a U.S. state will be very muted, because they influence such a small proportion of the total source of emissions. For this reason alone, IER argues that the estimated “social value” of enhanced EVs in the MJ Bradley study is vastly overstated.

In Reply Comments, IIEC states that many parties claim that EVs will provide benefits to Illinois residents in various ways, via reduced emissions, greater utilization of the electric grid during off-peak hours, and additional retail rate revenue for utilities.\textsuperscript{422} Regarding the latter, IIEC states that it is not guaranteed that additional rate revenue will inure to utilities, particularly if they are providing only delivery service. However, of utmost
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importance IIEC states is to properly evaluate these alleged benefits alongside any additional costs to Illinois utility ratepayers of added EV penetration.

To the extent that the added costs incurred by the utilities to support EV load is allowed recovery, IIEC argues that such costs should be allocated and collected directly from those customers who choose to purchase or use EVs, so that the cost-benefit analysis can be conducted individually by each consumer when making the decision on their vehicle use preference.\(^{423}\) However, in the case that non-EV users are made to pay higher utility costs to support EV load, IIEC strongly recommends that a thorough and well-informed cost-benefit analysis predicate the Commission’s approval of such cost subsidization.

Chanje’s comments focus on commercial EVs for the last mile deliveries, a booming segment given the proliferation of online shopping and on-demand purchases. Chanje notes strong support for the electrification of transportation at large and emphasizes that commercial fleets be advantageous for all ratepayers and the public at large.\(^ {424}\)

Chanje notes that key advantages of fleet electrification include:

*Predictable routes/ duty cycles*—last mile deliveries average 80 miles per day and even less for highly urban routes. These routes fall well within the battery range of commercial EVs because Chanje trucks range is 140 miles on a full charge. Chanje further notes, predictable routes mitigate “range anxiety,” a barrier to EV adoption, and create predictable energy needs resulting in cost-saving for fleet operators and other ratepayers.\(^ {425}\)

*Greater leverage to reduce GHG emissions and other pollutants*—Commercial vehicles typically travel over 20,000 miles annually and consume more energy than light duty vehicles. Diesel trucks equivalent to Chanje’s EV achieve 12 miles per gallon and a
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fully charged Chanje EV has a miles-per-equivalent of 24. Moreover, commercial vehicles generally are part of a fleet, operated by an owner with multiple fleets. Policies that incentivize fleet owners to switch to electric fleets will have significant leverage in reducing emissions.426

Cost-effectiveness for ratepayers- Chanje notes due to the great scale and more predictable duty cycles, commercial EV fleets can be very cost effective. Infrastructure and utility assets supporting commercial EV charging will be consistent and predictable enabling utilities to maximize asset utilization rates. Furthermore, most of charging will occur overnight at time of excess capacity which ratepayers already pay for. Importantly, Chanje has found many instances where fleet charging infrastructure can be built without any utility upgrade – no additional cost to ratepayers.427

Chanje suggests that if policies and pricing mechanisms are designed correctly, commercial EV charging can put a downward pressure on rates for all ratepayers. Commercial EV charging can improve overall asset utilization not only thought nighttime charging, but also through dynamic load management.428 Fleets have the potential to provide V2G services, injecting energy at critical times and under the most extreme scenario, Commercial EVs may serve as a mobile emergency backup power, providing energy to key circuits during critical peak demand or critical loads during catastrophic grid failures.429

Chanje strongly believes transportation electrification, especially among the commercial segment will open new opportunities to reduce emissions, but also create a more robust, reliable, and dynamic grid for all ratepayers.430
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In Reply Comments, ComEd notes that most commenters are supportive of electric vehicles and EV charging stations. ComEd notes the recognition of the various benefits of EVs, especially reduced greenhouse gas emissions, is widespread across commenters.

In Reply Comments, Tesla notes that some stakeholders question the viability and benefits of EVs given low sales volume today. Tesla notes, the EV market is still relatively small as to percentage of total vehicles, it is beginning to scale rapidly, and consumer preference is generally shifting towards EVs. Tesla notes that the intense consumer interest also manifests itself in recent consumer surveys that find that “the number of Americans interested in an electric vehicle approaches the number planning to purchase a pickup truck,” and interest in EVs has rapidly increased to the point that “20 percent or 50 million Americans will likely go electric for their next vehicle purchase.” Indeed, the Tesla asserts that the U.S. government itself recognizes a number of other consumer benefits from EV technology including that “plug-in electric vehicles can help increase energy security, improve fuel economy, lower fuel costs, and reduce emissions.”

Tesla states that as consumer preference for EVs is expanding, costs for EVs especially when looking at total cost of ownership are also decreasing. From 2008 to 2017, Tesla has decreased the cost of its electric drive unit nearly 80% and projects that the cost will continue to decrease while performance continues to increase. Similarly, at the end of 2017, Merrill Lynch analysts predicted EVs in the U.S. will be cheaper than their traditional counterparts by 2024, and just the year prior they had estimated it would take until 2030. Finally, Tesla notes that Bloomberg predicts EVs may be cheaper than their petroleum counterparts by 2025 as the cost of lithium-ion batteries continues to fall.

Tesla notes that many stakeholders, including Tesla, in their Initial Comments provided concrete data for the numerous economic, health and environmental benefits of EVs citing recent reports such as the MJ Bradley & Associates analysis, “Going from

---
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Pump to Plug,” “Cleaner Cars from Cradle to Grave,” to name a few. Some Environmental groups (Sierra Club and NRDC, UCS, CUB/EDF) and ComEd note:

- Electricity costs about half of gasoline even when oil prices are low providing Illinoisans will potential to save on fuel costs with EVs and reduce overall energy costs.
- EVs produce half the global warming emissions compared to gasoline powered vehicles even with EV manufacturing emissions accounted for.
- Electrifying transportation will improve air quality, reduce climate-warming emissions if designed to utilize clean resources and shave peaks served by expensive, polluting generators.
- Even if EV owners realize a larger electric bill, this increased electricity consumption cost for energy and transportation costs is less than cost of vehicle maintenance overall.435

Tesla points out that stakeholders also note that EVs get cleaner as the grid resources get cleaner which is not the case for conventional vehicles. Ameren states in opening remarks, “as Illinois adds more renewables to its mix of generation sources (solar and wind), emissions reductions will increase.” Furthermore, depending on location, a mid-size EV generates up to 67% lower GHG emissions than gasoline internal combustion engine car on a well-to-wheel basis.436 Thus, Tesla argues that EVs fueled by cleaner electricity sources will only continue to reduce emissions.437

Tesla notes, the U.S. government recognizes many benefits from EV technology including that “plug-in electric vehicles can help increase energy security, improve fuel economy, lower fuel costs, and reduce emissions.”438
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EV Charging Infrastructure:

A. Describe whether more charging stations should be developed in Illinois.

The AG points out that EV charging station infrastructure is an area that is currently in flux.\textsuperscript{439} Importantly, the AG states that private investors are bringing a wide range of approaches to EV charging. The AG notes that there are various business models, including on-premises and in-home charging, pay-as-you-go free standing charging stations, free charging at businesses for employees or customers, free or pay charging in public and private parking lots, and free or pay charging in public spaces such at national parks and on municipal property. Notwithstanding these options, the AG indicates that the literature reports that 80% of charging is done at home. As a result, the AG contends that rate design options for utility customers, rather than development of charging infrastructure that competes with private interests, should be the focus of an EV investigation.

Ameren points out that two of the more significant barriers to EV adoption are range anxiety and lack of public charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{440} Ameren states that there is a correlation between the number of EV charging stations and the adoption of EV vehicles. Ameren Illinois believes the deployment of EV charging infrastructure will need to lead EV adoption to eliminate this significant barrier to adoption.\textsuperscript{441}

The CACC claims that access to convenient, affordable charging in Illinois can expand and accelerate the EV market and support the 15,000+ existing PEV drivers who reside in 99% of Illinois’ counties.\textsuperscript{442} CACC states that the European Clean Power for Transport directive recommends that there should be one public available charging point for every 10 electric cars by 2020, also taking into consideration the type of cars, charging
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technology and available private recharging points. CACC states that up to September 2018, there are 1,179 public charging stations that have deployed in Illinois.

CACC states that Section 1413 of the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (“FAST Act”) calls on U.S. Department of Transportation (“USDOT”) to designate zero-emission and alternative fuel corridors to ensure our nation’s transportation system meets the modern and future needs of fleets and drivers.443 CACC notes that in response to USDOT’s request for corridor nominations, the Illinois Department of Transportation submitted various applications for alternative fuel vehicle corridor designation, including for I-80 and I-94, both of which were approved by the USDOT in the first round. CACC indicates that these applications have multiple stakeholders and cross state borders in an effort to install electric vehicle supply equipment and signage. CACC states that in collaboration with USDOE, USDOT has deemed that public DCFC be no greater than 50 miles between one station and the next on the corridor and no greater than 5 miles off the highway.

CACC argues that additional DCFC is also necessary in metropolitan areas to support residents of multi-unit dwellings and the growing number of electrified high-utilization fleets such as livery, Transportation Network Providers, and delivery vehicles.444 CACC points out that Argonne National Laboratory’s A-TEAM model projects with only existing charging stations, unmet charging demand in 2020 is high considering a moderate EV growth rate in the Chicago Metropolitan Statistical Area (“MSA”). CACC states that in 2020, drivers who are unable to complete battery electric vehicle trips due to a lack of public charging are more likely to be from Cook, Lake and DuPage counties. CACC notes that in 2020, demand for public charging (energy per square mile) peaks North of the Loop (Magnificent Mile, River N, Lakeview) while demand for home charging peaks North and West of the Loop (Wicker Park, Belmont, E Garfield Park). CACC states
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that with DCFCs, public charging peak loads can exceed home charging peak loads in the Chicago MSA.

ChargePoint believes that it is essential that policymakers and regulators appropriately align incentives to accelerate the sustainable and scalable growth of the competitive EV charging market in Illinois. ChargePoint argues that additional electric vehicle supply equipment will be necessary to support that continued growth.\textsuperscript{445} ChargePoint states that policies and regulations to encourage the deployment of EVSE must also encourage innovation, competition, and customer choice in EV charging equipment and network services.\textsuperscript{446}

ComEd states that although adoption of EVs and the availability of EV charging infrastructure are significantly increasing, they still are nascent in Illinois.\textsuperscript{447} As electric vehicle penetration increases, there will be a need for additional charging stations. There are potential opportunities to increase the number of charging stations in urban, underserved areas, as well as with multi-unit dwellings. Some factors that can be used in determining location, type, and number of the chargers are feeder loading, landmarks, population density, existing charging stations and distance to highways.\textsuperscript{448}

Sierra Club and NRDC state that in order to enable EV adoption, it is critical for would-be drivers to have access to infrastructure in “long-dwell time” locations where cars are most frequently located and available for charging. Home charging is a “virtual necessity” for all EV drivers and drivers are unlikely to purchase an EV if they cannot charge at home.\textsuperscript{449} Furthermore, charging at the workplace offers an opportunity to increase EV adoption and electric miles driven as well as reduces “range anxiety”, improves EV value proposition, and can facilitate renewable integration. The evolving paradigm for charging infrastructure that comprehensively meets the needs of EV drivers
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to supply Level 1 or Level 2 charging in places where people naturally park for extended periods and to supply DCFC along travel corridors to enable extended travel.450

Tesla states that the primary way to promote EV adoption and utilization is through improving access and development of EV charging infrastructure. The small number of EVs in Illinois provides an opportunity to monitor programs that increase EV adoption. The Rocky Mountain Institute, National Renewable Energy Laboratory and other studies illustrate the required steps and status of EV charging infrastructure to help increase EV adoption and maximize utilization of the electric grid.451 NREL determined that to facilitate 15 million PEVS by 2030, there is potential need to develop public charging of approximately 600,000 chargers, or 40 plugs per PEV.452 Furthermore, under the Volkswagen settlement funds allocated to Illinois, the Beneficial Mitigation Plan provides approximately 10 million to invest in light-duty zero emissions vehicle (“ZEV”) supply equipment.453

UCS states that timely investment in EV charging infrastructure is critical to ensure that utilities are prepared for growing EV charging loads and promote additional electrification.454 The UCS states that while utility investment is critical, other programs, like Electrify America, have already started to contribute to the build out of charging infrastructure, and private investment will also increase as EV penetration into fleets increases and improves the business case for public charging.455

In its Reply Comments, ChargePoint agrees with Sierra Club and NRDC and ATE that successful deployment of EVSE hinges on utilization but ChargePoint adds that this characterization does not consider the variety of reasons for site hosts to provide EV charging services, nor the full value stream associated.456 ChargePoint emphasizes that
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indirect value streams are central to EV charging; for example, employers provide benefits to attract employees, apartments provide amenities to attract tenants, and local governments seek to support sustainability and economic development goals.\textsuperscript{457}

As an example, ChargePoint references Tesla’s “Charge Where You Park” philosophy, which expands the types of locations that typically host refueling services, like gas stations, to include sites such as homes, workplaces, retail centers, grocery stores, town centers, movie theatres, stadiums, and so on.\textsuperscript{458}

Greenlots indicates that the current particular market state of EVs, which can only be described as a market failure, is a classic situation warranting public investment and the involvement of regulated monopolies.\textsuperscript{459} Indeed, Greenlots argues that at such a stage in the market, ownership and operation of charging infrastructure – including charging stations – is an appropriate and in many respects necessary role for the utility in breaking through these barriers, accelerating the market across most market segments, creating increased competition and attracting private investment.

Greenlots suggests that a deep and flexible utility role is essential to leverage its full involvement, assets and capabilities to accelerate transportation electrification and best position ratepayers to realize the full array of benefits this technology transformation can bring.\textsuperscript{460} Whether this be the ownership of charging infrastructure or the development of rates that send better price signals to manage EV loads in ways that best support the needs of the grid, or minimizing or avoiding unnecessary grid investments by knowing where, when and how EV loads are interacting with distribution infrastructure; these and many other benefits will not be fully realized without deep and active participation by the utility, according to Greenlots.

Moreover, Greenlots says that the nature of EVSE assets, being a natural extension of existing utility infrastructure, with similar hardware, features and capabilities
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as for example smart meters, fit very well within the core competencies and capabilities of utilities.\textsuperscript{461} Greenlots indicates that this is particularly true with respect to ownership and maintenance of widely-dispersed, long-lived electricity-dispensing and metering equipment, and ensuring the safety and reliability of those assets. Greenlots indicates that having existing qualified field personnel allows for this, while purchasing economics to lower costs and having relevant system, business process, software, and customer service expertise and capabilities further aligns naturally with the demands of successful EVSE deployment. Greenlots indicates that utilities are also well positioned to support the hiring and training of field support personnel and other key roles necessary to execute the electrification of transportation.

Greenlots argues that well-designed utility programs can also by and large extend the same type of reliability to EV charging infrastructure that ratepayers expect for all other utility services. Greenlots observes that a badly undervalued aspect of the EV charging equipment and services market is the cost associated with keeping equipment up and running and repairing or replacing it quickly if and when it encounters an issue. Greenlots says that while early adopters of EVs may tolerate the often-poor reliability associated with much of the charging infrastructure that is deployed today, the broader market likely will not. Moreover, as the demands on EVSE deployments increase with more EV drivers on the road, many of the factors that lead to poor reliability may compound. According to Greenlots, this therefore represents a key barrier to widespread transportation electrification. To achieve the level of reliability drivers currently experience and expect from traditional fueling stations, much more needs to be done. Greenlots believes that utility program investment offers opportunity for electric vehicle service providers and contractors to benefit from a more accurately valued maintenance service that will not only improve reliability of EVSE within the utility program, but will likely extend
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beyond the bounds of the program to benefit EV charging equipment and service providers in the market as a whole.

According to Greenlots, without an integrated, holistic approach developed by the utility, the ability of the EV consumer to engage suffers, with the EV charging space fragmented by geography, market segment, business structure and sales priorities.\textsuperscript{462} Greenlots claims that the end consumer (the driver) can become frustrated as a result of this fragmented and disparate approach. However, Greenlots suggests that the utility stands in a unique and powerful position to help resolve these issues with a more comprehensive, structured and rational approach that overcomes barriers to market growth and ensures and maximizes benefits to all ratepayers.

Without prescribing a specific role for the utility within the broad context of market accelerator, Greenlots believes that providing flexibility and appropriate incentives for the utility, including recovery in rates of prudently incurred costs, to self-select the role(s) that best fit(s) its distribution system, customers, and future planning is essential to helping motivate the utility to be excited about its involvement in accelerating the market.\textsuperscript{463} Greenlots observes that a rural service area faces different challenges than does an urban one, and utilities should be afforded the ability to explore the different solutions and program designs that may best address the differing service area factors.

Greenlots asserts that it is clear that the deeper the utility role, the greater the benefit to ratepayers, EV drivers, auto manufacturers, and indeed EV charging companies.\textsuperscript{464} Greenlots states that ratepayers benefit in many ways, but the ability of the utility to minimize costs associated with unmanaged charging and maximize positive load shape is key to realize the greatest depth of benefits to ratepayers. This implicates active management and visibility, though Greenlots points out that utility management does not necessarily require full asset ownership. Greenlots notes that EV drivers benefit the most from the deployment of an adequate volume of charging infrastructure that is well maintained and reasonably priced. These are implicit characteristics of infrastructure
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owned and managed by utilities, according to Greenlots. Critically, this infrastructure deployment allows the barrier of range anxiety to be eliminated. Greenlots notes that auto manufacturers are focused on selling vehicles and with a few exceptions have not made meaningful investments in charging infrastructure. Greenlots states that the existing lack of infrastructure has been a primary barrier for auto manufacturers to assess demand for electric vehicles and has slowed down investment, planning, and development in electric models. An adequate volume of charging infrastructure means that auto manufacturers can focus on non-infrastructure barriers such as model availability, dealership training, marketing, etc.

Greenlots points out that charging software and hardware providers benefit directly from utility ownership by competing for the utility’s business in the procurement of charging products and services. Direct utility procurement results in a marketplace with decisions based upon features, functions, track record, and price, allowing players of different shapes and sizes to participate with a leveled playing field, according to Greenlots. Greenlots suggests that the adoption of open standards maximizes the initial and ongoing competition for both hardware and software products and services. Beyond direct utility procurement, Greenlots suggests that other market participants benefit from improved economics associated with investing in charging infrastructure, as the utility investment accelerates EV adoption, thereby increasing utilization of non-utility infrastructure. According to Greenlots, this results in increased opportunities for all market participants, positioning utility investment – including utility ownership – as a market catalyst, rather than a market constraint.

In their Reply Comments, Sierra Club and NRDC emphasize that utilities are in the best position to support early deployment of EV charging infrastructure, especially at sites where private build-out is not feasible, like at multi-unit dwellings. Sierra Club and the NRDC add that while some EV NOI participants raised concerns regarding competition
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from utilities that would stifle private investment, EV charging providers themselves did
not share those concerns but rather, those participants encouraged utility involvement.467

a. What external sources could be used to identify the optimal ratio of EVs
to charging stations?

ATE recommends the utilities first analyze their specific distribution grid for their
service territory and the likely number of customers to adopt EVs. Utilities in consultation
with EV infrastructure firms, other vendors, and EV stakeholders should make a good
faith effort to estimate the types of charging infrastructure that will be required ranging
from residential, workplace, to DCFC stations.

Tesla states that EVI-Pro, a tool developed by NREL, determines a baseline of
charging infrastructure needed to support a percentage of EVs. The baseline should be
tied to Illinois goals and current market trends. Utilities may also provide
recommendations for charging infrastructure tailored to their service territory.468

The UCS states that the EV Infrastructure Projection Tool (“EVI-Pro”) Lite from the
U.S. Department of Energy Alternative Fuels Data Center can assist in determining the
relative quantities of public DCFC and Level 2 charging and workplace charging needed
for a state or city based on given total numbers of electric passenger cars and light
trucks.469 The UCS states that this tool highlights the need for diverse charging options,
including home, work, and public charging.470

In his Reply Comments, Dr. Santini indicates that the workplace appears to be the
best location for aggregation and coordinated control of many fleets.471 Dr. Santini notes
that there are management costs involved in aggregation that are not folded into cost
analysis, such as loss of employee time while moving multiple vehicles to make best use
of Level 2 charging ports during a workday.472
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b. **Describe the rate at which additional public charging infrastructure needs to be developed to meet the demand of increasing numbers of EVs in Illinois.**

ABB states that fast deployment of public charging is needed to meet growing demand because availability of public charging infrastructure is widely known to be among the top considerations for consumers and fleet electrification.\(^{473}\)

Ameren claims that public infrastructure deployment may serve to reduce public fears of being left stranded away from home, also known as range anxiety.\(^{474}\) Ameren states that the added “safety net” may encourage customers to embark on longer driving excursions, even if the public does not regularly use the public charging stations.

Ameren states that the rate at which public charging will need to develop will depend on the rate of EV adoption.\(^{475}\) Ameren Illinois believes that in order to enable EV adoption the public charging infrastructure will need to lead EV adoption so any positive rate of development of public charging infrastructure will be beneficial.

ATE states that the Commission should take a “portfolio approach” which includes a comprehensive plan of all types of charging with a focus on public non-resident Level 2 charging and DCFC.\(^{476}\)

Tesla states that any deployment ratio considerations include majority of charging takes place at home, access to charging where you park with a focus on Level 2 infrastructure to provide expanded access today.\(^{477}\)

c. **To what extent and at what rate do customer-owned chargers need to be developed?**

Ameren argues that one of the many benefits of EVs is the ability for customers to conveniently charge them at home and skip the gas station.\(^{478}\) Ameren states that EV
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owners typically do most of their charging at home (about 80% to 90%). Ameren states that it is anticipated that EV owners will install charging infrastructure as they are adopting EVs. This brings to question how customers who live in apartments will have access to home charging. It is Ameren Illinois’ belief that the vast majority of charging will occur at the home, so customer access to home charging will be essential to EV adoption.

Tesla states that charger ownership is not as relevant as access opportunities and customer choice.

B. Identify the costs associated with installing additional charging infrastructure throughout the state. Assume that installation includes distribution build out, customer make-ready work, and charging equipment.

ABB states that public charging infrastructure can vary widely in cost and depends on a variety of factors, including number of chargers, capacity of chargers, siting, usage patterns and needs of customers, and charging technology, amongst others.\textsuperscript{479}

Ameren states that it has not done an analysis to determine the costs associated with installing additional charging infrastructure throughout the state.\textsuperscript{480} Ameren notes that costs would vary by specific location and application.

ATE states that the cost of installation will vary significantly depending on the type of end-user (residence, commercial, Level 2 Public, and DCFC), the price and terms of real estate, the amount of trenching needed, panel upgrades needed, and a host of other factors. The cost of installation will vary depending on cost of living and electrician costs being more expensive in the city, less expensive in towns and more inexpensive in rural areas. Averages can be made for statewide purposes and regulatory tariff purposes and to establish the level of an average customer contribution for installation and average level of a rebate to the customer for both installation costs and purchase of EVSE.\textsuperscript{481} For Residential Charging Costs ATE refers to Avista Pilot Program in Washington, which is an own and operate model.
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ComEd indicates that currently the make-ready work and cost of EVSE equipment is borne by the individual customer or entity installing the charging infrastructure, as well as any applicable financial incentives or rebates. With respect to utility-related charges any “standard” distribution equipment that must be installed by the utility as a result of the charging infrastructure goes into rate base and the attendant costs allocated to the applicable classes when setting rates. However, any distribution equipment that would be considered “non-standard” is recovered through a contract (Rider - Nonstandard Services and Facilities) between the utility and the customer installing the charging infrastructure. Additionally, any significant investments in distribution infrastructure, such as line extensions or substation upgrades, may require refundable deposits made by the customer to the utility under (Rider DE – Distribution Extension).482

Tesla states that components of deploying charging infrastructure have various costs. Factors include, site specific factors such as location of charging station, proximity to electric service, whether new service connection is needed, charging stations use, and others.

Tesla notes that the average cost of charging equipment has been quantified by Idaho National Laboratory and recent California utility filings illustrate detailed costs estimates in quarterly reports.483

a. Describe who would carry the costs of each aspect of building additional charging infrastructure.

Ameren suggests that for charging equipment, the owner of the charging equipment would be responsible for this cost.484 For make-ready work, Ameren states that the owner of the charging equipment would be responsible for this cost. For
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distribution build out, Ameren states that the cost responsibility will be determined based on the utility line extension policy approved by the Commission.

ChargePoint explains that the costs associated with installing EVSE can be broadly categorized as distribution buildout, or service; customer make-ready work, or the electrical facilities on the customer's side of the meter; and the EV charging equipment and network services themselves.485

Tesla states that cost carriers include, utilities, charging providers, state and local governments, and private entities. Tesla advocates for utilities to cover make-ready infrastructure costs and components of charging equipment, including charging equipment rebates with recipient contribution requirements.486

b. Describe whether ratepayer funds would pay for any aspect of building charging infrastructure.

Ameren indicates that capital costs that are recoverable from customers would be used to fund a portion or all of the distribution system build out, consistent with existing line extension and system improvement policies.487 Ameren states that it may be beneficial or even necessary to provide incentives to the market to ensure sufficient levels of EV charging infrastructure. Ameren notes that incentives could come from the state or federal governments (e.g., in the form of tax credits). Ameren notes that utility capital expenditures (which would be fully recoverable from customers) could also be used to fund a portion or all of the distribution system build out and/or make-ready costs, assuming the ICC approves line extension and system improvement tariffs with those provisions. Alternatively, Ameren states that utilities could provide ICC-approved rebates (with costs recovered in utility rates) to owners of charging equipment. Ameren states that
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many electric utilities are offering, or proposing to offer, incentives for customers to install EV charging stations using customer funds (see Appendix to Ameren Initial Comments).

Regarding ratepayer rights and laws, AFPI notes that the ICC is required to prevent discriminatory practices where captive electric utility customers are forced to underwrite a distribution utility incursion into the EV charging infrastructure market. The AFPI states that utilities are in the business of providing safe, adequate and reliable electricity service. As such, the AFPI states that utilities should not be given authority to recover costs of investments that go beyond supplying electricity to the customers’ meters.

AFPI states that investments in infrastructure would predominantly, if not exclusively, benefit only a subset of mostly affluent customers. This, AFPI states, is unfair and violates the equal rights of ratepayers under the law.

AFPI explains that venture capital investors and automotive companies have spent billions of dollars to develop EV infrastructure. Thus, AFPI states that there is no need to shift these costs to ratepayers.

Lastly, AFPI states that no market barriers exist to the deployment of EV charging stations in Illinois. Thus, AFPI states that asking ratepayers to be responsible for the cost of future programs cannot be justified.

ChargePoint recommends that the Commission establish clear regulatory guidelines and criteria to evaluate whether it would be appropriate to use ratepayer funds to pay for portions of EV charging infrastructure. ChargePoint lists criteria established by several jurisdictions for regulators to evaluate such programs.
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From ChargePoint’s perspective, utility programs that appropriately make use of ratepayer funds share a set of common principles that the Commission should consider. Namely, successful utility transportation electrification programs maintain customer choice, encourage innovation, and stimulate competition; leverage matching payments from site hosts, whenever possible; support site-host access and control over pricing; avoid island networks and ensure open access for EV drivers; support equitable access to electric transportation options; and encourage smart charging behavior to enable widespread grid benefits.498

Tesla states that EV investments in charging infrastructure benefit all ratepayers. Utilities should utilize ratepayer funds to drive transportation electrification with prudent metrics to ensure beneficial investments.499

In their Reply Comments, Tesla cites EVgo’s Reply Comments that generally, one area where there is consensus on utility investment is “make ready” infrastructure.500 Tesla asserts, at the current stage of the EV market in Illinois, providing access to charging infrastructure including make-ready, especially for multifamily buildings and workplace, is critically important and the Commission can encourage utility investment in make-ready infrastructure, which can complement private investment in charging infrastructure and leverage other public funds.501

In their Reply Comments, UCS states that electric utilities are an essential early investor in EV infrastructure.502 In doing so, UCS asserts that utilities create a virtuous cycle of infrastructure investments that enable electric vehicle adoption that will eventually cultivate a competitive market for electric vehicle charging. UCS encourages the Commission to work with utilities proactively to implement transportation electrification programs that result in benefits for ratepayers and all Illinoisans.
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C. **Describe whether additional charging stations should be installed in densely populated areas, in areas outside densely populated cities, or both.**

ABB states that charging stations are needed in both scenarios and less populated areas should not be disadvantaged over populated regions.\(^{503}\) ABB suggests that cities may require more low power charging for high density parking applications, office buildings, multi-unit dwellings and overnight flights, they will also require some “metro” DCFC stations for parking use cases where drivers stop for an hour or two.\(^{504}\) ABB notes that the highest power charging stations will be needed along highway corridors and to support fleets wherever they are.\(^{505}\)

Ameren believes that additional charging stations should be installed in both densely populated areas and in areas outside densely populated cities. Ameren states that charging stations should be strategically installed in both densely and sparsely populated areas along main travel corridors to support long distance EV use.\(^{506}\) Charging stations serve two main functions: 1) to reduce “range anxiety” and provide assurance to those traveling across the area that they will not find themselves stranded, and 2) to provide charging services to those that do not have home or workplace charging. In addition, Ameren believes that long distance corridor charging is critical in supporting the viability of EV ownership and supporting long-distance trips across Illinois.

ATE argues for public charging stations in densely populated areas. ATE explains that Illinois will need a mix of charging types. ATE notes that DC fast chargers may present a better use case in a dense urban area but issues are complex with factors such as siting, location, public policy, and the greater penetration of TNC’s (transportation network companies) based on EVs.\(^{507}\) ATE also suggests that such charging stations
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could be sited to serve the needs of people who live in multi-unit dwellings where it is difficult to persuade the landlord or tenants to install a charging station. ATE notes it may also be appropriate for disadvantaged communities or low income communities in which either a garage is not available or a curb-side location at the residence is not permitted.

ChargePoint argues that it is in the public interest to support the deployment of additional charging infrastructure in urban, suburban, and rural areas.\(^\text{508}\)

ComEd states that additional charging stations are needed in both urban and rural areas. Installing additional charging stations in densely populated areas would not only increase the visibility of electric vehicles but provide a greater number of EV owners with more charging options, while installing them outside densely populated areas would allow EV owners the ability to travel greater distances and help mitigate “range anxiety”.\(^\text{509}\)

EVgo states that it is also important to site DC fast chargers in high density locations with a high concentration of multi-unit dwellings so that renters and those without a dedicated parking spot may access a public charger.\(^\text{510}\)

Tesla states that access to charging infrastructure is needed in urban and non-urban areas, a network for long distance travel fosters EV ownership and investment in Level 2 charging infrastructure for multifamily buildings and workplaces is critical, while also encouraging public charging station development.\(^\text{511}\)

a. Describe how EV charging infrastructures could penetrate low income communities that generally do not have high EV adoption.

ABB states that lower income residents generally have less access to individual charging stations for overnight charging where a dedicated garage and installation are required.\(^\text{512}\) Thus, multi-family housing charging and community DCFC stations become

\(^\text{508}\) ChargePoint Initial Comments at 14.
\(^\text{509}\) ComEd Initial Comments at 9.
\(^\text{510}\) EVgo Initial Comments at 2.
\(^\text{511}\) Tesla Initial Comments at 12.
\(^\text{512}\) ABB Initial Comments at 8.
more necessary.\textsuperscript{513} ABB urges that charging programs with public or utility funding should be encouraged to serve those needs.\textsuperscript{514}

Ameren claims that low-income communities may have low adoption rates of EVs for a number of reasons, and they can live in areas disproportionately impacted by air pollution from the transportation sector.\textsuperscript{515} One of the primary reasons for this Ameren believes could be the cost of EVs. Ameren indicates that adequate attention given to this customer class can prevent the marginalization of large portions of the population in relation to this important technology. EV-charging infrastructure could penetrate low-income communities in a number of ways. For example, Ameren opines that Illinois policy can support the build-out of public charging infrastructure that is to be used by ridesharing or car-sharing programs; and infrastructure for mass transit. These policies Ameren argues can provide the benefits of EVs to those who may not own a car.

ChargePoint argues that it is essential that advances in transportation electrification be equitably accessible to everyone in Illinois.\textsuperscript{516}

ComEd believes that a utility program that serves all its customers and demographics could provide EV charging infrastructure to low-income communities not currently being served by the competitive EV charging market, which will also encourage further EV adoption in the community. In addition, EV charging infrastructure can support the further penetration of electrified transportation options such as buses and trains, which can serve the breadth of the population.\textsuperscript{517}

Tesla states that it is very important to provide charging access in low income communities.\textsuperscript{518}
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D. Discuss ownership of charging stations.

ABB states that it is supportive of all ownership models if they include proper operational planning and customer-focused implementation.\(^{519}\)

CUB/EDF note that the discussion around charging infrastructure should not be dominated by the question of ownership. CUB/EDF believes that the more relevant question for consumers and the grid is whether load is managed cost-effectively.\(^{520}\)

EVgo states that from their experience installing more public fast charging stations across the country than any other company, utilities have been, and are, a critical partner in the EV charging space. Utilities are a key stakeholder when it comes to EV charging. Not only do utilities need to provide the interconnection for fast chargers and be part of the siting conversation as charging stations move to higher and higher power levels, but many utilities themselves are seeking approval from their regulators to invest directly in EV charging infrastructure.\(^{521}\)

EVgo states that they will continue to invest and grow EVgo’s nation-leading public fast charging network, but utilities and other charging companies can and will invest in public charging infrastructure. The key for regulators and other policymakers is to recognize how utility investment can complement and encourage private competition.\(^{522}\)

EVgo believes that there is consensus on utility investment in the “make-ready” infrastructure. EVgo states that utilities investing in the conduit and other electrical infrastructure leading up to the charger is a win-win. EVgo notes that the utility gets to focus on its core competency, enable more demand for them to serve, reduce capital costs for third party charging companies, and increase private investment.\(^{523}\)
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EVgo indicates that another challenge could be the utility investing in areas already served by the private market, such as rideshare and dense urban cores. Such approaches may threaten the viability of individual businesses with thin margins. EVgo indicates that utilities should work in partnership with experienced EV charging partners to deliver the infrastructure EV consumers need in a driver-centric manner.\textsuperscript{524}

Tesla states that the Commission should provide utilities with general guidelines about their role in increasing access to charging infrastructure, how costs are recovered such as designing charging station rate programs, examining line extension polices, and how and when utilities may invest in charging stations to remove barriers to EVSE deployment. Tesla’s charging stations are not intended to be a profit center, Tesla welcomes all investments from utilities and like providers, and competition will improve customer access to charging, network reliability, and provide greater user experience.\textsuperscript{525}

In their Reply Comments, AFPI states that the cross-subsidization that would inevitably result from utilities owning and/or operating charging infrastructure is only intensified by the structure of incentives that would come as a result, where the risk-free decisions of guaranteed rate of return of monopolies will inevitably result in suboptimal investment decisions, compared to those of private sector actors and is unjustifiable as the expense of the equal rights of the people of Illinois.\textsuperscript{526}

a. Discuss whether utilities should own charging stations. Explain why or why not.

ATE states that utilities should be allowed the option to own and operate a portfolio of charging stations and EVSE and should provide a robust role in the planning and operation of these network management systems. Any rules constraining the utility role should be addressed and resolved so utilities can fully participate in EV infrastructure deployment.\textsuperscript{527}

\textsuperscript{524} Id.
\textsuperscript{525} Tesla Initial Comments at 13.
\textsuperscript{526} AFPI Reply Comments at 2.
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ComEd believes that utility ownership of public use charging stations is indeed an important element for the advancement of electrification of the transportation sector. In particular, while not limited to any specific market or purpose, utility ownership could assist with placement of charging stations in areas that are underserved. Generally, underserved areas lack access to places to charge because they do not have garages or home charging equipment. Underserved market segments could include renters, low income neighborhoods, multi-unit dwellings, and curbside charging. An increase in the number of public charging stations, combined with educational programs, would likely help build EV awareness and expand access to charging opportunities.\textsuperscript{528}

CUB/EDF argue that utilities may have the information and resources to plan and deploy EV charging infrastructure in an organized, intentional manner, but allowing utilities to crowd out private competitors could have a chilling effect on private investment and innovation. There also is a risk of utilities investing in charging stations that are not used enough to justify the costs or imposing infrastructure costs on ratepayers who do not benefit from them. CUB/EDF caution against creating a profit incentive for utilities to overbuild. Utility investment might be an appropriate approach to building necessary charging infrastructure in areas demonstrated to be inadequately served by private investment, such as low-income and/or rural communities.\textsuperscript{529}

Siemens’ position is utilities should be permitted to own chargers in order for EV owners and ratepayers to receive greater benefits at lower costs from EV adoption as well as to drive grid benefits.\textsuperscript{530}

Sierra Club and NRDC indicate that in order to evaluate utility ownership EVSE goals of utility EVSE engagement are helpful. Such goals include deployment of EV charging infrastructure that is:

(a) equitable, reaching underserved markets

\textsuperscript{528} ComEd Initial Comments at 10
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\textsuperscript{530} Siemens Initial Comments at 2.
(b) complementary to competitive EV charging market
(c) ensures new load is robustly managed
(d) leverages limited ratepayer dollars as far as possible
(e) properly incentivizes utilities to make effective investments
(f) delivers a positive experience to site hosts and EV drivers

Sierra Club and NRDC note that with regard to equity and ensuring benefits to underserved market segments, there is a particularly compelling case to allow utility ownership option for utility programs targeting multi-family dwellings. A full utility ownership model may be valuable in reaching this presently underserved market. Another option for EV ownership among multi-dwelling units without off-street parking is to provide rebates for public fast charging located near high concentrations of apartment buildings.

Sierra Club and NRDC assert that with regard to impacts on competition and the development of a competitive EV market, the most salient issues around utility ownership is the pricing to drivers at DCFC stations. If the pricing is too low, private market entrants will not be able to compete on price; too high, and drivers will avoid stations.

Sierra Club and NRDC state that with regard to facilitating EV load management, a utility ownership model is not decisive, but may affect how load management is structured. Where utilities own and operate stations, they can develop managed charging programs or seek approval for rate designs that incentivize desired charging behavior at those stations. Utility ownership can facilitate effective load management, but load management goals can be achieved under other ownership models as well.

According to Sierra Club and NRDC, with regard to cost-efficacy and maximizing the impact of limited ratepayer dollars, program design considerations should be emphasized over ownership model type.

531 Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 15.
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533 Id. at 16.
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In their Reply Comments, ChargePoint urges the Commission to disregard Siemens and ATE in recommending authorizing utility ownership at the exclusion of considering other factors.\textsuperscript{535} Instead, ChargePoint agrees with ComEd, AG, CUB/EDF, and Tesla in considering the context and balancing interests, like authorizing utility ownership to assist with placement of charging stations in areas that are underserved.\textsuperscript{536} ChargePoint also agrees with Sierra Club and NRDC that utility-owned DCFC stations could put private market entrants out of business if they offered prices too low.\textsuperscript{537} Thus, ChargePoint recommends that the Commission should consider the need for site hosts to have control over pricing.\textsuperscript{538} As a reference, ChargePoint indicates that San Diego Gas & Electric’s “Power Your Drive” program and Pacific Gas & Electric’s EV Charge network provides site hosts with choice in and control of EV charging equipment and network services and provides an option for utilities to own the station itself.\textsuperscript{539} These programs could serve as reference for Illinois.

b. Discuss whether third party vendors should own the charging stations. 
Explain why or why not.

Ameren Illinois supports a market approach for EV charging infrastructure with customers, including new third-party vendors, owning public charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{540} This market approach, Ameren argues, should not preclude utility ownership of public charging infrastructure in areas where the market is slow or fails to develop.

ChargePoint believes that there is a vital role for utilities in supporting efficient integration of EV load and that the right program design can encourage the installation of
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more charging stations around the state in a manner that complements, and does not duplicate or conflict with, the private market.\textsuperscript{541}

ComEd indicates that currently, third parties own charging stations in Illinois. A combination of utility and privately-owned charging stations is a possible solution, ensuring equitable access to maximize benefits to all.\textsuperscript{542}

CUB/EDF generally expect to see third parties taking on the financial risk of investment themselves and allocating resources accordingly as a more cost-effective solution that avoids potential cross-subsidies. The most appropriate means of incentivizing charging infrastructure requires extensive additional consideration.\textsuperscript{543}

E. Describe whether charging stations should consist of DC Fast Chargers, slow chargers, or a mixture of both. Explain why.

ABB states that a mixture of all levels of charging speed and power is required because a "one-size fits all" charging infrastructure is never sufficient.\textsuperscript{544}

Ameren argues that the charging stations will require a mix of Direct Current Fast Chargers ("DCFCs") and slow chargers.\textsuperscript{545} Ameren states that the type of charger will depend on the type of charging (home or public) and will need to take into account the charging capabilities of the various EVs on the road and the customer charging preference. For example, Ameren opines that chargers in a charging corridor will likely need to be DC fast chargers to facilitate EV owners wanting to charge as quickly as possible so they can get back on the road, while chargers in shopping malls could be slow chargers for customers who want to top off their batteries while they shop.

ATE states DCFCs address the serious concern of “range anxiety” and they may be part of a viable portfolio approach of charging infrastructure that meets the needs of
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all classes of customers, including potentially the low-income and disadvantaged communities as well.\textsuperscript{546}

ChargePoint encourages the Commission to avoid a “one-size-fits-all” approach to EV charging equipment and network services. The charging needs for light, medium, and heavy-duty vehicles vary wildly.\textsuperscript{547}

ChargePoint argues that while typical EV charging needs can be met by AC Level 2 charging stations, DCFC stations will continue to play an integral role in supporting EV adoption by extending range along highway corridors and in dense urban environments where dedicated parking is often unavailable.\textsuperscript{548}

ComEd states that as EVs become an increasingly significant way that people and goods are transported, a variety of charging stations will be needed to serve different uses. Though slow chargers categorized as Level 1 and Level 2 have a lower up-front cost, DCFC stations have the capacity to fully power more vehicles per dollar invested. Thus DCFCs, while costlier initially, offer the customer the benefit of fast charging and the investors financially benefit from repeated and extended use. A new, even faster charging technology, XFCs, might also be optimal in certain situations, providing the same benefits as the DCFCs, possibly even to a greater degree. Though slower charging stations may be sufficient to serve most residential users, other users, such as emergency response organizations, larger vehicles like buses or trucks, or some commercial organizations, may require faster charging capabilities.\textsuperscript{549}

EVgo states that charging stations should consist of chargers that are appropriate with respect to the geographic placement of any given station. Slow chargers (Level 2) can be appropriate for individual residences and workplaces where EV drivers will ostensibly park their vehicle to charge for several hours.\textsuperscript{550}
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EVgo states that DCFC, on the other hand, is more appropriate for short 20, 30, 45, or even 60-minute charges, and fast charging stations are therefore frequently sited in locations where the charging experience can be integrated into an EV driver’s daily life, such as a retail center where customers can charge while they shop.\footnote{551}{Id.}

Dr. Santini recommends that utilities should focus on quality assured, passive control, safe, low-power charging stations for plug-in hybrids at the residence.\footnote{552}{Santini Initial Comments at 1.} According to Dr. Santini, this strategy will have the potential to benefit the grid and make use of existing wind generation at very low costs.\footnote{553}{Id.} Dr. Santini adds that, although not a priority at this time, the development of higher-power charging stations with active control is desirable in the long term to increase the capture of wind and solar energy.\footnote{554}{Id.} The power and energy flexibility provided by the large battery packs is ideal for the deployment of all-electric and range-extended EVs.\footnote{555}{Id.}

Tesla states that a combination of DCFC and Level 2 chargers should be deployed. For most drivers, the best place to charge is where you park. Level 2 chargers should be deployed at homes, multifamily buildings, workplaces, public destinations, schools, retail centers, parks and other facilities. DCFC is utilized best for long distance travel.\footnote{556}{Tesla Initial Comments at 13.} The opportune time to charge a car is when cars sit idle at home, work or stores.

In their Reply Comments, ChargePoint notes that DCFC stations will have a more acute challenge due to low utilization and traditional, demand-based rate structures.\footnote{557}{ChargePoint Reply Comments at 3.} However, the challenge can be overcome by aligning electricity rates with their end use and avoiding inadvertent penalization of site hosts for low utilization.\footnote{558}{Id.}
In his Reply Comments, Dr. Santini notes that all-electronic homes with electric heating provide the least costly opportunities for higher kW Level 2 charging.\textsuperscript{559} He states that even after determining the most cost-effective locations for controllable Level 2 supply equipment, utilities still need the cooperation and support from vehicle manufacturers.\textsuperscript{560}

F. What other utility service options, especially those currently offered in other jurisdictions, could promote EV adoption?

ABB states that education, rate design, and smart charging incentives are effective ways that utilities can promote EV adoption.\textsuperscript{561}

Ameren claims that utilities could partner or even form a coalition with third parties and local governments to strategically plan, site, and construct charging stations that take advantage of existing electric infrastructure in the cities and towns served by the utilities.\textsuperscript{562} See the Appendix to Ameren’s Initial Comments for a table that depicts utilities in other jurisdictions that offer, or propose to offer, incentives to encourage customers to install EV charging stations.

ATE states EVSE infrastructure cost, rate design, and public policy issues should be dealt with openly in a tariff filing in a process chosen by the Commission.\textsuperscript{563}

ComEd states that other utility service options that could help promote EV adoption include, but are not limited to:\textsuperscript{564}

- time of use rates;
- limited duration demand holidays;
- rebates for EVs and charging stations;
- EV-related education and awareness events and literature;
- rewards programs for optimizing charging behaviors;
- rebates for public transportation (e.g., electric buses and batteries);
- demand management/response through battery storage; and
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• emergency road-side charging.

Dr. Santini references four programs that aim to promote further EV adoption in Minnesota, Texas, and New York.

First, Dr. Santini describes the Dakota Electric Co-op program “Revolt”, by Minnesota’s Great River Energy. Dr. Santini states that this experimental program promises plug-in vehicle owners that the energy they purchase will come from all renewable wind energy. Dr. Santini explains that there are two different rates; the first is the least cost “off peak storage” rate, which requires that charging only occur from 11 pm to 7 am. The second rate option is “time of use” charging at any time of day. Rates differ based on time of day and season; overnight rates (9 pm – 8 am) on weekdays are 6.74 cents/kWh, while charging at this rate is allowed anytime on the weekend. Daytime off-peak charging (8 am – 4 pm) costs 13.08 cents/kWh in the summer and 11.68 cents/kWh for the rest of the year. Dr. Santini notes that on-peak charging (4 pm – 9 pm) costs 41.44 cents/kWh.

Second, Dr. Santini explains that Texas public utility, Austin Energy, supports installation of sub-meters to monitor hourly charging and included a significant penalty for afternoon on-peak charging. Dr. Santini explains that Level 2 charging is actively promoted and subsidized because of the assumption that high-speed charging will be desired by plug-in vehicle owners. Dr. Santini states that Austin Energy includes a flat demand charge of $30/month for EVSE with 10 kW or less, and $50/month for more than 10 kW. Plug-in hybrid vehicle owners also enjoy free public charging. 

________________________
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has been limited to 100 customers, and Dr. Santini states that Austin Energy and other utilities should determine ways to offer “all-customer” programs.\textsuperscript{574}

Next, Dr. Santini discusses New York’s Consolidated Edison Smart Charge program. In this program, a recording device installed on the vehicle monitors and meters the time and location of charging events.\textsuperscript{575} Dr. Santini states that if EV owners charge in New York between midnight and 8 am, a rebate of $0.05/kWh is provided to the vehicle owner at the end of the year.\textsuperscript{576} The program also has a demand charge incentive, as opposed to a penalty, of $20/month for not charging between 2 pm to 6 pm on weekdays from June through September.\textsuperscript{577}

Lastly, Dr. Santini discusses Xcel Energy of Minnesota’s pilot program, which is open to 100 participants. Dr. Santini explains that the program offers no subsidies for installation of equipment but offers off-peak rates to plug-in vehicle customers.\textsuperscript{578} In order to obtain the exclusive rate, customers must install a separate electrical meter and pay $4.95 per month.\textsuperscript{579} Dr. Santini states that the off-peak rate is available nearly all night (9 pm – 9 am), saving customers about $8.60 per month if they consume 300 kWh per month.\textsuperscript{580}

In comparing the different programs, Dr. Santini notes that choices by Dakota Electric, Xcel Energy, and Austin Energy to provide longer off-peak time windows suggest that even if Level 1 charging were limited to 8 amps and 1 kW, the usual daily driving needs of many households could be met electrically with everyday constrained overnight charging for vehicles used for normal workplace commuting.\textsuperscript{581}

Greenlots observes there is little consensus as to how best accelerate the market for electrified, advanced mobility.\textsuperscript{582} According to Greenlots, adherence to an inflexible program design or view of the market and participant roles would prevent a holistic
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assessment of the virtues of different models and their associated costs and benefits. At the same time, simply creating or mandating different ownership structures does not mean that there will actually be competition within any given structure, or bring customer choice, says Greenlots. As several other stakeholders suggest, Greenlots agrees that a strong outcome of this process would be to resolve the lack of regulatory clarity that utilities and others have identified. Greenlots suggests that this could be accomplished by providing guidance and a flexible framework for utilities to engage in and embrace their inherently central role in transportation electrification.

Greenlots suggests looking to other jurisdictions where guiding principles and frameworks can provide guidance for similar Commission action.\textsuperscript{583} In Oregon and Washington, Greenlots states that utilities are afforded sufficient flexibility in exploring different avenues to support and accelerate the market, including utility ownership. In California, Greenlots notes that utilities are similarly afforded flexibility to propose direct investment in and ownership of EVSE. The California Public Utilities Commission ("CPUC") ensures appropriate utility involvement by imposing a "balancing test" through which perceived competitive limitations between utility and private market investments are weighed against ratepayer benefits of utility ownership of EVSE. In all three states, Greenlots states that utility proposed pilot programs that involve some form of direct investment in EVSE have been approved.\textsuperscript{584} Greenlots suggests that principles developed by the Midcontinent Transportation Electrification Collaborative offer a useful set of best practices for utility engagement in accelerating transportation electrification, emphasizing the importance of a strong utility role.

In Greenlots' view, the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission's ("UTC") "Policy and Interpretive Statement Concerning Commission Regulation of Electric Vehicle Charging Services" released in June 2017 likely represents the best representative approach and set of guiding principles issued by a state regulator with respect to utility involvement in transportation electrification. The document laid out a broad framework under which utilities may propose programs:
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“...it is appropriate to allow utilities to offer a range of EV charging services on a regulated basis, eligible for a standard authorized rate of return, provided that the infrastructure investments meet our traditional rate-making requirements ... we adopt a policy supporting a “portfolio approach” to electric vehicle charging services, similar to the approach used in utility conservation programs. Rather than a single “measure” or program offering, utilities should provide customers with multiple options for EV charging services, designed to serve a range of customer types, target multiple market segments, and evolve as technology changes. A program portfolio of EV charging service offerings will promote customer choice by allowing customers to choose among a portfolio of services meeting the criteria as outlined in this policy statement.”

According to Greenlots, the UTC Policy Statement prioritized a focus on market transformation, positing the premise that the utility role in the market may be able to diminish over time once a critical volume of vehicles are on the road. Greenlots believes market transformation to be at the heart of decision-making for encouraging utility investment and flexibility of role, including ownership. Put simply, Greenlots claims that market transformation is highly unlikely to occur within a reasonable amount of time without a significant role for the utility. Therefore, Greenlots states that limiting utilities’ ability to participate in the market translates directly to limiting the growth of the market and opportunities for all market participants. Greenlots states that when afforded flexibility, utilities become empowered to pilot and refine new ideas and offer a suite of options to customers, tailored to different situations and demands. This helps support utility development of an interoperable, integrated suite of smart-grid technologies that unlock value, not only on its own system, but also utilizing behind the meter assets. This customer-centric approach also is essential in securing customer buy-in and participation. When this occurs, Greenlots states that customers are then empowered to utilize grid resources in a way that best support dynamic grid demands and constraints while accounting for their own needs – providing benefits that flow to all ratepayers.585

585 Greenlots Reply Comments at 8.
Greenlots suggests that broader approaches exploring an array of different program designs and affording utilities sufficient flexibility will be key in realizing these significant benefits. Greenlots states that this regulatory strategy mirrors those used successfully with utility conservation programs in many parts of this country. Greenlots states that amid changing technology, such flexibility affords utilities the ability to offer different options for EV charging services, tailored for different customer types and market segments, ensuring and promoting customer choice. Indeed, Greenlots states that utility choice and optionality leads to the same for customers, which in turn provides both with the necessary tools to best support rapidly evolving grid needs and the integration of new technologies.

Generally, Tesla recommends utilizing the following five principles when evaluating initial utility program requirements or qualifications such as interoperability and standards: (1) Start from a place of universal understanding, including defining levels of interoperability and standards prior to considering if, how and when these may be utilized; (2) Include driver charging uses cases (i.e., home, workplace, fleet, corridor etc.); (3) Distinguish between public versus privately funded charging infrastructure; (4) Establish that customer experience, impact and choice are key elements of evaluating any program or pilot design requirements; and (5) Carefully evaluate the costs and benefits of any requirements that would apply across all charging stations.586

G. What kinds of building code considerations should be kept in mind?

ABB states that building codes should consider dedicated circuits, sufficient capacity, conduit and electrical panels, as well as sufficient dedicated parking accommodations.587

ATE explains that jurisdiction of building code issues are generally handled at city and local government level and sometimes through a statewide building council or similar

586 Tesla Reply Comments at 5.
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organization. ATE supports EV-Ready Infrastructure adopted by the City Council as a good model for Illinois going forward.\textsuperscript{588}

ChargePoint explains that “EV Ready” building code can vary by region, but typically requires new building construction to prepare a certain proportion of parking spots for EV charging to be installed at a later date, supporting sustainability goals and EV drivers.

ComEd believes that new state construction building codes that require or enable EV charging should be considered. Examples of construction building codes that have been proposed or adopted in other jurisdictions include requiring:\textsuperscript{589}
\begin{itemize}
\item a 240-volt circuit or upgraded wiring or conduit for future installation in the garage or parking area for new residential construction;
\item a conduit from the service panel to the parking area, with pre-wiring to allow charging to be installed in the future in a certain percentage of parking spaces for new multi-family construction; and
\item a conduit from the service panel to the parking area, with pre-wiring to allow charging to be installed in the future in a certain percentage of parking spaces for commercial construction; for large parking areas require that there be some minimum number of actual charging units installed.
\end{itemize}
EVgo believes that building codes and local zoning can often pose challenges for EVSE deployment but can also provide opportunities. For example, minimum parking spot requirements for retail centers can limit site development for an EV charger if installing a public EV charging space counts against a parking lot’s minimum requirements. Instead, EVSE should be exempt, as parking is still able to take place while vehicles are charging.\textsuperscript{590}

EVgo states that the ICC should consider how local zoning codes can either support or impede building out this critical piece of infrastructure. Additionally, the ICC should consider how minimum standards can be crafted to avoid favoring one charging
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profile over another, such as by requiring minimum throughput rather than charger counts.\textsuperscript{591}

The Metropolitan Mayor’s Caucus states that municipalities are very interested in becoming “EV Ready” by preparing policies and updating municipal codes to advance EVs and their supporting infrastructure, and the changing demands on the power grid and electricity markets.\textsuperscript{592}

MMC states that municipalities have jurisdiction over zoning codes that can impede or accelerate adoption of clean energy technologies, like EVs and EV charging infrastructure. Municipalities are influential in building and electrical code adoption. Municipalities set and enforce permitting and inspection policies that regulate the installation of EV charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{593}

MMC states that they are considering a new ‘EV Ready’ program to empower municipalities to contribute to electrification of transportation in the region. The MMC has successfully led more local governments to earn designation as ‘SolSmart’ for transforming their solar codes and policies than in any other state. This experience informs their recommended strategies for local EV readiness.\textsuperscript{594}

Tesla recommends that opportunities for EV readiness building codes for new construction at the state and federal level should be evaluated. Retrofitting parking structures is 4 to 8 times more expensive than outfitting new construction, with residents bearing the costs. At initial construction, EV charging infrastructure costs generally less than 1\% of total building construction costs.\textsuperscript{595}

\textsuperscript{591} Id.
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H. What kinds of ordinance changes can help encourage EV adoption?

ABB states that ordinances that support EV ready building codes and parking accommodations that make EV infrastructure inclusion easier for building and facilities managers are beneficial. In addition, ABB states that streamlining permitting and related civil works processes for EV infrastructure installations will alleviate project interruptions for all investing in EV infrastructure deployments.\(^{596}\)

ATE believes interoperability and open standards are vital for greater EV adoption and improved consumer experience in the future as the scale of EVSE increases.\(^{597}\) ATE supports interoperability and open standards or protocols especially on the back end of network management systems that connect the cloud-based network to the specific charging station in the field. ATE asserts that Open Charge Point Protocol (“OCPP”) is the best available protocol in the market place today administered the by the Open Charge Alliance (“OCA”).\(^{598}\) In addition, ATE states that the interoperability of charging station systems on the front end need to be addressed quickly. ATE states that currently the charging experience for a new EV customer is too complex, fragmented, and burdensome for convenient charging at public facing stations. ATE observes that there are no national standards that allow free roaming among proprietary networks, and instead EV owners must sign up for several different charging systems with a membership card. Recently, ATE states that certain EVSE firms have negotiated peer-to-peer (“PTP”) agreements bilaterally for themselves to share information and this is a step in the right direction. Another option for an open platform is e-roaming an Open InterCharge Protocol (“OICP”). This concept should influence e-roaming among networks, billing compatibility, and ease of consumer use through development of common open platforms.\(^{599}\)

\(^{596}\) ABB Initial Comments at 9.
\(^{597}\) ATE Initial Comments at 14.
\(^{598}\) Id. at 14.
\(^{599}\) Id. at 15.
Tesla states that local ordinances impact the rate and scale of charging infrastructure. A streamlined local development process for charging station development with permitting checklists without extensive review facilitates development. EV charging stations need to be figured into parking space requirements and not require additional parking spaces or take away from total parking counts. Policies that allow owners and renters to install charging stations is important.600

I. What other municipal codes can encourage EV adoption?

ABB cites to the U.S. Department of Energy for a compendium of recommendations for zoning, codes, and parking ordinances.601

ComEd states that municipal codes and regulations that encourage EV adoption include, but are not limited to:

- parking ordinances that acknowledge and accommodate EVs and EVSEs;
- minimum EV space requirements for municipal and privately-owned lots/garages;
- allowing EVSEs to be installed on public roads and highways;
- time-limited parking to increase charging turnover;
- reduced or eliminated registration fees;
- high occupancy vehicle (“HOV”) lane access; and
- standardized, expedited permitting and inspection processes for new EVSEs.

Generally, MMC speaks to how municipalities can encourage EV adoption. MMC argues that municipalities operate a wide variety of vehicles in delivering vital services to their residents. From administrative to operational and emergency service vehicles, all municipalities operate these vehicles within community boundaries. Municipal leaders are interested in electrifying these vehicles for the environmental benefits and the direct health benefits to their constituents.602 Electrifying ubiquitous public fleet vehicles have the added benefit of demonstrating EVs to the public in diverse communities across the

600 Tesla Initial Comments at 14.
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602 MMC Initial Comments at 2.
state, including low-income regions where private EV adoption might be slow. Strategic electrification of municipal fleets would benefit from comprehensive analysis of municipal fleets to determine the most impactful and most viable segments of public fleets to transition to EVs.\textsuperscript{603}

J. Describe technical standards, guidelines, and best practices to manage EV charging standards.

ABB lists that groups considered influential in EV charging infrastructure safety, interoperability, and best practices include National Electrical Manufacturers Association (“NEMA”), National Fire Protection Association (“NFPA”) / National Electric Code (“NEC”), International Electrotechnical Commission (“IEC”), International Organization for Standardization (“ISO”), Open Charge Alliance (“OCA”), Society of Automotive Engineers (“SAE”), Charing Interface Initiative e.V. (“CharIN”), and CHAdeMO Association.\textsuperscript{604}

ComEd indicates that today, some technical standards have been developed while others are in progress. These standards govern charging speeds, charging connectors, safety requirements, interoperability and smart charging (including data management, exchange and access), amongst others.\textsuperscript{605}

ComEd notes that the most widely adopted standard governing the installation of EV charging equipment is the National Electrical Code (“NEC”), specifically Article 625. NEC Article 625 concerns the wiring and equipment external to the EV that connects the vehicle to a supply of electricity for battery charging.\textsuperscript{606}

Other standards include: \textsuperscript{607}

- IEC 61851-1:2017, which applies to EV supply equipment for charging electric road vehicles, with a rated supply voltage up to 1 000 V AC or up to 1 500 V DC and a rated output voltage up to 1 000 V AC or up to 1 500 V DC; and
- IEC 61980-1:2015, which applies to the equipment for the wireless transfer of electric power from the supply network to electric road vehicles for purposes of
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supplying electric energy to the RESS (Rechargeable energy storage system) and/or other on-board electrical systems in an operational state when connected to the supply network.

ComEd believes that a clear process for increased charging infrastructure could be beneficial to encourage EV adoption, thoughtfully plan for related charging infrastructure development, and also encourage lower carbon alternatives. The process should involve a variety of stakeholders, including, but not limited to, consumer advocates, municipalities, charging and vehicle manufacturers, and electric utilities.608

EVgo notes that as the ICC examines use cases for DC fast chargers, one example can be taken from CalEVIP, an incentive program run by the California Energy Commission. CalEVIP considers restaurants, retail centers, parking garages, gas stations, colleges/universities, city or government owned properties, and several more locations as eligible for participation in their grant program to install public charging infrastructure. All these locations can help enable access to EVs for those drivers without access to home charging.609

EVgo believes that successful deployments of EV infrastructure happen when utilities and charging companies plan together early and often, especially in capacity analysis. EVgo states that the ICC should ensure that utilities are staffed accordingly so that they have the means to respond quickly to requests for power availability, for example. A designated team working to streamline charger interconnections is crucial. The electric vehicle market is poised to soar, and utilities must be staffed accordingly to prepare for a surge in requests.610

Tesla states that deployed charging equipment needs to meet safety standards such as certification by a Nationally Recognized Testing Lab. Program requirements should not be overly prescriptive at the nascent stage rather focus should be on scaling infrastructure deployment. Commission standards should be over billing, interoperability,
communications, actual connector error, not over private companies’ investments types or business and technology models of private companies on their side of the meter.

Tesla states that customer experience is impacted by location of charging, availability of numerous stalls, rate of charge, pricing, reliability, and equipment maintenance more than standards. No public utility commission in North America has adopted interoperability standards or a “single protocol” for charging stations.611

The UCS recommends that utility infrastructure programs require an open software protocol and interoperability with all major EV platforms.612

Workhorse indicates that the designation of “no-idling” zones in municipal codes and ordinances will serve as strong encouragement for the adoption of EVs, especially electric delivery vehicles.613 Workhorse explains that emissions from idling delivery vehicles are a significant cause of emissions in urban areas and since EVs do not “idle” when stopping to deliver packages, local codes and ordinances could explicitly recognize that they are permitted to make deliveries in “no-idle” zones.614

In their Reply Comments, ChargePoint strongly supports “Open Access” requirements for all publicly-available EVSE and utilizing open standards in EV charging network services, like Open ADR to facilitate utility load management and network peer-to-peer roaming to allow EV drivers to use an app or RFID card on one charging network to access charging stations on another network.615

According to Greenlots, open standards and interoperability is a critical detail for the Commission to consider as it considers transportation electrification generally, and as it reviews utility filings going forward.616 Greenlots observes that many stakeholders illustrated in their Initial Comments that many of the chargers deployed today operate on
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proprietary networks and software, the implications of which become increasingly dire to ratepayers and the public as more and more infrastructure is deployed.

According to Greenlots, proprietary networks unjustifiably risk that ratepayer or taxpayer-funded infrastructure investments can become stranded assets that do not meet evolving needs, and that vendor lock in results in higher operating costs, all while stifling innovation and competition across both charging hardware and software. Greenlots suggests that it is entirely within the purview and authority of the Commission to mandate open-standards based investments in allocating public funds. Greenlots says that utilities, policymakers, manufacturers and developers should fully embrace open standards such as Open Charge Point Protocol (“OCPP”) and OpenADR to avoid these outcomes and best serve EV drivers, ratepayers and the evolving market, while acknowledging that vehicle manufacturer infrastructure strategy may differ. Greenlots contends that the adoption of open protocols and standards is essential to support transportation electrification, grow the market for EVs and EV charging products and services, enhance the driver/customer experience, integrate with the electricity system, and lower the cost of ownership of both EVs and EV charging infrastructure. Greenlots indicates that the proliferation of open standards and communication methodologies provides a platform and ecosystem for innovation and customer choice that is critical to guarding against stranded assets and protecting the prudence of ratepayer investments. Greenlots indicates that while open standards and communication methodologies are key elements of facilitating grid services and integration, infrastructure ownership and/or management structures are also critical contingencies for maximizing grid integration and beneficial load shape.

617 Id. at 8.
Ratemaking:

A. Describe whether utilities should charge time-varying rates, such as time-of-use rates, to incentivize EV penetration in the state. Explain why or why not.

ABB states that time-varying or EV charging rates would benefit EV drivers by allowing them to take advantage of lower rates.\(^{618}\)

Ameren notes that use of time-varying rates may produce benefits to EV owners, utilities, and non-participants.\(^{619}\) Ameren notes that according to EPRI, at a 12.5¢/kWh average electricity price, fueling a vehicle is roughly equivalent to paying for $1/gallon gasoline. With time-varying rates, off-peak pricing will enable customers to realize even greater savings. Ameren Illinois currently offers time-variant power supply rates under its hourly pricing tariffs: Rider RTP - Real Time Pricing, Rider PSP - Power Smart Pricing, and Rider HSS - Hourly Supply Service. Rider PSP is available to residential customers and is administered through a third party. Ameren notes that over the past year, average hourly prices from 4 p.m. through 7 p.m. were double the prices available from 11 p.m. through 5 a.m. Customers choosing to charge from late evening through early morning, instead of immediately after returning from work or daily chores, would have saved the equivalent of about $0.16/gallon.

Ameren claims that encouraging off-peak charging also promotes more efficient utilization of the power grid.\(^{620}\) Ameren notes that utility delivery infrastructure consists of poles, wires, transformers, and other assets that must stand ready to serve peak usage demanded by customers, regardless of when it may occur. Ameren observes that increased peak usage demands commonly drive the need for reinforced grid infrastructure. Ameren notes that incremental usage redirected toward off-peak periods will have a minimal impact on changing overall system costs, all else being equal. Ameren argues that encouraging vehicle charging during off-peak periods will, therefore likely have a beneficial impact on all customers. Ameren notes that EV-owning customers will

---

\(^{618}\) ABB Initial Comments at 9.

\(^{619}\) Ameren Initial Comments at 19.
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pay rates that provide a contribution toward the utility revenue requirement, yet utility
costs may not increase in the same proportion. Ameren states that this revenue/cost
dynamic will be reflected in the utility ratemaking process, resulting in rates lower than
they otherwise would be for all customers in the class.

Ameren submits that toward this end, utilities could offer time-variant distribution
delivery prices.\textsuperscript{621} Ameren indicates that such pricing would be higher during the most
likely peak times of the day, and lower during off-peak times, all in an attempt to
encourage usage, especially EV usage, to shift to less expensive off-peak periods.
Ameren notes that present residential and small non-residential delivery service pricing
is a flat rate applicable during usage in all hours of the day. A 1.0 to 2.0 c/kWh differential
in delivery prices provides a gasoline cost equivalent differential of $0.08 to $0.16 per
gallon. Ameren states that paired with hourly pricing, customers could save up to $0.32
per gallon equivalent. Ameren’s anecdotal observation is that retail gasoline customers
will sometimes go out of their way to save a few pennies per gallon, and an electric rate
structure designed to save them the equivalent of over $0.30 per gallon might be attractive
enough to drive adoption of time-variant rates.

Ameren also recognizes that some customers may not desire to place their entire
household on time-variant rates.\textsuperscript{622} However, Ameren states that customers may be
interested in placing only their EV loads on the off-peak rate. Ameren observes that such
end-use rates have been somewhat difficult to implement, in part because the end use
needs to be metered or otherwise estimated. Ameren points out that additional metering
would likely be cost prohibitive. Ameren notes that technology appears to be emerging
that would allow reasonable estimation of usage by each appliance within the premises.
Ameren indicates that utility-grade metering would still measure usage at the premises,
but pricing of the usage could be split between “normal” use and EV use. Customers

\textsuperscript{621} Id. at 20.
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could then choose to place their EV use on a time-variant rate while retaining non-time-variant pricing for the rest of the premises.

Ameren asserts that utilities should explore time-of-use rates that effectively influence customer behavior, without harming non-participants.\footnote{Id. at 21.} Ameren suggests that utilities should explore time-variant rate options for major aspects of the customer bill (delivery service, power supply) in order to most effectively incentivize customers. To the extent possible, Ameren states that utilities should utilize existing metering technology or require minimal incremental metering technology investment aside from standard metering service.

ATE argues generally, that ratemaking issues should be addressed in specific utility fillings, and utilities are best prepared to develop such tariffs and programs for review by the Commission, depending on their medium and long-term planning for deployments and capital asset managements including EVSE and other DER's.

Dynamic rates are a good tool for providing incentives to consumers to move EVSE load to an off-peak hour. This is especially true in Illinois, where the northern part of the state can participate in real-time energy markets (with PJM) and garner benefits from time variations in pricing. But generally, in RTO states, it is easier to develop TOU rates and make them effective and provide discrete benefits to consumers.\footnote{ATE Initial Comments at 16.}

ATE believes that capital for investment for EVSE should be treated in similar manner as any other prudently incurred investments for capital in the distribution grid infrastructure. Expenses for education and outreach should be regarded as O&M expenses, while investments in make-ready to the meter or EVSE location (electrical wiring and any upgrades, trenching expenses to that location etc.) should be regarded as a capital expense, along with any associated equipment with communication devices (e.g.

\footnote{Id. at 21.} \footnote{ATE Initial Comments at 16.}
commercial Wi-Fi networks in a mesh network that carry signals from the DCFC station to the equipment on the utility pole).\textsuperscript{625}

ChargePoint states that TOU rates are valuable mechanisms to incentivize EV charging to take place at times that are beneficial to the grid, especially for home charging. Whole-house as well as EV specific TOU rates are proven offerings that can encourage customers to modify their charging behavior to align towards time periods that are more efficient and cost effective for the grid.\textsuperscript{626}

CUB/EDF argues that at a minimum, utilities should offer and promote dynamic or time variant rates, including a TOU rate, to EV owners.\textsuperscript{627} Strong consideration should be given to a default dynamic or time variant rate for EVs. Utilities could condition financial incentives for the purchase of EVs and associated equipment on enrollment in these types of rates.\textsuperscript{628}

Elevate Energy notes variable electric rates are an important component of widespread EV adoption, as they incentivize EV and PHEV owners to charge at specific times.\textsuperscript{629}

EVgo states that forward-thinking tariff structures are needed to ensure fueling costs are competitive with internal combustion engine vehicles. Current commercial rate structures were not designed with electric vehicles’ unique load profiles. Even though electricity costs are only a part of the puzzle -- around 30-40\% of operating costs at the least, and sometimes up to 80\% -- a high demand charge tariff often means the difference between a certain site being viable or non-viable for charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{630}

EVgo recommends that the ICC look to precedents being set and work underway in Washington, New York, and California on this critical piece of the EV puzzle.\textsuperscript{631}
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IIEC states that the ICC should generally set rates that best represent the cost of providing regulated utility services. They also believe that if rates are properly set, it is generally unnecessary and inappropriate for changes in rate structures to be made for incentivizing one use of electricity (such as charging EVs).632

Dr. Santini notes that regulatory practice separates demand charges from consumption charges, where demand charges are fixed charges independent of kWh that are intended to defray costs of consumption of capacity and consumption charges ($/kWh) are intended to cover variable costs of operation.633 Dr. Santini recommends that policy intended to support renewable energy should focus on the use of demand charges, rather than operations charges, like $/kWh.634

Sierra Club and NRDC recommend the Commission review current utility rates for compatibility with transportation electrification use cases and where rates are not optimized to support transportation electrification, lead or develop new rates. Core issues include time-variant electricity rates for Level 2 charging of conventional EVs at long-dwell time locations, (home) and demand charges in context of Direct Current Fast Charging and medium- and heavy-duty electrification.635

Sierra Club and NRDC state that time-variant rates (simple time-of-use rates or ComEd’s hourly pricing) are an effective form of foundational load management that can ensure EVs do not strain the grid, but improve grid utilization by shifting load to off-peak hours. Furthermore, Sierra Club and NRDC suggest there is no need for additional pilots to test this proposition, lessons from TOU rates should be incorporated into rate design going forward.636 Both “EV-only” TOU rates utilize a separate or sub-meter, and “whole-home” TOU rates, where all electricity use is billed by the time-of-use on a single meter,
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are viable options.\textsuperscript{637} Sierra Club and NRDC urge the Commission to evaluate both whole-home and separately metered time-variant rate options with a focus on cost-effectiveness and ease for EV drivers.\textsuperscript{638} Sierra Club and NRDC state that it is also important to note that time-variant electricity rates—particularly dynamic rates—may not be appropriate for all charging applications, or in all market segments. For example, in the case of public charging, the customer-of-record (i.e., the utility customer paying the energy costs) is not generally the end-user (i.e., the EV driver). Itinerant EV drivers cannot easily be armed with the tools needed to “set-and-forget” in response to dynamic price signals, nor will they necessarily have the flexibility to do so. Therefore, the initial focus in optimizing rates should be on long-dwell locations—like home charging (single family and multi-family) and the workplace.

Sierra Club and NRDC contend that demand charges can undermine the business case for high-power EV charging infrastructure investments to support light, medium, and heavy-duty vehicles, particularly where utilization is likely to be low in the near term. Rate design should be optimized for intended use cases, not subsidized. Demand charges often do a poor job of reflecting actual distribution costs, and because energy costs are better reflected in time-varying volumetric rates, reforming demand charges in general is good policy.\textsuperscript{639} Many demand charges over-collect by including non-facilities-related costs that should be collected in volumetric rates. Likewise, non-coincident demand charges are not generally cost-based. In addition, TOU rates with a sufficient on-peak to off-peak price ratio can send nearly the same price signal to reduce peak demand as a rate with a coincident demand charge, but without the complexity associated with charging for both kilowatt-hours and kilowatts. In contrast to purely volumetric rates, rates with demand charges can also frustrate the ability of a DCFC site-host to recover electricity costs from itinerant EV drivers because the site host cannot know what their ultimate bill will be until the end of a billing cycle and cannot therefore recover those costs in advance.

\textsuperscript{637} Id.
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Tesla states that a good strategy is to explore voluntary TOU rates or programs that mimic TOU rates to provide customer choice, especially for residential customers. Providing a credit for the switch to the TOU rate is a way of providing a risk-free trial. TOU rates may be improved by reducing the length of the on-peak period so customers can more easily change behavior.640

UCS states that TOU rates offer significant grid benefits and refers to them as “no regrets” policies.641 The UCS suggests that utilities should require TOU rates as a condition of program participation to ensure higher subscription.642 The UCS notes that its suggestions apply to passenger cars, light trucks, and medium- and heavy-duty vehicles charging in the residential or commercial class.643

In their Reply Comments, ChargePoint agrees with Ameren Illinois to utilize a “rate limiter” to limit a customer’s demand charge to no more than a set cent/kWh value.644 ChargePoint suggests that the limit can be raised over time until it is no longer applicable after five or ten years.645

In Reply Comments, Greenlots observes that some Initial Comments suggest that because the significant majority of charging currently happens at home, if any action is to be taken, it should be limited to rate design related to charging in this specific context.646 While many early adopters with single family homes will have a dedicated garage and access to home charging, Greenlots claims that this will not be the case for the broader market. Greenlots says that this is not a situation where looking at the present is a good indicator of what we will see in the future. According to Greenlots, access to charging outside of this specific context will be key in both accelerating transportation electrification, and in providing equitable access to it.
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Greenlots observes that in Initial Comments several stakeholders astutely zeroed-in on the importance of leveraging technology to maximize the benefits of transportation electrification to all ratepayers.\(^647\) Greenlots strongly agrees with these sentiments. Indeed, Greenlots suggests that the development of rates and programs that send or represent accurate price signals to EV loads reflecting local or grid constraints and realities is essential to align the increased electrification of the transportation system with the interests of the utility system and the broader public. Greenlots indicates that EV TOU rates represent a rather blunt but, in some cases, appropriate beginning instrument to deliver these price signals, especially at low levels of EV market penetration. Other strategies, Greenlots suggests, including managed or smart charging and real-time or dynamic pricing, represent more accurate instruments that can better utilize and dispatch flexible EV loads at charging stations with longer dwell times, such as residences and workplaces, to better maximize system-wide benefits and cost reductions. Greenlots suggests that other dynamic pricing instruments can also be deployed in higher power charging and shorter dwell time contexts, including DCFC. For these reasons, Greenlots encourages the Commission to look beyond TOU rate design and towards technology-facilitated smart/managed charging programs from the outset.

Greenlots emphasizes that the underlying key in providing these benefits and unlocking this value, in addition to technology, is a central utility role.\(^648\) Advanced rate design or technology driven alternatives require advanced technology and communication norms to allow consumers to respond to TOU or more dynamic price signals. Similarly, Greenlots notes that to implement managed charging, allowing utilities to actively manage the charging of EVs in response to real-time grid demands or constraints, requires appropriate software and hardware to make this both seamless for customers and the utility to implement. Greenlots suggests that managed charging programs then can provide grid services in the same way that demand response programs do but can be more impactful as they can also increase load. According to Greenlots, this capability of both load increase and decrease is an extremely powerful
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tool in helping to manage and maximize the efficiency of utilization of grid assets and
deliver value to all utility customers.

According to Greenlots, technology is also key to unlocking baseline power levels
and corresponding charging speeds needed for resource sizing to shift or manage EV
loads, and to do so with meaningful impact.649 Additionally, and especially in the
residential market, Greenlots notes that smart networked chargers are critical to help
enable consumers to be able to respond to advanced rates and charging programs
utilizing pre-defined, but potentially evolving and reconfigurable hands-off “set it and
forget it” preferences. According to Greenlots, what is key to understand here is that EV-
specific rates and programs governing a single load managed with technology does not
require active customer involvement to respond to price signals, as the technology
embedded within the charger and network software handles this actively on behalf of the
customer or site host. Greenlots suggests that this reality not only makes traditional
arguments against advanced rate structures inapplicable, but it also makes it practical
and warranted to move to advanced rates and rate alternative technology-driven
programs leveraging the capabilities of the underlying technology at the outset and in an
ongoing manner. According to Greenlots, looking not too far down the road, and
recognizing the value provided by technological solutions already being deployed in EV
charging hardware and software today, it is easy to see a future where the needs
addressed and values historically provided by rate design are instead provided by these
technological solutions in a far more effective manner. Greenlots states that indeed,
managed charging programs are not limited to complementing rate design but can instead
go further and be a more effective alternative strategic solution for maximizing outcomes.
For these reasons, Greenlots believes that any program utilizing ratepayer or taxpayer
funds should be required to utilize smart, networked EV chargers capable of unlocking
these benefits. According to Greenlots, such EVSE can and should also be used to
obviate the need for separate utility metering, delivering further cost savings to program
participants and general classes of ratepayers. Regardless of the rate design tools and
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programs utilized, for them to be most effective in creating system-wide benefits, Greenlots argues that deep and flexible utility involvement is key, both with the EV charging hardware and software facilitating these rates and programs, and in the rate and program development.

IIEC states that beyond allowing some rate modifications that, by better reflecting the utilities’ cost of service may have the ancillary effect of making electricity for EV charging more economical, the ICC’s role in the development of the EV market is highly limited at this time.650 As mentioned by one of the commenters, the ICC should not seek to choose winners and losers, i.e., one transportation technology, EVs, over others. IIEC argues, nor should it allow monopoly electric delivery utilities to unfairly engage in provision of services that are not utility delivery services, when there are already several competitive providers of EV charging equipment, and undoubtedly will be more as demand requires.

IIEC notes that most commenters addressing the ratemaking section suggest that time differentiated rates will help the EV market to develop, under the assumption that charging will occur primarily at times when energy prices are lowest.651 As both Ameren (Ameren Initial Comments at 19) and ComEd (ComEd Initial Comments at 12) point out, all customers currently have access to time differentiated supply rates from the utility. IIEC observes that customers’ election to take service under these rates is limited at this time. IIEC supports expansion of time differentiated supply rates for those customers who receive utility supply, as these rates, when designed properly, are more efficient and more cost-based. For customers who receive supply from Alternative Retail Electric Suppliers (“ARES”), i.e., other than from the utility, the IIEC contends that the ICC has no role in setting such rate structures, beyond its limited regulatory authority over ARES under existing law.652

IIEC observes that some commenters have suggested that delivery rates should be cost based as well.653 IIEC has been involved in every delivery service rate case
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proceeding of Ameren and ComEd and has yet to observe a grid-wide temporal difference in the cost of delivery services. IIEC believes this is because delivery service costs are largely fixed and thus generally do not vary with changes in electrical load on the conductors. IIEC would disagree in principle with suggestions, such as by Ameren (Ameren Initial Comments at 20), that artificial distinctions in delivery service pricing should be adopted, which may not be cost based, for the sole purpose of encouraging shifts in usage. For demand-based customers, IIEC observes that there is already a rate incentive to focus incremental usage to off-peak periods. IIEC generally agrees with the Attorney General’s initial comments (AG Initial Comments at 4) where it is stated, “if a change in distribution rates is considered to reflect the demand associated with EVs, the Commission should require hard data linking EVs to changes in demand and in peak load.”

IIEC observes that some commenters address the issue of customers being able to segregate their EV loads from the remainder of their facility/house loads for rate purposes.\footnote{IIEC Reply Comments at 4.} IIEC does not oppose such treatment, provided that costs associated with additional equipment, if any, are borne by the customers electing EVs. However, IIEC observes that if rates are cost based, the need to segregate the loads is less clear.

IIEC observes that parties generally agree that utility incremental investments in delivery service assets should be allowed in rate base.\footnote{Id.} IIEC does not disagree but points out that only prudent and used and useful investments associated with delivery services are allowed in rate base. Enhancements to the utility distribution system may well qualify. IIEC argues that investments in competitive services, such as charging stations, would need to be proven to be associated with, and used and useful in, providing delivery services in order to be included in rate base. IIEC currently sees no evidence that this would be the case.
Tesla observes that many stakeholders including ABB, ChargePoint, AEE, EVgo, ComEd, Sierra Club and NRDC, UCS, ATE, CUB/EDF reference the negative impact demand charges have on DCFC deployment. EVgo notes, “current commercial rate structures were not designed with electric vehicles unique load profiles.” ABB also states that “demand charges or tariffs are also a significant barrier to increased electrification as they make the business model for charging very difficult.” ChargePoint further “encourages the Commission to prioritize consideration for whether traditional, demand-based commercial rate structures are aligned with facilitating DCFC as the Illinois EV market grows.” Tesla, in both the Initial Comments and Reply Comments supports demand charge-free or reduced rates for commercial customers deploying both Level 2 and DCFC. Tesla further states the Commission should evaluate commercial charging rates and encourage the utilities to file applications to address issues on current rate design issues for DCFC given the numerous comments on rate design issues.

a. How would EV drivers benefit from these rates?

ABB states that time-varying or EV charging rates would benefit EV drivers by allowing them to take advantage of lower rates.

The AG states that while Illinois has been pursuing utility ratepayer funded energy efficiency programs, usage is not on a straight downward trend. Rather, the AG submits that usage varies year-by-year, depending on many factors, including weather. As the usage statistics from the ICC’s Electric Sales Reports show, in three of the last six years, total usage increased compared to the prior year, while three years’ usage decreased compared to the prior year. However, the AG explains the overall trend since 2011
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appears to be declining usage. Future energy efficiency spending is intended to continue to reduce usage.

The AG notes that the rates of Illinois’s two major utilities, ComEd and Ameren, are set based on an annual formula that incorporates annual changes in expenses, investment, and sales. As a result, the AG argues that their revenues are protected from the risks associated with a reduction in usage. However, the AG submits that because rates paid by consumers are affected by how much energy is used, a reduction in usage can increase the usage rate and an increase in usage can decrease the usage rate. Because EVs are a new source of energy usage, by increasing overall usage, usage rates can decrease because rate recovery is spread over more kilowatt-hours.

The AG indicates that today residential distribution rates are subject to regulatory review and are based on fixed monthly charges as well as usage or per kilowatt-hour charges. Commercial distribution rates include a demand charge as well. The AG opines that the first question that must be clearly understood is whether there should be a change to distribution charges to reflect expected expanded demand from EVs. Today, no Illinois regulated electric utility has time-of-use distribution rates to reflect the effect of usage at different times of day on peak demand or cost. The AG argues that if a change in distribution rates is considered to reflect the demand associated with EVs, the Commission should require hard data linking EVs to changes in demand and in peak load. To the extent that this information supports a change in rate design, the AG claims that time-of-use rates to encourage off-peak usage and charging should be made available to customers with EVs, and to other customers who opt into the rate. The AG states that the interest in shifting usage to off-peak times is not limited to EV owners and a new time-of-use rate could help educate consumers about the costs associated with usage at different times of day.

The AG notes that unlike distribution service, supply service is unregulated and is ordinarily charged on a kilowatt-hour basis. Illinois utilities provide supply to customers
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who can take advantage of hourly pricing or are “eligible” retail customers taking electricity service from the utility. According to the AG, in current market conditions, EV customers would benefit from hourly pricing that includes lower prices in the late night, early morning hours and relatively higher prices in midday. The AG indicates that Illinois already has a significant supply rate design option (hourly pricing) available to EV (and all other) customers that provides a price signal for when it is least costly to charge an EV. The AG suggests that the key is for EV owners to know about hourly rates and understand how hourly rates work.

The AG argues that to the extent that customers use unregulated alternative suppliers, the major problem facing the residential EV market is unreasonably high prices often charged by alternative suppliers. The AG asserts that there is no evidence that any alternative supplier offers a supply rate that incorporates the lower, off-peak energy charges available in the wholesale energy markets. To the extent that consumers lack access to lower prices at off-peak times, EV adoption will not be encouraged. Indeed, the AG argues that alternative supplier rates that are priced significantly higher than the utility rate will stifle adoption of EVs, as consumers fear prices that increase without explanation or notice. The AG suggests that consumers who choose EVs will need to have a deeper understanding of the cost of electric energy if they are to make rational choices that do not turn out to be unreasonably costly.

Ameren states that if TOU rates are properly designed, EV drivers could benefit from lower overall energy cost.

ComEd believes that utilities should offer time varying rates to encourage off-peak charging. Off-peak supply is often lower in cost, and if customers are on demand-based rates, delivery costs could be minimal for EV charging. For example, EV drivers who
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charge off-peak and take advantage of ComEd’s hourly pricing program (i.e., Rider RRTP) save substantial supply costs due to the lower off-peak energy prices.\textsuperscript{665}

CUB/EDF argue that by enabling EV owners to lower their rates through cost-effective charging practices, dynamic rates lower the fueling cost of EVs and make them a more affordable long-term purchase. Moreover, peak load shaving lowers total system costs, benefitting every ratepayer, not just EV owners.\textsuperscript{666}

However, CUB/EDF would be concerned if a utility offered EV owners special rates not available to other customers if doing so might shift additional costs to non-EV owners.\textsuperscript{667}

CUB/EDF argues that if left unmanaged, the additional load expected from increased EV adoption could result in higher costs for customers, including those who do not own an EV, by raising peak load. Conversely, shifting EV charging load in response to dynamic price signals can shave peak load and drive costs down for all customers.\textsuperscript{668}

Elevate Energy states that an hourly rate pricing program is good for EV owners who can charge their EVs or PHEVs during off-peak hours, which tend to be between 1 am and 5 am.\textsuperscript{669} The Smart Pricing program offers hourly rates between 1 am and 5 am at $0.01975/kWh and an average hourly rate of $0.01900/kWh between 1 am to 5 am.\textsuperscript{670}

Elevate Energy states that EV owners could see additional benefits from an hourly rate pricing program if they can shift the use of other major electrical appliances to lower priced hours of the day too.\textsuperscript{671}

IIEC states that EV drivers would benefit from these rates because EV drivers would benefit from low or even subsidized rates at the times they are charging their EVs, however, IIEC appears to state that this simple answer may violate cost of service principles. IIEC states that it is important to distinguish between utility tariff rates for power supply versus rates for delivery service. Power supply time-of-use rates are common, and
widely available today in Illinois and elsewhere for residential customers. Delivery service
time-of-use rates are less common, and not currently available through Illinois residential
tariffs. The primary reason is that, unlike for power supply, delivery service costs are
largely fixed, i.e., do not vary with customer usage, and there is no significant difference
in the cost of providing delivery service across hours of the day or days of the year for
much of a utility’s delivery service costs. For the portion of a utilities’ delivery service costs
that do vary based on the local coincident peak demands on the individual distribution
networks, if any, the timing of the local peaks can differ dramatically from one to another,
making it very difficult to develop a cost-based time-of-use delivery rate for all
customers.672

IIIEC argues that a power supply time-of-use rate would be a cost-based rate
design to bill customers for EV charging and other applicable usage, and if designed
properly, could encourage efficient use of existing production and transmission capacity
owned by the utilities.673

IIIEC states that whether the TOU rate design would incentivize EV penetration in
Illinois depends on many factors, including whether the economics of electricity as a fuel
provide savings versus gasoline as a fuel, coupled with the accompanying costs of
purchasing, owning, and operating an EV versus a gasoline-fueled car.674

IIIEC argues that over the long-run, if EV penetration occurs under utility rates
and/or rate designs that are not cost-based, significant subsidies between utility
customers are likely to develop and cause a push-back against continued EV penetration
in the service territory, until and unless tariff rates are redesigned to be cost-based.675

IIIEC argues that for a delivery service time-of-use rate to be fully cost-based, the
time periods would have to be aligned not with the utility’s highest load periods, but rather
with the individual local distribution networks’, i.e. circuits’, highest load periods, which
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can vary from neighborhood to neighborhood. This likely would necessitate different time-of-use periods and prices for every local distribution network or circuit.\textsuperscript{676}

On the other hand, IIEC also argues that delivery service rates to customers charging their EVs must also be cost-based to avoid subsidies between ratepayers and allow for long-term EV penetration. A cost-based delivery service rate includes a fixed monthly customer or service charge that fully recovers the allocated fixed cost of providing delivery service to each customer. Other demand or energy charges may be used under a cost-based rate to collect the cost of providing delivery service that varies with the local maximum load.\textsuperscript{677}

IIEC also believes that neither the fixed monthly cost to provide delivery service to each neighborhood, nor the local maximum demand on the neighborhood distribution transformer will be reduced simply as a result of customers charging their newly-acquired EVs in their homes. If customers shift their existing load to time periods of lower distribution network utilization, i.e. circuit-level off peak periods, and do not add new EV load to high-utilization time periods, only then would a utility’s distribution cost to serve potentially decline over time.\textsuperscript{678}

Dr. Santini states that customers who limit charging during peak periods, specifically late afternoon during the summer and early evening during the rest of the year, should enjoy a lower cost per kWh of electricity purchases than average existing customers, even if rate reduction is small.\textsuperscript{679}

Regarding new plug-in customers who meet load pattern requirements, Dr. Santini states that those who will commit to peak charging at 1 kW or less should not have to pay demand charges to support construction of new capacity.\textsuperscript{680} Dr. Santini lays out two ways in which this can be accomplished: First, using an existing circuit capable of charging
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overnight for twelve consecutive hours at 1 kW (120 V, 8 amps); and second, installing a new dedicated circuit and electric vehicle supply equipment that will allow charging at 1.4 kW or above with a separate meter allowing hourly measurements of the actual charging activity, with either curtailment of charging at peak or deterrence via a high penalty rate during peak periods.\textsuperscript{681}

Dr. Santini notes that regarding range efficiency, with a driving range of 27 to 42 miles per day, all electric vehicles are more efficient than plug-in hybrids, which could range from 14 to 35 miles per day of electric driving if charged with up to 11 kWh per night.\textsuperscript{682}

In his Reply Comments, Dr. Santini quotes Bonbright in stating that a skillfully designed system of demand-based rate differentials would distribute the burden of paying for capacity costs among consumers of services rendered at different periods of time so that the company’s load valleys would be raised and peaks would be lowered.\textsuperscript{683}

In their Reply Comments, Sierra Club and NRDC state that well-designed rates are a key component of achieving transportation electrification benefits.\textsuperscript{684} They note that utility regulators in at least twenty-six states and the District of Columbia either have an approach or are in the process of reviewing and adopting approaches to address EV-grid integration.\textsuperscript{685}

B. Discuss whether charging infrastructures should be included in the rate base if the charging infrastructure is owned by public utilities. Explain why or why not.

ABB indicates that it supports rate-basing strategies where smart implementation of rate design, managed charging, and charging maintenance can create longer term
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savings for utilities and consumers. ABB notes that private entities should not be competitively disadvantaged.

The AG submits that in order to assess the role of the utility in developing EV infrastructure, the Commission must do two things: First, it must assess its statutory authority, including whether the construction of EV charging stations is currently treated as a utility function. Second, the AG indicates that the Commission should investigate the extent of private, non-utility investment in EV infrastructure. The Illinois Public Utilities Act (“Act”) provides that persons or entities that install, maintain, or repair EV charging stations must obtain certain certifications from the Commission. 220 ILCS 5/16-128A(d). The Commission has adopted Part 469 to govern the installation, maintenance, or repair of electric vehicle charging stations. 83 Ill. Admin. Code 469. The statute and the rules apply to non-utility entities. The AG believes that there is no indication that utilities were expected to compete with these independent EV installers certified by the Commission.

The AG states that over their history, Illinois’s electric utilities have incorporated the introduction of a myriad of electricity-devouring appliances, from air conditioners to televisions to home computers to game consoles to mobile phones. The associated increased electricity usage has been treated as growth. As air conditioning use drove up summer peak, summer-winter rate designs were considered to reflect the increased peak-related costs associated with air conditioning use. The AG indicates that consideration of rate design to incent EV charging to off-peak times should reflect both the effect of EV charging on infrastructure costs and the premise that increased usage will benefit all customers on the system and can counteract the pressure that reduced usage might place on usage rates.

The AG argues that at the current penetration of EVs in Illinois (less than 1% of vehicles), Illinois utilities should not have difficulty incorporating the additional demand on the system. As demand grows, the AG states that the utilities can assess how EV
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charging affects infrastructure needs and costs, and how it interacts with other consumer uses. The AG argues that today the extent of future EV charging is unknown and its effect on infrastructure cannot be the basis of either Commission policy or utility investment mandates.

The AG notes that many of the questions posed by the NOI concern the commercial development of transportation electrification and the utility’s role. In addition to falling outside the Commission’s jurisdiction, the AG states that these questions are more naturally and economically addressed by the marketplace in response to consumer demand. In fact, the AG points out that the private marketplace is responding to the need for EV charging infrastructure. Charging options include:

1. Home charging
2. Charging at businesses (free for employees or customers or at a charge)
3. Private charging sponsored by companies such as EVgo or ChargePoint
4. Municipal or other public entity charging stations (free, subsidized, or at a charge)
5. Parking lot charging (free, subsidized, or at a charge).

The AG states that these various charging models provide various benefits to consumers and businesses, depending on the model. The AG points out that the risks and benefits to the installers are assessed by them, borne by them, and the decisions to proceed are non-utility decisions. Importantly, the AG points out that utility consumers are not asked to accept any risk associated with these investments.

The AG suggests that any utility role in EV charging stations must be considered against both the legal limitations on distribution utilities to provide delivery service and the inhibiting effect it could have on private investment. The AG argues that providing an EV charging station is a step beyond providing utility infrastructure to an electric meter, representing the point where the utility infrastructure ends and the customer’s property.
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begins. The AG argues that a charging station is not a delivery service under the law, and therefore should not be a utility function. Further, the AG states that the lack of risk associated with annual formula rates place persons and entities that rely on private capital to finance charging stations at a serious competitive disadvantage. In addition to annually resetting rates to cover costs, formula rates include a guaranteed return on both projected and actual rate base as well as a retroactive charge if the prior year’s guaranteed return and expenses were higher than expected. No investor in private charging stations enjoys this type of cost recovery says the AG. See 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c) and (d). While private investors bear the risks that the placement of their charging stations is optional, that EV adoption will grow as expected, that their costs will be covered and their return will be adequate, the AG opines that the utility can be expected to include all EV charging station costs in rate base, where the billions of dollars of utility investment can mask or swallow inefficient EV charging station investment, increase the utility’s revenue requirement, and, in turn, increase customer rates.

The AG indicates that utility investment is infrastructure, paid by all consumers with no investor risk, can squeeze out private capital that currently is innovative and based on investor risk. The AG states that as EV penetration increases, one can expect privately funded charging infrastructure to grow. The AG argues that the Commission and the State of Illinois should give the private sector a fair opportunity to provide EV market needs and not adopt policies that may discourage private sector charging stations and unnecessarily increase customer rates.

The AG states that the electric car market includes very high end, or expensive, cars. For example, a fully electric Tesla Model S sedan has a base price of $74,000, while a Model X SUV can cost $140,000 fully loaded. Other electric cars, such as a plug-in hybrid, can have much lower prices. Nevertheless, the AG indicates that reports state
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that “the uncomfortable fact of America’s early EV adopters is that they skew wealthy. EVs are still more expensive than equivalent gas cars. A rich person can pay for that, install a charger in the garage and keep a second gas-powered car for road trips that exceed an EV’s range.”

The AG states that utilities provide an essential service that must be universally available at affordable prices. Given the extremely low number of EVs, with electric-only cars accounting for only about 7,700 vehicles out of more than 10 million in the state, the AG argues that it is unreasonable to expect all electricity consumers to pay for EV charging infrastructure for the convenience of people who own only 0.07% of the registered vehicles in Illinois. The AG indicates that if utilities invest in an expansive network of EV charging to incent EV adoption, the result would be that all customers, including low-income and payment-challenged customers, pay for infrastructure that only the wealthier consumers will ever use, assuming that EV adoption grows. Given that the private sector has proven both able and innovative in providing EV charging service to those customers who want it, the AG argues that utilities should not be authorized to include EV charging investment in their rates. At this stage of EV adoption, the AG states that it is not reasonable or prudent for Illinois monopoly utilities to expect ratepayers to fund EV charging stations in rates.

Ameren claims that to the extent utilities make capital investments in charging infrastructure or incentives that serve public interest, those capital investments should be included in Rate Base. As ChargePoint has previously argued, there are multiple categories of investment related to the installation of EV charging infrastructure. Distribution service and line extensions on the utility’s side of the meter clearly could be included in the rate base. As mentioned in Question 4, ChargePoint believes that the answer to the question becomes
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more nuanced when considering investments in electrical and charging infrastructure on the customer’s side of the meter.699

ChargePoint argues that it would be appropriate for investments in charging infrastructure that is owned by public utilities on the customer’s side of the meter to be included in the rate base provided that the utility program is consistent with the following guiding principles:700 maintain customer choice, encourage innovation, and stimulate competition; leverage matching payments from site hosts, whenever possible; support site-host access and control over pricing; avoid island networks and ensure open access for EV drivers; support equitable access to electric transportation options; and encourage smart charging behavior to enable widespread grid benefits.701

ComEd believes that charging infrastructure should be included in rate base if the charging infrastructure is owned by public utilities. Charging infrastructure is a long-lived asset. Capitalizing and including such costs in rate base are appropriate accounting treatments for these types of assets.702

Assuming the term charging infrastructure excludes the standard utility delivery network, including a utility-supplied-and-owned meter, IIEC argues that no component of the charging infrastructure should be owned by public utilities.703 EV charging equipment can be constructed and EV services can be provided by third parties other than the incumbent utilities. Given that this service is competitive in nature, there is little justification for allowing regulated utilities to build EV charging infrastructure and to include the cost of such infrastructure in regulated delivery service rates. If incumbent utilities want to compete in this space, their parent companies should do so at their own shareholder risk, through a competitive affiliate, not through the utility itself.704
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The Sierra Club and NRDC argue that utilities should be allowed to bring proposals forward to support vehicle electrification, and, where the Commission finds the proposals are in the public interest and satisfy other criteria established, should approve allowance for cost recovery.\(^{705}\)

The Sierra Club and NRDC state that in the context of ratemaking and cost recovery for potential utility programs, they request the Commission to provide flexibility; utility transportation electrification programs can be a good proving ground for performance-based ratemaking.\(^{706}\) There is no consensus on what utility program model is best, different program solutions are needed for different infrastructure challenges.

Greenlots observes that some initial commenters suggest that utility involvement in charging infrastructure will inhibit private investment and be detrimental to the expansion of the EV charging market.\(^{707}\) As a private market provider of this technology and these services, Greenlots strongly disagrees with this conclusion and this characterization of the market as a whole. Additionally, Greenlots submits that the Commission and stakeholders should look to actual participants in this market for relevant market perspectives. Greenlots states that it is important to note that while there may be some differences in opinion in how utilities should participate in the market, not a single market participant or provider of these products and services submitted comments suggesting that utilities do not have an important role. According to Greenlots, the question is not one of if utilities should be involved, it is a question of how, and we see a critical and central role for utilities in transportation electrification.\(^{708}\)

IIIEC states that it perceives that some parties have the proper view of the Commission’s responsibilities as the regulator of electric utility services and rates in Illinois, while other parties appear to desire an intervention by the ICC and the electric
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utilities that it regulates, in the electric vehicle market, which far exceeds the ICC’s statutory authority and utilities’ proper role in the market.\textsuperscript{709}

UCS addresses the AG’s concern regarding the speculative nature of utility investments in EV charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{710} UCS agrees that any infrastructure investments should be done prudently to avoid obstruction of private investment and cross-subsidization of customers and to protect ratepayer interests. UCS expects that future proceedings on transportation electrification program proposals will appropriately treat these criteria rigorously. However, UCS believes that limiting action to only suit present EV adoption for fear of unintended negative consequences could itself result in unintended negative consequences.

UCS acknowledges that although EVs may constitute a relatively small fraction of total vehicle stock today, a number of important statistics indicate the increasing role of EVs in the future of transportation. With respect to just passenger cars and light trucks, UCS asserts that the Council of State Governments has created a series of charts that speak to the progress of EVs in recent years in terms of total number of EVs, market share, availability of EV models, battery costs, vehicle range, and charging infrastructure. When focusing on the trajectory of EV penetration in the vehicle fleet in recent years and the expected continuation of EV adoption, UCS states that the case in favor of proactive investments becomes clear. UCS notes that EV loads are beginning to increase, and proactive investments will help avoid any potential negative effects of unmanaged EV charging on grid costs and stability, as noted by the Commission in the Notice of Inquiry. Thus, UCS contends that it behooves the Commission and utilities to adopt a forward-thinking attitude in making investments in EV infrastructure that will facilitate proactive management and positive uses of EV charging load.\textsuperscript{711}
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UCS states that in addition to managing EV loads in a way that serves the ratepayer interest, utility investment at this early stage of EV adoption will have co-benefits including cultivating a comparative market for EV charging infrastructure, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and improving health outcomes from reduced local air pollution.\(^{712}\)

UCS notes that the AG, API-IPC, and AFPI each raise the concern of wealth transfer that could occur if ratepayer funds are used to fund infrastructure programs for individual EV owners.\(^{713}\) UCS acknowledges that regressive wealth transfer is an important aspect to consider when designing or considering approval for EV charging programs. But categorically prohibiting utility investments due to the possibility of wealth transfer ignores the potential for programs to actively support equity and ensure benefits of transportation electrification to underserved market segments, according to UCS. UCS notes that equity and impacts for low-income customers, as CUB and EDF point out, “should be afforded particular consideration.”

UCS states that one type of EV infrastructure program that supports equitable access to EV benefits are infrastructure programs for low- and moderate- income residential ratepayers who may purchase a used EV or finance their EV through driving for a rideshare. UCS states that these customers, particularly those in multi-unit dwellings, are underserved by the competitive market for charging infrastructure due to the split investment incentive between landlord and tenant. UCS states that as Sierra Club and NRDC note in their Initial Comments, “there is a particularly compelling case” for utility investment in infrastructure for multi-unit dwellings from an equity perspective. Utility investments could fill this critical gap in charging infrastructure that impedes EV adoption by this customer segment.\(^{714}\)

UCS notes that a second type of program that supports equitable access to EV benefits are programs for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles. UCS states that medium- and heavy-duty electrification programs have the potential to reduce unhealthy exposure
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to air pollution in communities disproportionately impacted by truck and bus pollution (i.e., communities near freeways, ports, railyards, warehouses and other freight facilities). Within the medium- and heavy-duty EV segment, UCS observes that utility programs for school and transit buses are already being deployed as strategic early investments to meet equity goals as well as goals for EV services to the grid. UCS states that many other heavy-duty EV programs, such as investments to electrify ports and railyards and the trucks that service these facilities, would also have a strong environmental justice component and support the broader economy at the same time.  

a. Discuss whether charging infrastructures should be accounted for as capital expenses. Explain why or why not.

Ameren argues that charging infrastructure has a long useful life much like other utility infrastructure investments, and thus would be considered plant (capital).  

The Sierra Club and NRDC state that generally, for ratemaking purposes, steel-in-the-ground utility expenditures (e.g., meters, paneling, conduit, actual charging stations) should be treated as capital investments.

b. Discuss whether charging infrastructures should be accounted for as operational expenses. Explain why or why not.

Ameren indicates that charging infrastructures should not be accounted for as operational expenses. Ameren states that when discussing infrastructure that serves long-term public interest, these expenditures should not be expensed. Doing so, Ameren suggests, would result in greater rate volatility (and bill impacts) and not allow the utilities to earn a fair return on their investments.
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IIEC states that there are examples of utility’s designated EV tariff rates requiring a separately metered account specifically for EV charging. If in that instance, the utility supplies and owns the secondary EV meter for the customer, then that meter cost should be included in rate base as a capital expense. Additional EV meter costs should be allocated to cost-causers, which in this instance is the singular EV owner requiring the secondary meter.\textsuperscript{719} IIEC states that even if a secondary meter is necessary, this could be provided by a third party. The Illinois utilities’ tariffs already allow for competitive “Metering Service Providers.”\textsuperscript{720}

Therefore, IIEC argues that to the extent charging infrastructures require capital investment, they should not be accounted as operational expenses, in any event. This would be inappropriate and likely would violate generally accepted accounting principles.\textsuperscript{721}

The Sierra Club and NRDC state that generally, for ratemaking purposes, no-capital expenditures (e.g., program administration or education and outreach) should be treated as expenses.\textsuperscript{722}

Tesla states that utilities play an important role in the adoption of EVs and deployment of charging infrastructure. Tesla believes utilities should be able to recover costs associated with EV programs as long as they are prudently incurred, and that utilities should also be encouraged to invest in EV programs. Tesla does not have a position regarding whether costs are included in rate base, capital expenses or operating expenses.\textsuperscript{723}
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C. What rate designs have other utilities implemented to encourage EV adoption and how successful have they been?

While Ameren Illinois has not performed an exhaustive study, it points out that several California utilities offer time-of-use rates for EV charging. Ameren Illinois has not studied the isolated effect of these rates on adoption, but notes that California has one of the higher penetrations of EVs in the U.S.

Ameren submits that it appears public charging infrastructure may require Level 3 charging stations. Ameren notes that these facilities can charge a vehicle in a fraction of the time a home or common business-based Level 1 or Level 2 charging station can. Ameren observes that Level 3 stations require substantially more power, ranging from 50 kW up to 350 kW. The threshold for Ameren’s demand-based delivery service charges is 150 kW. Ameren notes that if a station has a high demand, but relatively low energy consumption, the equivalent cost per kWh will be much greater than it is for the average customer in the class, and perhaps even greater than that for residential and small non-residential customers. Ameren states that a September 2018 report developed by Advanced Energy Economy described how some utilities are providing such customers the ability to phase-in to standard rates over a number of years. Ameren has used a “rate limiter” in the past during difficult transitions, where the average cost equivalent of a customer’s demand charges were limited to no more than a set cents/kWh value. Ameren states that the limiter can be raised over time, perhaps increased in steady increments until it is no longer applicable after five or ten years.

ATE indicates that there are a number of rate options, some states have adopted some sort of dynamic pricing with TOU rate, either a whole-home TOU rate or EV-only TOU rate. Several utilities have been able to secure approval for tariffs that provide some sort of “demand charge mitigation or holiday” for customers that wish to deploy DCFC especially.
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ComEd indicates that most rate design efforts developed to encourage EV adoption have been off-peak charging to (1) improve grid utilization and (2) reduce the cost to charge existing EVs. Given the limited number of EV drivers currently, it is difficult to gauge how successful those rate designs have been. Additionally, the presence of overlapping state mandates and programs in states, such as California, make it difficult to accurately measure the effectiveness of the programs.\footnote{ComEd Initial Comments at 13.}

EVgo is supportive of rebates either at the utility or legislative level that would provide purchase incentives to interested EV buyers and would point again to California as an example, where incentive amounts are tiered based on income level. Additionally, robust EV infrastructure legislation has been introduced in New Jersey this legislative session that provides EV charging goals for the state as well as car rebates for battery electric vehicles.\footnote{EVgo Initial Comments at 2.}

IIEC states that they are aware that some utilities in the country use EV-designated tariffs for service to customers that charge EVs in their homes. Some examples IIEC includes are Consumers Energy Company, DTE Energy Company, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, and Southern California Edison.\footnote{IIEC Initial Comments at 4.} IIEC argues that utilities may allow EV owners to remain on legacy non-time-of-use rates, and practically speaking may not be able to force all EV owners off their existing residential rates, given that some EVs can be charged, albeit slowly, via a standard 120-volt home outlet.\footnote{IIEC Initial Comments at 4.} However, utilities may encourage customers to register their EVs with the utility and promote switching to a power supply time-of-use rate, either for their total home electrical use or for their EV charging needs only, which could require installation of a secondary meter. IIEC notes that such options as upgraded service and time of use rates are currently available to residential customers in Illinois under the regulated utilities’ existing tariffs.\footnote{Id.}
Dr. Santini states that pilot programs have demonstrated that installation costs of intercity fast charging is more expensive than local public charging, which is still more expensive than workplace charging installations.\textsuperscript{732} The least costly charging installation are residential charging stations.\textsuperscript{733} Dr. Santini states that the cost difference is related to the vehicle dwell time at different locations; since it is presumed that consumers will demand a significant number of miles of service from each charge event regardless of time spent at the location, cost of installation increases at locations where electric vehicles are not expected to dwell long.\textsuperscript{734} Dr. Santini states that not only does installation cost increase from residential chargers to intercity fast charging, but the probability of charging off-peak increases as well.\textsuperscript{735} Finally, Dr. Santini notes that intercity fast charging, often referred to as DCFC, is most costly and least universally applicable to any plug-in vehicle, as it only applies to all-electric vehicles.\textsuperscript{736}

The Sierra Club and NRDC provide examples of rate designs to address demand charge challenges for commercial customers providing charging for EVs.\textsuperscript{737} For example, Sierra Club and NRDC point out that Southern California Edison has newly approved commercial TOU rates designed for DCFC, and medium and heavy-duty fleet electrification, which will phase in demand charges over time as utilization improves. SCE’s proposed rates cover a wide range of potential users, with one rate for customers with peak demand between 21 and 500 kW (TOU-EV-8) that would likely serve public DCFC station operators and smaller electrified fleets and another rate for customers with peak demand greater than 500 kW (TOU-EV-9). Sierra Club and NRDC also note that Pacific Power (Oregon) recently received approval from the Oregon Public Utility Commission for a special tariff (Schedule 45) rate that replaces a portion of demand charges with higher on-peak energy charges for a nine-year period. At the end of this nine-year period, DCFC station operators would return to Pacific Power’s regular demand

\textsuperscript{732} Santini Initial Comments at 4.  
\textsuperscript{733} Id.  
\textsuperscript{734} Id.  
\textsuperscript{735} Id.  
\textsuperscript{736} Id.  
\textsuperscript{737} Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 19.
charge tariff. Energy charges would increase by $0.107 per kWh in the first year of the program. This increased energy rate would fall by ten percent each year for nine years. Also in the first year, demand charges would be discounted by 90 percent, with the discount falling by ten percent in each subsequent year. DCFC operators are estimated to reduce electrical bills by up to 59 percent in the first year under this tariff. This special tariff is only available to DCFC station operators who provide charging to the public and have up to 1,000 kW of peak demand. Pacific Power’s sister utility, NV Energy (Nevada) recently filed for approval of a similar rate before the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada.

Tesla advocates for demand-charge-free or reduced rates for commercial customers deploying both Level 2 and DCFC charging. When utilization of DCFC charging is low, demand charges may account for 90% of stations’ monthly electricity bill, prohibitively high operating costs for commercial customers deploying Level 2 workplace or fleet charging. Three-part tariffs are ideal for long term rate design as charging stations utilization increases and operating costs are reduced by high peaks in demand. Currently, demand charge holidays or reduced rates over short -to -medium term periods and transition to longer-term rate design to mitigate high operating and development costs for Level 2 and DCFC. Tesla also provides the following chart of EV rate designs from other jurisdictions:

738 Tesla Initial Comments at 17.
Regulatory Treatment of EVs and Charging Stations:

A. Discuss whether EVs should be treated as distributed energy resources ("DERs") for regulatory purposes. Explain why or why not.

ATE believes that utility investment in these grid-edge capital assets should be treated in similar fashion to other assets. Many of the EVSE already include DR capabilities and distributed storage can be added as a complement or addition in the future, if proven to be useful and cost-effective.\(^{739}\)

ChargePoint argues that EVs, in part or fully powered by electricity from the grid, along with the associated charging infrastructure, do not by themselves necessarily fall

\(^{739}\) ATE Initial Comments at 18.
under existing definition of DERs. Some electric vehicles and charging equipment have the capability to undertake load management functions and ensure the efficient use of energy.\textsuperscript{740} ChargePoint also explains that the electrification of vehicles is generally considered to be a more efficient form of transportation and there are certain charging technologies that are more efficient in the provision of fuel than others. However, the primary purpose of EVs and EVSE is to support the conveyance of drivers, riders, and goods between destinations. These critical transportation functions require separate consideration from DERs.\textsuperscript{741}

ChargePoint respectfully urges the Commission to explore the creation of a consistent, statewide framework to address the unique case of EVs and EV charging rather than apply existing DER transportation electrification technologies. ChargePoint explains that by so doing, Illinois would be in a position to accelerate the sustainable and scalable growth of its EV and EV charging markets while also creating a beneficial load for the grid.\textsuperscript{742}

ComEd believes that given today’s nascent technology and capabilities, EVs (i.e., batteries) are not generators, and therefore are not considered a DER.\textsuperscript{743}

Sierra Club and NRDC state that the flexibility of EV charging means EVs may serve as DERs that benefit the grid. This potential is vehicle-grid integration, which can help achieve three complimentary goals: (1) improving integration of renewable generation, (2) reducing total cost of vehicle ownership, and (3) facilitating cost-effective grid management. The category of VGI immediately relevant is “managed charging,” EV charging that is managed or adjusted based on grid conditions via communications with the grid operator.\textsuperscript{744} There is ample opportunity for benefits as these technologies scale. Leveraging the inherent, flexible storage capacity in the batteries of EVs that have already

\textsuperscript{740} ChargePoint Initial Comments at 20-21.
\textsuperscript{741} Id., at 21.
\textsuperscript{742} Id.
\textsuperscript{743} ComEd Initial Comments at 13.
\textsuperscript{744} Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 20.
been bought can improve load shapes, integrate variable renewable energy resources, and generate substantial grid benefits. Tesla recommends a determination not be made at this time but to continue monitoring the uptake of EVs and deployment of DER and tracking customer participation and preferences using their vehicles and EVSE as DER grid resources.

IIEC states that it disagrees that EVs or charging stations should be deemed DER on the basis of battery back-up or battery storage capabilities, as the necessary vehicle-to-grid technologies are not yet fully developed or widely available in EVs. IIEC observes that some parties have raised the concept of allowing charging stations to participate in the utilities’ demand response programs, and IIEC supports load enrolling in these types of cost-based programs that induce customers to shift load or curtail load during system peaks. IIEC notes that fast-charging stations may be best suited to participate in demand response programs.

Tesla notes, today creating customer price signals via TOU rates and encouraging or managing Level 2 charging where vehicles are parked for several hours at the right time(s) provides the most valuable grid benefits for integrating EVs. Furthermore, Tesla stresses a clear understanding is necessary of terms associated with VGI such as VG1 and VG2 before pilots can be discussed. Stakeholders see opportunities in VG1 and VG2 applications, but Tesla encourages making customer experience and value primary considerations in integrating EVs into the grid and advanced V2G should not be a primary focus.

745 Id. at 21.
746 Tesla Initial Comments at 17.
747 IIEC Reply Comments at 4.
748 Tesla Reply Comments at 5.
749 Id.
a. Discuss whether passenger cars, transportation vehicles, and corporate fleets should be treated equally. Should one type be favored over others? Explain why or why not.

ChargePoint argues that different EV charging load profiles present different value propositions to the grid. Passenger cars, transportation vehicles, and corporate fleets all have different EV charging load profiles. While one type of transportation should not be favored over another, some may be more suitable to serving as reliable DERs than others.\textsuperscript{750}

Tesla states that transportation electrification will need to cover the entire ecosystem of transits, light, medium and heavy-duty vehicles. However, increasing access to light-duty vehicle chargers is critically important. Tesla recommends a holistic evaluation of electrification of transportation such as near-term emphasis on driving adoption of light-duty EVs to long-term needs of infrastructure needs of heavy duty trucks.\textsuperscript{751}

b. How can unique demand response programs be structured for each customer classification?

ComEd states that given the nascent nature of the technology and the market, it is too early to define how a demand response program should be structured for the different customer classifications.\textsuperscript{752}

Tesla states that EVs and charging stations can be tools utilized in demand response programs and should not be treated separately from other demand response mechanisms.\textsuperscript{753}

\textsuperscript{750} ChargePoint Initial Comments at 21.
\textsuperscript{751} Tesla Initial Comments at 18.
\textsuperscript{752} ComEd Initial Comments at 13.
\textsuperscript{753} Tesla Initial Comments at 18.
B. **Discuss how common charging stations should be categorized for regulatory and accounting purposes.**

ComEd states that if the charging station is owned by the public utility, then it should be accounted for as a long-lived capital asset and included in the utility’s rate base.\(^754\)

IIEC states that pertaining to regulatory treatment of EVs and charging stations, IIEC supports the notion that development of charging stations is currently a competitive industry, and that Illinois legislation and Commission action should aim to allow it to flourish as a competitive industry.\(^755\) IIEC observes that some parties indicate that utilities should develop and own publicly available EV charging stations, for various reasons, including cheaper access to capital, or the grid knowledge to be able to better site public charging stations. However, IIEC agrees with the AG that the Commission must first determine whether, under existing statutory authority, the construction of either an in-home or a public charging station is treated as a utility function. IIEC states that proper consideration should be given to the competitive advantage that utilities would gain over competitive providers already operating in this space, if the utilities were given the authority to develop charging stations. Illinois electric utilities are a regulated monopoly, enjoy a guaranteed return on investment, and currently operate under a formula ratemaking structure. IIEC supports those commenters who believe private investment in charging stations should be maximized and encouraged, versus public investment by ratepayers via utility tariff rates.

\(^754\) ComEd Initial Comments at 13.
\(^755\) IIEC Reply Comments at 5.
C. Discuss how privately-owned charging stations should be categorized for regulatory purposes.

a. Should common charging stations and privately-owned charging stations enjoy the same regulatory and accounting treatment?

ComEd indicates that privately owned charging stations would not receive regulatory treatment. The owner would be subject to standard accounting practices.756

The Sierra Club and NRDC point out that the Illinois Public Utilities Act makes plain that entities that develop and operate EV charging stations through their own means—regardless of whether they are public or private stations—are not subject to regulation as a public utility. This is critical for enabling pricing of EV charging services by the kWh, which allows EV drivers and fleet operators to be charged for EV charging services in an easily understood unit of measurement. In the instance where the regulated utility is deploying or facilitating deployment of publicly-accessible or private EV charging stations, those stations would then be subject to Commission oversight.757 For example, if a regulated utility proposed to facilitate the deployment of EV charging stations in a filing before the Commission with utility customer funds, that proposal would be subject to Commission review and approval to ensure it was in the public interest and supported regulatory objectives. The Sierra Club and NRDC note that the Commission may wish to ensure price and load management signals encourage off-peak charging and clarify terms

756 ComEd Initial Comments at 14.
757 Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 21.
of charging station maintenance and upkeep to ensure charging stations are used and useful, as other public utilities commissions have done.\textsuperscript{758}

D. \textbf{Discuss what kinds of incentives could be implemented to encourage further EV penetration into the US markets.}

The AG states that the NOI contains seven topics and multiple subtopics, raising detailed questions about the effect of EVs on Illinois and future policy options and “solutions.”\textsuperscript{759} The AG indicates that these questions cannot be answered today without engaging in extensive speculation. The AG suggests that a better approach is to recognize where Illinois is today, and address issues that are arising today, recognizing that circumstances might change and require different or new approaches. The AG argues that solutions based on speculation about what the future may bring can result in unintended and unexpected consequences, can obstruct or skew private, non-utility investment, and can result in improper subsidies of higher income EV owners by utility customers.

Ameren points out that Illinois utilities can play a significant role in accelerating EV penetration if regulators and stakeholders partner to develop effective market incentives.\textsuperscript{760} Ameren states that these could include:

- Adoption of cost-effective incentive structures that encourage deployment of charging infrastructure that is in the public interest
- Adoption of other forms of cost-effective incentives across the EV value chain
- Cost recovery for community-based EV marketing efforts, such as ride-and-drive events
- Cost recovery for utility consumer education efforts that effectively increase consumer adoption rates
- Cost recovery for programs which extend the benefits of EV technology to lower-income customers

\textsuperscript{758} Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 22.
\textsuperscript{759} AG Initial Comments at 2.
\textsuperscript{760} Ameren Initial Comments at 23.
Cost recovery for staffing resources dedicated to developing and accelerating Illinois EV markets

Ameren asserts that the challenge is not just to attract customers to EVs, but also to create an attractive marketplace where manufacturers allocate a larger share of their EV capacity to Illinois.\footnote{Id.}

Ameren opines that in all cases, EV programs should be designed to encourage entities other than utilities who stand to benefit from expanded EV markets to contribute their resources to effective market development.\footnote{Id.}

AFPI states that well-intentioned policies often fail to deliver the anticipated outcomes, partly because their enactment is the product of rent-seeking and government picking winners and losers, rather than addressing well-diagnosed public policy problems.\footnote{Id.}

AFPI cites a report from the Congressional Budget Office, which indicates that the Qualified Plug-in Electric Vehicle Tax Credit cost the federal government between $230 to $4,400 for every ton of carbon dioxide emissions that the subsidy reduces.\footnote{Id.} AFPI states that these cost estimates are much higher and exceed the estimated value of avoiding carbon dioxide emissions by every governmental entity.\footnote{Id.}

API-IPC argues that energy policies in Illinois should provide for consumer choice and allow for a free market to determine the mix of energy sources required to meet societal needs.\footnote{Id.} API-IPC goes on to argue that policies should not include subsidies meant to accelerate the adoption of EVs and the charging infrastructure necessary to support EV operation in Illinois.\footnote{Id.} This includes incentives through tax credits, rebates, utility rate increases, and other financial incentives, as well as arbitrary target dates by

\footnote{Id.}
\footnote{Id.}
\footnote{AFPI Initial Comments at 2.}
\footnote{Id.}
\footnote{Id.}
\footnote{API-IPC Revised Initial Comments at 1.}
\footnote{Id.}
which certain amounts of sales are to be completed. API-IPC believes that policies should demonstrate an awareness of the time involved in making successful energy transitions at the societal level.

Regarding manufacturers, API-IPC states that the California zero emission vehicle mandate, which was adopted by nine states, ends with model year 2018. This, API-IPC argues, should be sufficient incentive for manufacturers to offer increasing numbers of EVs for sale in ZEV states outside California.

API-IPC states that many incentive programs are not effective. For example, API-IPC notes that California spent $449 million on vehicle rebates, which only led to 4.8% light-duty ZEV sales and about 1.2% of the cars on the road in California. API-IPC states that Massachusetts, Maryland, and New York offered subsidies that only achieved ZEV sales of 1.3% and 1%, and 1% respectively.

Lastly, API-IPC warns that subsidies for higher-income Americans are not fair to everyone else, as inevitable cuts will have to be made in other areas.

The CACC notes that the National Association of State Energy Officials (“NASEO”) recently released their “PEV Policy Evaluation Rubric: A Methodology for Evaluating the Impact of State and Local Policies on Plug-In Electric Vehicle Adoption.” CACC states that NASEO and their partners developed this rubric based on extensive literature review to assist decision-makers to address many of the barriers experienced by the EV market. CACC states that without having to restate the numerous barriers and opportunities already identified in NASEO’s and numerous other reports, CACC recommends the ICC consult NASEO’s report and prioritize “strong” policies and

---
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programs for Illinois: https://www.naseo.org/Data/Sites/1/pevpolicyrubricmethodology_naseo.pdf.

CACC suggests that a priority action could be forming a multi-state leadership consortium of Midwest Governors to help promote EVs, as was done by the Western Governors Association in 2017. CACC states that this coalition can be helpful to overcome barriers and leverage resources. Additionally it would send a signal to vehicle original equipment manufacturers, utilities and the EVSE industry that the Midwest is a prime EV market.

ComEd believes incentives that could be implemented to encourage EV adoption include, but are not limited to: local and state tax incentives for EVs and charging stations; rebates for EVs and charging stations provided by the state and/or the utility; access to HOV lanes; reduced vehicle registration fees; reduced permitting costs for EV infrastructure; and reduced/eliminated highway tolls.

ComEd states that to accelerate the adoption of EVs and to realize the potential benefits, incentives may be helpful to increase the availability of EV charging stations and associated infrastructure.

The IMA states that it is important that manufacturers produce a variety of vehicles, including electric vehicles, so that consumers have choices. IMA has a long-held policy that state and federal policies and regulations should encourage competition rather than picking winners and losers. IMA believes that competition results in lower prices, consumer choices, and increased efficiency as we have seen since the advent of electric deregulation in Illinois 20 years ago. IMA has concerns with any government mandated policy that would provide an unfair advantage to any particular vehicle.

776 CACC Initial Comments at 2.
777 ComEd Initial Comments at 14.
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779 IMA Initial Comments at 1.
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Regarding how municipalities can contribute to growth of EVs, the MMC states that they can encourage the adoption of EVs in municipal fleets; and, adoption of local codes and implementation of policies that support access to EV charging infrastructure. Additionally, MMC states that under the Future Energy Jobs Act (“FEJA”), utilities can use funds collected from EV charging to incentivize energy efficiency and renewable energy measures. This can be in the form of rebates to EV owners who replace tires with tires that have low rolling resistance, or for customers who switch from internal ICE vehicles to EVs.

Tesla states that many studies have analyzed opportunities for increasing EV penetration in U.S. markets, including recent studies such as NASEO’s PEV Policy Evaluation Rubric and NREL’s Barriers to the Acceptance of PEVs.

In Reply Comments, AFPI urges the Commission to embrace the principal of equal rights for all ratepayers and the free market is the fairest way to allocate resources. The existing regulatory environment for EV charging is preferential to widespread intervention and over time it will lead to the organic growth of what currently constitutes a niche market for high-income households. AFPI notes that the more than 679,000 households in Illinois experience an unaffordable energy burden is the real priority for the Commission over “range anxiety” for EV drivers. AFPI states that adding a myriad of new socially regressive subsidies in clear transgression of the equal rights of all ratepayers seems like a very unfitting policy choice for regulators entrusted with the public confidence. AFPI looks forward to seeing an open, thriving, just and reasonable electric vehicle market place in Illinois.

In their Reply Comments, ChargePoint agrees with other stakeholders that the market needs to stay innovative and competitive to improve customer access to charging, charging network reliability, and an overall better user experience. ChargePoint notes
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that regulatory requirements could unintentionally restrict innovation and competition. For example, time-of-use rates that are exclusive to EVs can create widespread grid benefits without putting a customer’s whole house energy usage on the hook, but EV-only time-of-use rates traditionally require installation of additional utility meters, which are expensive and depress enrollment in EV-only time-of-use rates.\footnote{Id.}

ChargePoint references Ameren and Siemens’ notions that technology might allow customers to split their pricing between EV use and any other use.\footnote{Id.} ChargePoint agrees with Ameren and Siemens that customers should have a choice of EV charging equipment and EV charging network services that provide the underlying features and interaction that customers desire.\footnote{Id.}

The Institute for Energy Research (“IER”) argues that the best way for Illinois policymakers to promote the “optimal” speed of EV penetration is to promote competition and stable rules, so that the Illinois electricity market approximates a standard market as much as possible.\footnote{IER Reply Comments at 3.}

IIEC believes it is premature at this time to burden ratepayers with cost recovery of EV incentive payments without a proper cost-benefit analysis being conducted to support the incentive programs.\footnote{IIEC Reply Comments at 4.}

In his Reply Comments, Dr. Santini urges that Illinois should focus on promoting low cost, low power residential and workplace charging to support plug-in hybrid vehicles and eventually future range-extended EVs that will not need to rely on intercity fast-charging equipment.\footnote{Santini Reply Comments at 12.} Dr. Santini also recommended that Illinois work with other midcontinent states to develop an incentive program that supports flexible use of high-octane premium gasoline or biofuels within future long-range plug-in hybrids and range extended EVs.\footnote{Id.}
III. Analysis and Conclusion

Analysis:

In response to this Notice of Inquiry, the Commission received 23 Initial Comments and eleven Reply Comments from a total of 26 different entities. The Commission carefully considered each submission and analyzed the information provided.

A. Energy Efficiency

Regarding energy efficiency, participants such as ABB, Ameren, ATE, ComEd, UCS, Sierra Club and NRDC, and Tesla agreed that electric vehicles are inherently more energy efficient compared to internal combustion engine vehicles.\(^{794}\) ComEd and UCS both cited the U.S. Department of Energy, which states that electric engines convert between 54% and 62% of the electric energy they receive, while ICE vehicles convert only between 17% and 21% of energy stored in gasoline to power.\(^{795}\) Additionally, participants such as ABB, Ameren, ComEd, and Tesla indicated that energy efficiency will improve further with a well-thought-out charging infrastructure design. Dr. Santini noted that energy efficiency will depend on the time of day the EV is charged, what kind of charger is utilized, and the distance the EV travels.\(^{796}\)

IIEC challenged ABB, Ameren, ATE, ComEd, UCS, Sierra Club and NRDC, and Tesla in claiming that EVs are inherently energy efficient.\(^{797}\) IIEC believes that this issue should be determined through a proceeding or working group other than this Notice of Inquiry.

\(^{794}\) See ABB Initial Comments at 2; Ameren Initial Comments at 3; ATE Initial Comments at 2; ComEd Initial Comments at 2; UCS Initial Comments at 5; Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 2; Tesla Initial Comments at 2.

\(^{795}\) See ComEd Initial Comments at 2; UCS Initial Comments at 5.

\(^{796}\) Santini Reply Comments at 11.

\(^{797}\) IIEC Reply Comments at 2.
B. Grid Reliability and Resilience

Upon reviewing comments regarding grid reliability and resilience, participants, such as ABB, ChargePoint, Sierra Club and NRDC, Tesla, and UCS, agreed that EV load can significantly affect the grid. The consensus among these entities was that load must be managed and planned out efficiently to incentivize off-peak charging. Some suggestions included time-of-use rates that encourage off-peak charging or other demand response programs established by utilities.

Ameren, ABB and ATE also agreed that off-peak charging should be encouraged to benefit the grid. However, ATE indicated that EV load does not benefit the grid at all and should be considered a demand-side resource. Ameren indicated that benefits to the grid due to EV load are limited without vehicle-to-grid capabilities (which is currently not offered on the market) and associated grid infrastructure to support it. Other entities, like UCS, disagreed and stated that V2G capabilities are not necessary in order for EVs to benefit the grid given that EV charging load is flexible and can be managed through various price signals to smooth power generation ramping, reduce peak loads, and incorporate renewables into the grid. The MMC stated that EV charging could produce savings for ratepayers if the revenue from additional consumption during off peak times offsets infrastructure upgrades required to accommodate EV charging.

IIIEC indicated that it is too early to determine the long-term effect that EV load will have on the grid given any conclusion reached at this point in time would be based on assumptions that may or may not reflect utility-specific factors.

798 See ABB Initial Comments at 3; ChargePoint Initial Comments at 1; Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 6; Tesla Initial Comments at 4; UCS Initial Comments at 2.
799 ATE Initial Comments at 3.
800 Ameren Initial Comments at 4-5.
801 MMC Initial Comments at 3-4.
802 IIIEC Reply Comments at 3.
C. Barriers

The most frequently cited barriers to EV adoption include (1) high upfront costs,\(^{803}\) (2) range anxiety and lack of charging infrastructure,\(^{804}\) and (3) lack of consumer awareness and education and outreach.\(^{805}\)

a. High Upfront Costs

Ameren, ATE, ChargePoint, ComEd, CUB/EDF, Siemens, Tesla, and UCS all identified the higher upfront purchase price of EVs when compared to traditional ICE vehicles as being a primary economic barrier to increased electrification of the transportation sector.\(^{806}\) Ameren, ATE, ComEd, CUB/EDF, Tesla, and UCS also noted that the cost to purchase and install charging infrastructure is an additional barrier.\(^{807}\)

A number of commenters offered solutions to the high upfront cost barrier. For example, ABB stated that enhanced rebates on EVs at state and regional levels could be provided and ABB indicated support for charging infrastructure rebates where deployments are well planned with an operational model, including uptime and performance metrics and similar accountability measures.\(^{808}\) Similarly, ComEd stated that incentives, such as rebates, subsidies, and tax incentives, on the purchase or lease of the EV and the purchase and installation of charging equipment, are possible solutions

\(^{803}\) See Ameren Initial Comments at 9; ATE Initial Comments at 6; ChargePoint Initial Comments at 7; ComEd Initial Comments at 6; CUB/EDF Initial Comments at 3; Siemens Initial Comments at 3; Tesla Initial Comments at 7; UCS Initial Comments at 5.

\(^{804}\) See Ameren Initial Comments at 9, 14; ATE Initial Comments at 6; ComEd Initial Comments at 6; CUB/EDF Initial Comments at 3; Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 10; UCS Initial Comments at 5; Greenlots Reply Comments at 3; Tesla Reply Comments at 1.

\(^{805}\) See Ameren Initial Comments at 8-9; ATE Initial Comments at 5-6; ComEd Initial Comments at 6; Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 10-11; Tesla Initial Comments at 8.

\(^{806}\) See Ameren Initial Comments at 9; ATE Initial Comments at 6; ChargePoint Initial Comments at 7; ComEd Initial Comments at 6; CUB/EDF Initial Comments at 3; Siemens Initial Comments at 3; Tesla Initial Comments at 7; UCS Initial Comments at 5.

\(^{807}\) See Ameren Initial Comments at 9; ATE Initial Comments at 6; ComEd Initial Comments at 6; CUB/EDF Initial Comments at 3; Tesla Initial Comments at 7; UCS Initial Comments at 5.

\(^{808}\) ABB Initial Comments at 6.
to overcome economic barriers.\textsuperscript{809} Ameren maintained that because lower income customers may not have tax liability, a tax credit may not be as beneficial to them; therefore, Ameren suggested that Illinois could adopt a different or additional subsidy that these customers may be eligible to receive.

Also, Ameren suggested that Illinois could consider providing a vehicle financing option for the purchase of EVs that is made available to customers that are retiring older ICE vehicles or based on income.\textsuperscript{810} UCS recommended on-bill financing by utilities for EVs and EV charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{811} UCS stated that the utilities could provide on-bill financing to complement other funding sources and provide a long-term, sustainable way to address EV costs in order to reach a larger audience of vehicle owners and expand benefits to ratepayers.\textsuperscript{812}

ATE stated that solutions include continued cost reduction efforts by automobile original equipment manufacturers to bring the upfront purchase price of EVs down, and efforts by battery developers to lower costs. Also ATE noted that utility programs may be very effective in addressing economic barriers by cost-sharing initial infrastructure.\textsuperscript{813} Finally, Siemens claimed that larger market penetration can only be achieved if EVs become price competitive with ICE vehicles.\textsuperscript{814}

\begin{itemize}
  \item[809] ComEd Initial Comments at 6.
  \item[810] Ameren Initial Comments at 10.
  \item[811] UCS Initial Comments at 5-6.
  \item[812] UCS Initial Comments at 6.
  \item[813] ATE Initial Comments at 7.
  \item[814] Siemens Initial Comments at 3.
  \item[815] See Ameren Initial Comments at 9, 14; ATE Initial Comments at 6; ComEd Initial Comments at 6; CUB/EDF Initial Comments at 3; Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 10; UCS Initial Comments at 5; Greenlots Reply Comments at 3; Tesla Reply Comments at 1.
\end{itemize}

\section*{b. Range Anxiety and Lack of Charging Infrastructure}

Ameren, ATE, ComEd, CUB/EDF, Greenlots, Sierra Club and NRDC, Tesla, and UCS all identified the lack of charging infrastructure or range anxiety as a primary barrier to increased electrification of the transportation sector.\textsuperscript{815} Greenlots stated that the
existing lack of infrastructure has been a primary barrier for auto manufacturers to assess demand for electric vehicles and has slowed down investment, planning, and development in electric models. Greenlots indicated that an adequate volume of charging infrastructure means that auto manufacturers can focus on non-infrastructure barriers such as model availability, dealership training, and marketing. Ameren believes that deployment of EV charging infrastructure will need to lead EV adoption to eliminate this significant barrier. Similarly, Tesla stated that the primary way to promote EV adoption and utilization is through improving access and development of EV charging infrastructure.

While ABB stated that cities and communities should streamline the permitting process to make infrastructure deployments more efficient, the most commonly cited solution to overcome this barrier was utility involvement in the charging infrastructure deployment. For example, Sierra Club and NRDC emphasized that utilities are in the best position to support early deployment of EV charging infrastructure, especially at sites where private build-out is not feasible, like at multi-unit dwellings. ComEd stated that possible solutions to overcome these barriers include (1) assurance of cost recovery for utilities for EV infrastructure and charging stations; and (2) clear policy direction regarding EVs and EV charging infrastructure. ComEd believes that utility ownership of public use charging stations is an important element for the advancement of electrification of the transportation sector. In particular, while not limited to any specific market or purpose, ComEd argued that utility ownership could assist with placement of charging stations in underserved market segments such as renters, low income neighborhoods, multi-unit dwellings, and curbside charging. Greenlots indicated that the current market state of
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821 ComEd Initial Comments at 6.
822 Id. at 10
EVs warrants public investment and the involvement of regulated monopolies. Greenlots stated further that ownership and operation of charging infrastructure – including charging stations – is an appropriate and necessary role for the utility in order to accelerate the market across most market segments, to increase competition and to attract private investment.\textsuperscript{823} Moreover, Greenlots argued that the nature of charging station assets fits very well within the core competencies and capabilities of utilities.\textsuperscript{824} ATE stated that utilities should be allowed to own and operate a portfolio of charging stations and that utilities should provide a robust role in the planning and operation of these network management systems.

ATE argued that any rules constraining the utility role should be addressed and resolved so utilities can fully participate in EV infrastructure deployment.\textsuperscript{825} In a similar vein, Tesla argued the Commission should remove barriers to charging station deployment by providing utilities with guidelines about their role in increasing access to charging infrastructure, cost recovery (e.g., designing charging station rate programs), examining line extension policies, and how and when utilities may invest in charging stations.\textsuperscript{826} Siemens argued that utilities should be permitted to own chargers in order for EV owners and ratepayers to receive greater benefits at lower costs from EV adoption as well as to drive grid benefits.\textsuperscript{827}

In contrast, some parties raised concerns regarding competition from utilities that may stifle private investment. CUB/EDF argued that utilities may have the information and resources to plan and deploy EV charging infrastructure in an organized, intentional manner, but allowing utilities to crowd out private competitors could have a chilling effect on private investment and innovation.\textsuperscript{828} CUB/EDF also expressed concern that there is

\textsuperscript{823} Greenlots Reply Comments at 4.
\textsuperscript{824} Id.
\textsuperscript{825} ATE Initial Comments at 13.
\textsuperscript{826} Tesla Initial Comments at 13.
\textsuperscript{827} Siemens Initial Comments at 2.
\textsuperscript{828} CUB/EDF Initial Comments at 4.
a risk of utilities investing in underused, and thus costly, charging stations or imposing infrastructure costs on ratepayers who do not benefit from them. CUB/EDF cautioned against creating a profit incentive for utilities to overbuild. CUB/EDF acknowledged that utility investment might be an appropriate approach to building necessary charging infrastructure in areas demonstrated to be inadequately served by private investment, such as low-income and/or rural communities. AFPI argued that utilities owning and/or operating charging infrastructure would result in cross-subsidization. AFPI argued further this concern is intensified by the structure of incentives that would come as a result, where the risk-free decisions of guaranteed rate of return of monopolies will inevitably result in suboptimal investment decisions, compared to those of private sector actors and is unjustifiable at the expense of the equal rights of the people of Illinois.
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c. Lack of Consumer Awareness and Education and Outreach

Ameren, ATE, ComEd, Sierra Club and NRDC, and Tesla all identified the lack of consumer awareness, education, and outreach as a primary barrier to increased electrification of the transportation sector. ATE stated that consumers’ general lack of awareness of the EV market and how many and what type of light duty EVs are available to drive is one of the largest barriers to greater EV adoption. ATE contended that education and outreach includes educating automobile dealers not trained to sell or advise on EVs.

The most commonly cited solution to the lack of consumer awareness and education and outreach barrier was for the utilities to engage in EV educational efforts. For example, Tesla indicated that utilities can educate customers about EVs, where and
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831 See Ameren Initial Comments at 8-9; ATE Initial Comments at 5-6; ComEd Initial Comments at 6; Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 10-11; Tesla Initial Comments at 8.
832 ATE Initial Comments at 5.
how to charge, and about costs for using electricity relative to oil-consuming cars.\textsuperscript{833} ATE stated that utilities with best practices to address such issues have web portals to provide general and specific EV information to customers.\textsuperscript{834} Ameren argued that utilities engaged in promotional advertising of the benefits of EVs should be permitted recovery of reasonable advertising expense because with respect to EV adoption, there are clear societal and public policy benefits of EVs.\textsuperscript{835} Ameren suggested that the Commission could clarify that utility efforts to inform consumers of EV options, or undertake practices that promote their adoption, are not actions that would constitute “promotional practices,” and that promotion of EVs is a permissible activity and recovery of related reasonable advertising expense will be allowed.\textsuperscript{836} Ameren stated that Commission clarification could be accomplished through a determination that Parts 275 and 295 of the 83 Ill. Adm. Code do not apply to utility-sponsored efforts to increase public awareness and adoption of EVs. Or, Ameren stated, the Commission could grant declaratory rulings, issue waivers, modify rules, or approve specific tariff language to resolve any legal ambiguity with respect to specific undertakings.\textsuperscript{837}

In contrast, with respect to utilities providing education to consumers to promote EV ownership, AFPI strongly disagreed that utilities are appropriate actors to educate the public and automakers on consumer options and cost saving benefits of EVs to support EV expansion.\textsuperscript{838} AFPI found that there was no valid reason to allow cost recovery for advertising expenses for the benefit of private entities if utilities were to decide to engage in such activities. AFPI argued that such practices are and should continue to be deemed under Illinois code, “promotional practices.” AFPI stated that if carmakers and charging station providers find there is a lack of public awareness with regard to their products and

\textsuperscript{833} Tesla Initial Comments at 8.  
\textsuperscript{834} ATE Initial Comments at 6.  
\textsuperscript{835} Ameren Initial Comments at 8.  
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services, it should not be incumbent on the ratepayers of Illinois to underwrite such expenses. AFPI strongly urged the Commission to unambiguously clarify this point in the interest of protecting ratepayers.\textsuperscript{839}

D. Benefits

Several participants commented on the myriad of benefits surrounding electric vehicle deployment. Among the many benefits listed, the main benefits included environmental benefits and economic benefits.

a. Environmental Benefits

Entities like AEE, Ameren, ATE, Tesla, CACC, Chanje, ComEd, CUB/EDF, Elevate Energy, MMC, Sierra Club and NRDC, Greenlots, UCS, and Workhorse agreed that EVs will reduce GHG emissions.\textsuperscript{840} In a national effort to reduce carbon emissions, a majority of participants stated that transitioning from internal combustion engine vehicles to electric vehicles will reduce carbon emissions significantly. This is especially the case if public transportation and last-mile delivery companies electrify.

ATE, Ameren, ABB, MMC, Sierra Club and NRDC, Workhorse, and Greenlots emphasized that EVs will improve air quality and the environment in disadvantaged neighborhoods, densely populated areas, and along highly utilized delivery routes.\textsuperscript{841} Those participants argued that electrification is most beneficial in those areas.

\textsuperscript{839} Id.

\textsuperscript{840} See AEE Initial Comments at 1; ATE Initial Comments at 2; Tesla Initial Comments at 9; CACC Initial Comments at 2; Chanje Reply Comments at 1-2; Ameren Initial Comments at 13; ComEd Initial Comments at 7-8; CUB/EDF Initial Comments at 3-4; Elevate Energy Initial Comments at 3; MMC Initial Comments at 2; Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 13; Greenlots Reply Comments at 2; UCS Initial Comments at 7-8; Workhorse Initial Comments at 1.

\textsuperscript{841} See ATE Initial Comments at 9; Ameren Initial Comments at 10; ABB Initial Comments at 7; MMC Initial Comments at 2; Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 14; Workhorse Initial Comments at 1; Greenlots Initial Comments at 1.
AFPI and the IER warned that, contrary to what many participants suggested, EVs might not yield net emission reductions in Illinois. IER stated that the “social value” of EVs is potentially overstated and might not accurately represent EVs’ actual benefits.

b. Economic Benefits

One economic aspect that was extensively discussed was the effect on ratepayers from the additional EV load on the electric utilities’ distribution grids. ABB, AEE, ATE, Chanje, ComEd, Siemens, Sierra Club and NRDC, and Tesla agreed that if properly managed, EV load can reduce the electric rates of many utility customers, especially those who own EVs and charge during off-peak times. However, some entities were concerned that low-income customers would be burdened by the additional load on the electric grid that might lead to increased rates.

Participants like Ameren, ATE, and Siemens also stated that the cost of owning and operating EVs is less than the cost of owning and operating ICE vehicles. While API-IPC stated that the cost of EVs is higher, UCS rebutted stating that the study API-IPC relied upon was flawed by assuming that EV battery packs last only as long as the warranty, and that EV drivers will require an alternative gasoline car for a quarter of the miles they drive.

E. EV Charging Infrastructure

Most participants agreed that a lack of charging infrastructure is a barrier to increased EV deployment. Participants, like ABB, Ameren, CACC, ChargePoint, ComEd,

---
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Greenlots, Tesla, and UCS agreed that in order to cure customers’ anxiety regarding the lack of charging infrastructure, more chargers need to be developed. However, some issues that participants disagreed on regarding EV charging infrastructure involved siting, fast chargers vs. slow chargers, and ownership of charging infrastructure.

a. **Siting**

The AG cited a study which indicates that 80 percent of charging is done at home. Thus, the AG stated that development of charging infrastructure should be focused on residential charging stations, as opposed to other locations. However, other participants, like Sierra Club and NRDC, indicate that charging infrastructure is important to develop at residential locations, as well as at work. Some participants agreed with Tesla, which promotes a philosophy of “charge where you park”. This means that charging infrastructure should be developed at home, at work, at malls and restaurants, along highway corridors, or any other location where cars would dwell for longer periods of time.

Participants like ABB, Ameren, ChargePoint, ComEd, and Tesla highlighted the importance of penetrating low-income communities that generally have less access to EVs and EV charging infrastructure. Low-income communities generally consist of multi-unit dwellings where residential charging infrastructure is not an available option. Participants suggested that those communities can be penetrated by developing public or community charging stations or electrifying public transportation.

---
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b. Fast Chargers vs. Slow Chargers

Many participants, like ABB, Ameren, ComEd, EVgo, and Tesla, agreed that in order to serve the most diverse needs of EV customers, EV chargers must consist of both fast chargers, as well as slow chargers.\textsuperscript{853} In order to determine which type of charger fits the needs of customers most, it is important to understand the demographic of customers in a certain area, and what their needs are.

Other participants, like ATE, CACC, and Sierra Club and NRDC, indicated that access to DCFC is critical in order to reduce “range anxiety” and meet customers’ expectations.\textsuperscript{854}

Dr. Santini recommended that the focus should be on slow charging infrastructure, which is most compatible with plug-in vehicles.\textsuperscript{855}

c. Ownership

Lastly, participants thoroughly discussed the issue of ownership and whether charging infrastructure should be owned by the utilities or a third-party.

Several participants, including EVgo, Greenlots, Siemens, and Sierra Club and NRDC indicated that utilities should own charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{856} The main reason these entities encouraged utility ownership is because utilities possess most of the data and are in the best position to determine where additional infrastructure can be developed and at what rate electricity can be provided and charged. Additionally, some participants indicated that utilities are in the best position to invest in charging infrastructure at this stage.

\textsuperscript{853} See ABB Initial Comments at 8; Ameren Initial Comments at 18; ComEd Initial Comments at 10; EVgo Initial Comments at 2; Tesla Initial Comments at 13.
\textsuperscript{854} See CACC Initial Comments at 5; Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 14; ATE Initial Comments at 14.
\textsuperscript{855} Santini Initial Comments at 1.
\textsuperscript{856} See Siemens Initial Comments at 4; Greenlots Reply Comments at 4; Sierra Club and NRDC Reply Comments at 5; EVgo Initial Comments at 1.
Other participants disagreed that utilities should own charging infrastructure. Both AFPI and API-IPC opposed utilities owning charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{857} AFPI stated that it will result in an unfair shifting of costs onto those who have not opted for EVs.\textsuperscript{858} Instead, they encouraged a market approach, where third-parties own charging infrastructure.

CUB/EDF and Sierra Club and NRDC added that the issue of ownership should not overshadow the issue of managing EV load efficiently.\textsuperscript{859} They added that third-parties will generally take calculated investment risks in charging infrastructure.

F. Ratemaking

Participants discussed electric rate designs and addressed whether it would be wise to adjust existing electric rate designs with regards to electricity consumption from EVs. ABB, Ameren, ChargePoint, ComEd, CUB/EDF, Elevate Energy, and UCS supported using time varying rates, such as time-of-use rates, to encourage off-peak charging, especially for residential customers.\textsuperscript{860} Ameren claimed that time-of-use charging would promote more efficient utilization of the power grid and benefit all customers, not just EV drivers.\textsuperscript{861}

IIEC stated that the ICC should generally set rates that best represent the cost of providing regulated utility services.\textsuperscript{862} It further stated that if rates were properly set, it would be unnecessary and inappropriate to change the rate structure to incentivize one aspect of electric utility service, such as EVs.\textsuperscript{863}

\textsuperscript{857} AFPI Initial Comments at 1; API-IPC Revised Initial Comments at 2.
\textsuperscript{858} API-IPC Revised Initial Comments at 2.
\textsuperscript{859} See CUB/EDF Initial Comments at 4; Sierra Club and NRDC Reply Comments at 5.
\textsuperscript{860} See ABB Initial Comments at 9; Ameren Initial Comments at 19; ChargePoint Initial Comments at 20; CUB/EDF Initial Comments at 4; Elevate Energy Initial Comments at 1; UCS Initial Comments at 6; ComEd Initial Comments at 12.
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Sierra Club and NRDC warned that demand charges might undermine the business case for high-power EV charging infrastructure investments.\textsuperscript{864} Sierra Club and NRDC recommended that transportation electrification loads should not be subsidized; rather, rate designs should be optimized for intended uses.\textsuperscript{865} They also recommended that the ICC review current utility rates for compatibility with transportation electrification use cases and that the ICC direct or lead a process to develop new rates where they are not optimized to support transportation electrification.\textsuperscript{866}

EVgo pointed out that current commercial rate structures were not designed with EVs’ unique load profiles in mind.\textsuperscript{867} EVgo noted that innovative rate structures would encourage EV adoption.\textsuperscript{868}

The NOI asked participants to list examples of other rate structures adopted by other utilities. Many participants provided examples of rate designs from other jurisdictions that focused on incentivizing off-peak charging.

IIIEC noted that utilities such as Consumer Energy Company, DTE Energy Company, Pacific Gas & Electric Company, and Southern California Edison offer EV designated tariffs for service to customers who charge EVs at home.\textsuperscript{869}

Sierra Club and NRDC pointed out that Pacific Power (Oregon) received approval from the Oregon Public Utilities Commission for a special tariff rate to replace a portion of demand charges for a nine-year period.\textsuperscript{870} Its sister utility, NV Energy (Nevada) recently filed for approval of a similar rate design before the Nevada Public Utilities Commission.\textsuperscript{871}
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G. Regulatory Treatment of EVs and Charging Stations

a. Should EVs be treated as distributed energy resources (“DERs”) for regulatory purposes?

ATE and Sierra Club and NRDC agreed that EVs should be treated as distributed energy resources. ATE recommended that utility investments in these grid-edge assets should be treated similarly to other assets because many EVSE include demand response capabilities and distributed storage can be added in the future if useful and cost effective.\(^\text{872}\) Sierra Club and NRDC noted the flexibility of EV charging provides EVs with DER capabilities through vehicle-grid integration and “managed charging.” Managed charging is EV charging that is managed or adjusted based on grid conditions via communications with the grid operator.\(^\text{873}\) Sierra Club and NRDC recommended the Commission explore how EVs can be leveraged to achieve renewable portfolio standards by leveraging the inherent, flexible storage capacity in batteries already purchased to improve load shape (lowering EV ownership cost), integrating variable renewable energy resources, and facilitating cost-effective grid management.\(^\text{874}\)

Conversely, ChargePoint, ComEd and IIEC argued that EVs and charging infrastructure do not fall under the existing definition of DERs. ChargePoint noted the primary purpose of EVs and EVSE is to support the conveyance of drivers, riders, and goods between destinations requiring separate considerations from DERs.\(^\text{875}\) Furthermore, ChargePoint recommended the Commission explore the creation of a unique statewide framework for EVs and EV charging rather than apply existing DER transportation electrification technologies.\(^\text{876}\) Similarly, ComEd believed the nascent technology and capabilities of EVs (batteries) are not generators and are not considered a DER.\(^\text{877}\) IIEC echoed the argument that EVs or charging stations should not be

\(^{872}\) ATE Initial Comments at 18.
\(^{873}\) Sierra Club and NRDC Initial Comments at 20.
\(^{874}\) Id. at 20-21.
\(^{875}\) ChargePoint Initial Comment at 20-21.
\(^{876}\) Id. at 21.
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classified as a DER on the basis of battery back-up or battery storage because the necessary VGI technologies are not fully developed or widely available.

Tesla recommended that a determination regarding the treatment of EVs as DERs not be made at this time. Given the relatively low uptake of EVs and limited customer experience of using EVs as DER, Tesla argued for the Commission to monitor customer adoption of EVs, DER deployment, and customer participation and preferences using their EVs and EVSE as DER or grid resources.\textsuperscript{878}

b. Should passenger cars, transportation vehicles, and corporate fleets be treated equally? Should one type be favored over others?

ChargePoint recommended different EV load profiles with different value propositions to the grid should not be favored over one another, but some are more suitable for serving as reliable DERs.\textsuperscript{879} Tesla recommended a holistic evaluation of electrification transportation with an emphasis on driving adoption of light duty EVs to long-term needs of heavy duty trucks infrastructure needs.\textsuperscript{880}

c. How can unique demand response programs be structured for each customer classification?

ComEd noted the technology and market is emerging and it is too soon to define demand response programs for customer classifications.\textsuperscript{881} Tesla endorsed using EVs and charging stations as tools in demand response programs that should be treated like other demand response mechanisms.\textsuperscript{882}

\textsuperscript{878} Tesla Initial Comments at 17.
\textsuperscript{879} ChargePoint Initial Comments at 21.
\textsuperscript{880} Tesla Initial Comments at 18.
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d. **How should common charging stations be categorized for regulatory and accounting purposes?**

Some parties agreed utilities should develop and own publicly available EV charging stations for various reasons, from cheaper access to capital and grid knowledge to better site public charging stations locations. ComEd recommended treating utility owned charging stations as a long-lived capital asset included in the utility’s rate base.\(^{883}\)

The IIEC argued for allowing the development of charging stations to flourish as a competitive industry. IIEC and the AG noted that it remains to be determined whether existing statutory authority treats the construction of either in-home or public charging stations as a utility function.\(^{884}\) Moreover, the regulatory treatment of utility charging stations should properly consider the competitive advantage utilities would gain over presently operating competitive providers if utilities are granted authority to develop charging stations.\(^{885}\)

**e. Should common charging stations and privately-owned charging stations enjoy the same regulatory and accounting treatment?**

ComEd argued that privately-owned charging stations are subject to standard accounting practices and are outside the scope of regulatory treatment.\(^{886}\) Similarly, Sierra Club and NRDC cited the Illinois Public Utilities Act that clearly states private or public entities that develop and operate EV charging stations through their own means do not meet the definition of a public utility. The absence of regulatory treatment enables pricing of EV charging services by the kWh, an easily understood unit of measurement. However, where a public utility deploys or facilitates deployment of publicly-accessible or private EV charging stations, such activities are subject to Commission oversight. Also,

---
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Sierra Club and NRDC noted the Commission may wish to us its oversight authority to ensure price and load management signals encourage off-peak charging, and clarify terms of station maintenance to ensure charging stations are used and useful.\textsuperscript{887}

f. Discuss what kinds of incentives could be implemented to encourage further EV penetration into the US markets.

Ameren and ComEd suggested various incentives can play a significant role in accelerating EV deployment. Ameren recommended partnerships with regulators and stakeholders to develop cost-effective market incentives for deployment of charging infrastructure and across the EV value chain. Ameren recommended cost recovery for the following: community-based EV marketing efforts, utility consumer EV education to increase adoption rates, programs that extend EV technology benefits to lower-income customers, and dedicated EV staffing resources.\textsuperscript{888} ComEd recommended incentives such as local and state tax incentives for EV charging stations; rebates for EVs and charging stations provided by the state and/or utility; access to HOV lanes; reduced vehicle registration fees; reduced permitting costs for EV infrastructure; and reduced/eliminated highway tolls.\textsuperscript{889}

Ameren noted that marketplace incentives should attract customers and manufacturers.\textsuperscript{890} Similarly, the CACC recommended the ICC form a multi-state leadership coalition to prioritize "strong" policies and programs in the NASEO’s report. According to the CACC, doing so signals to vehicle equipment manufacturers, utilities, and the EVSE industry that the Midwest is a prime market.\textsuperscript{891}

MMC suggested municipalities can encourage EV adoption through municipal fleets, and through incentives such as local codes and policies that support access to EV
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charging infrastructure. MMC noted that under FEJA, utilities pool and use funds collected from EV charging to incentivize energy efficiency and renewable energy measures. The MMC recommended considering the allocation of such funds to support the adoption of EVs and their infrastructure.

Dr. Santini recommended policies that support low cost, low power residential and workplace charging to support plug-in hybrid vehicles and future range-extended EVs that will not rely on expensive intercity fast charging equipment. Dr. Santini also recommended Illinois work with other midcontinent states to develop incentives supporting use of high octane premium gasoline or biofuels within future long-range plug-in hybrids and range extended EVs.

AFPI, API-IPC, the AG, and the IMA recommended that policies should not include subsidies to accelerate EV adoption and the development of charging infrastructure at this time. The AG discouraged incentives due to the speculative nature of the emerging and future EV market. Instead, the AG recommended to recognize where Illinois is today and to only address currently arising EV issues. Similarly, AFPI discouraged the Commission from creating incentives that pick winners and losers. For example, AFPI cited a report from the Congressional Budget Office that estimated that the Qualified Plug-in Electric Vehicle Tax credit cost the federal government anywhere from $230 to $4,400 for every ton of carbon dioxide emissions that the subsidy reduces. AFPI argued that these cost estimates, together with other federal, state and local subsidies, far exceed the estimated value of avoiding carbon dioxide emissions by every governmental entity. API-IPC recommended policies that provide for customer choice and allow the free market to determine the energy sources required to meet societal needs and these
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policies should not include subsidies through tax credits, rebates, utility rate increases, or other financial incentives.898 IMA echoed the argument that it is important that manufacturers produce a variety of vehicles, including EVs, so customers have a choice; however, policies should support competition and refrain from implementing government mandates that would provide an unfair advantage to any particular vehicle.899

Additionally, ChargePoint and the IER agreed with other stakeholders that the market needs to stay innovative and competitive.900 ChargePoint argued a competitive market will improve access to charging and charging networks and improve customer experience. IER recommended that Illinois’ competitive electricity market should have stable rules and approximate a standard market as much as possible.901 Ameren, ChargePoint, and Siemens agreed that customer choice is important and customers should have a choice of EV charging equipment and EV charging network services.902

IERE recommended a cost-benefit analysis of EV incentives before ratepayers are burdened with EV cost recovery.903

Conclusion:

The Illinois Commerce Commission values the experience and knowledge the participants shared through their comments and appreciates each party’s participation in this proceeding. The comments that were submitted in response to this Notice of Inquiry proceeding illuminate issues regarding the integration of EVs into the electric system. The comments also identify issues and questions requiring further examination. As such, the comments serve as a starting point for consideration by the Commission and discussions among stakeholders regarding the role of utilities, regulators, and other market
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participants in the electric vehicle and charging infrastructure industry and the optimal level of regulatory guidance in the electric vehicle and charging infrastructure industry.

As identified in the Notice of Inquiry, the Commission did not intend for this proceeding to result in Commission action. Rather, the Notice of Inquiry proceeding and this report are intended to serve as reference tools that the Commission and other State policy makers may use when considering the appropriate regulatory framework for electric vehicles and electric vehicle charging infrastructure.